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Abstract
LABOR AND THE PICTURESQUE:
PHOTOGRAPHY PROPAGANDA AND THE TEA TRADE IN
COLONIAL INDIA AND SRI LANKA, 1880-1914
by
Leila Anne Harris

Advisor: Maria Antonella Pelizzari
Late nineteenth-century colonial photographs of workers on tea plantations in India and
Sri Lanka—with women in saris gently plucking leaves from lush bushes and men in sarongs
operating heavy industrial machinery—are powerful symbols of a chain of production within the
British Empire. This dissertation questions how these images of labor, mass-produced and
widely circulated, support a sense of nation-building that is defined by a new lucrative
commodity: British-grown tea. Labor is at the center of my study, which aims to challenge the
clear-cut division in current scholarship between representations of workers in industrialized
England, and those in rural India and Sri Lanka. I investigate how a new phase of commercial
photography represented this new product, and how these images largely contributed to make
industry in the colonies more visible at home.
Tea was an expensive novelty when it was first introduced to England from China in the
mid-seventeenth century but quickly became the country’s national beverage. In the 1880s,
following the East India Company’s theft of seedlings from China, tea grown in British colonies
began to outsell Chinese-grown tea. Concurrently, advances in technology made photographs
inexpensive to print, leading to a vast increase in the distribution of these images through
multiple channels. They illustrated travel literature promoting exotic journeys, served as
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advertisements in pamphlets for British pavilions at international exhibitions across Europe and
the United States, and were collected by tourists in private albums. Through a visual analysis of
the compositional strategies in these pictures, alongside study of their commercial distribution, I
demonstrate how the photographs of tea production helped to construct a new vision of the
British Empire in which notions of primitivism coalesced with modern industry.
Chapter One focuses on the ubiquitous image of women plucking tea leaves, still used in
advertising today, that was first introduced through photography in the 1880s. I connect the
photographs to a broader history of visual art and representations of labor in South Asia. The
picturesque landscape is a common feature in these photographs and is the subject of my second
chapter. I consider the frequent juxtaposition of exotic flora and factory buildings, and argue that
they expand the idea of the picturesque in the imperial landscape by firmly rooting
industrialization in the Tropics. The third chapter examines a prominent visual trope in
representations of the tea industry: the step-by-step documentation of tea manufacture. I show
that this mode of narration is used to promote British-grown tea by presenting the “cleanliness”
of the production process and promoting the benefits of colonial oversight. This fourth chapter
links discussions of botanical still life photographs, images of the dramatic transformation of the
landscape, and the display of the planters’ lifestyle, through a discussion of British identity and
the domestication of the landscape. In the final chapter of the dissertation, the thematic
discussions from the previous sections come together in popular displays of British-grown tea at
international exhibitions. I demonstrate the ways in which Indian and Sri Lankan tea associations
used photography—along with displays of large machinery and the performative spectacle of
South Asian waiters serving the beverage—to glamorize and popularize their product within the
celebration of Empire.
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INTRODUCTION
Not a single tea plantation exists within the United Kingdom. This is the symbolization of English
identity – I mean, what does anybody in the world know about an English person except that they
can’t get through the day without a cup of tea?
Where does it come from? Ceylon – Sri Lanka, India. That is the outside history that is inside the
history of the English. There is no English history without that other history.1
Labor and the Picturesque
In Samuel Bourne’s photograph Plantation of the Terai Tea Association, Darjeeling,
orderly rows of tea plants stretch into the distance towards misty hills that rise in the background
(Figure 0.1). The scene unfolds in a carefully composed vignette illustrating a novel combination
of picturesque India and British industry. Tall trees punctuate the organized agricultural tracts
that spread across the photograph, with five workers, men and women, positioned in a line across
the middle of the frame. The man standing in the center, taller than the others, powerfully
gesticulates with his arm outstretched, commanding indigenous women plucking tea leaves and
men tending bushes. Taken in the 1860s, this image of a tea plantation is likely the earliest trade
photograph made in the country.2 Participating in the visual expansion of a burgeoning colonial
industry, the photograph contributes to the understanding of British-grown tea, which would
proliferate to astounding heights in the world marketplace within two decades alongside rapid
changes in photographic technology. Pictures of tea manufacture positioned the commodity as an
imperial product.
1

Stuart Hall, “Old and New Identities, Old and New Ethnicities,” in Culture, Globalization and
the World System, ed. Anthony King (London: Macmillan, 1991): 49.
2
Gary Sampson includes a brief discussion of Bourne’s tea and cinchona photographs in his
dissertation, a significant study on Bourne, in which he proposes that the images may be the
earliest trade photographs taken in India. Around the same time, in the 1860s, Bourne also
photographed the Government Tea Plantation in Holta, as well as the Selim Tea Estate. Sampson
writes that the entire series warrants further examination from a social perspective. See: Gary
Sampson, “Samuel Bourne and 19th-Century British Landscape Photography in India,” PhD
diss., (University of California, Santa Barbara, 1991), 198-236.
1

Writing at the end of the twentieth century, Stuart Hall drew attention to these now
forgotten far-flung origins of Britain’s symbolic beverage, noting that tea, once an exotic
product, had become quintessentially English.3 This dissertation recovers those origins and
argues that a period of heightened awareness of these colonial locales—made visible through
photographs—facilitated the construction of an English identity dependent on a tropical crop at
the dawn of the British-controlled trade.
Like other images in this dissertation, Bourne’s shows the domestication of the South
Asian landscape, merging the aesthetics of the picturesque with imperial commerce and the
rhetoric of a new national beverage, tea. Bourne is best known to photography historians for his
sublime landscapes and architectural views sold to a tourist market in search of the exotic. The
sort of image at issue here has remained quite peripheral in the study of this photographer,
although Gary Sampson has pointed out the political and social dimensions of these
compositions, writing that a photograph showing jungle transformed into organized agricultural
tracts asserts that “civility and urbane living might be maintained far from home and the great
unknown of the wilderness kept at a reasonable safe distance.”4
Bourne’s Plantation of the Terai Tea Association conveys the promise of abundant
resources and affirms a growing Anglo-European presence in Asia, and the themes it signals
became the tropes of the vast number of pictures used to promote the tea trade in India and Sri
Lanka between 1880 and 1914. The bodies of South Asian men and women laborers were
routinely positioned against the picturesque scenery of tea manufacture in a mountainous
3

As Judy Sund has recently written, for exotic items to maintain their appeal they must possess a
foreign aura; goods that are widely embraced and consumed become commonplace. Stuart Hall
references an analogous transition from oddity to everyday in regards to tea in England. This
dissertation examines a key period of that process. For more on the exotic in Western art, see
Judy Sund, Exotic: A Fetish for the Foreign (London: Phaidon Press Limited, 2019).
4
Sampson, “Samuel Bourne and 19th-Century British Landscape Photography,” 215-216.
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landscape, and British presence is perceived through scenes of modern machinery and drastic
alterations to the natural scenery.5 Commercial photography firms—including Bourne &
Shepherd, of which Bourne was a founding partner—produced images that were used by official
tea planters’ associations and purchased as part of a growing tourist industry. In the images, the
picturesque simultaneously enhances the visibility of the tea trade and masks realities of labor
conditions and the negative impacts on the environment. I consider such photographs’ role in
marketing campaigns, and the ways in which they enhanced visibility of the Empire as made
manifest in the process of industrialization in South Asia.
Photography is the primary object of investigation because it is through photography, as
opposed to other forms of image making, that tea industry was represented. However, this study
brings photography into conversation with the larger history of commercial prints, illustrated
publications, periodicals, and advertisements. While the utilitarian mode of the photograph
responded to the economic needs of the industry at the turn of the twentieth century, I consider
how the resulting works drew on longer traditions of picturing imperial trade. This approach
allows the photographs to be contextualized within the broader history of image production as
well as examining the ways in which the photographic medium showcased the growth of
commerce in British colonies.
This dissertation considers the period between 1880 and 1914, a period in which both the
British tea industry and photographic technology saw rapid growth. The year 1880, while not the
date of the first tea seedling planted in India, is the beginning of a history that marks the firm
establishment of the industry in India and Sri Lanka, as well as the British public’s embrace of
the newly sourced, imperial grown, tea, over that produced in China. These years also signaled a
5

After Bourne took his photographs, the tea industry became more mechanized thanks to the
development of machinery introduced in the final decades of the nineteenth century.
3

period of intensive marketing campaigns and efforts to expand sales not only in England but also
across the British Empire, as well as in Europe and the United States. The 1880s also marked a
turning point in photographic history, when dry plate negatives and the development of halftone
photomechanical processing enabled a rapid expansion of the number of photographs
disseminated across the Empire. In 1914, with the start of the First World War, tea producers
turned away from their efforts to expand into foreign markets as they were called upon to supply
adequate amounts of tea for British soldiers.6
Photography, far more than any other graphic medium, was the vehicle through which the
burgeoning British tea industry was represented. The images I consider in this dissertation
circulated through a number of venues. Many, in the form of albumen prints, were purchased by
tourists and assembled into albums commemorating tours of India and Ceylon. The same images
of tea workers were used in mass-produced photo-postcards (issued by either commercial
photography firms or private tea companies), sometimes with added color. Photomechanical
prints of the many steps of tea processing also went to illustrate books, pamphlets, and magazine
articles, highlighting the history of the British tea trade and celebrating British innovations in
manufacturing. Photographs were also shown in the halls of international exhibitions and world’s
fairs.
My dissertation constitutes an expansion—both geographical and chronological—of
current scholarship on nineteenth-century commercial photography and representations of labor.
It extends the history from the Western metropole to its peripheries, considering photographic
firms based in Kolkata and Colombo, whose work circulated in London and beyond. By
6

The onset of the war did not signal a decline in the British tea industry. Rather, annual reports
show that from 1915 the war provided a profitable market for the trade. Exclusive deals were
made with the government to secure enough tea for troops. See: Percival Griffiths, The History
of the Indian Tea Industry (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1967), 170.
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concentrating on the tea industry in South Asia, I engage with the complexities of a single trade
and its deep cultural implications while tracking the wide distribution of photographs across
printed media. I argue that these images of labor, mass-produced and widely circulated, support a
process of nation-building that was bolstered by a new lucrative commodity: British-grown tea.
Labor is at the center of my study, which aims to challenge the clear-cut division in current
scholarship between representations of workers in industrialized England and in rural colonies by
showcasing how the photographs made in Indian and Sri Lanka chart the transformation of the
tropics through the labor dynamics familiar in England. Ultimately, I examine how a new phase
of commercial photography represented and promoted a new product and made industry in the
colonies more visible at home, both in the public sphere and in the domestic realm.

British Tea and Propaganda
The history of the tea plant, and its circulation through global networks of trade, is central
to the development of this study. Tea is one of world’s favorite beverages. The history of the
plant’s cultivation dates back centuries in China—“the immemorial home of tea”—where it saw
long use as a medicinal beverage.7 A plethora of tales attest to its legendary origins from as early
as 2737 B.C.E.8 Whether tea is a plant that grew from Buddha’s eyelashes, which were torn out
in a moment of frustration after failing to remain awake, or if, in a moment of serendipity, a leaf
fell into the emperor’s pot of boiling water, what is unquestioned is that the regular consumption

7

Griffiths, The History of the Indian Tea Industry, 4.
In the fourth chapter I will discuss nineteenth-century claims for India as the birthplace of the
species, but despite this period of patriotic /nationalistic debate, tea undoubtedly has its roots in
China.
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of tea has its origins in China.9 From there, it spread to Japan, Tibet, and Central Asia before
reaching European shores.
Tea was first sold in England in the mid-seventeenth century and over the next two
centuries its popularity steadily increased. The earliest European contact with the drink likely
occurred more than a century earlier when Portuguese explorers in China encountered a bitter,
red, and medicinal beverage.10 Tea made its first appearance in Britain in the 1650s, and began to
be served in London coffee houses. William Ukers’s All About Tea (1935), notes that tea’s first
public sale was recorded in 1657, and the first tea broadside was printed three years later. Also in
1660, diarist Samuel Pepys recorded his experience of “a Cupp of Tee (a China drink).”11 Tea
was an expensive commodity, and its consumption soon emerged in England as a social activity
linked to luxury and fine manners. It was also gendered. Catherine of Braganza, the Portuguese
princess who married Charles II, is known as England’s “first tea drinking queen.” Her
enthusiasm made the beverage fashionable drink among ladies of the court.12 In the eighteenth
century, its popularity spread to a broader range of social classes.13 By the late nineteenthcentury, a common refrain used in articles on the beverage calls attention to the fact that the
drink was served everywhere—from the breakfast table of Queen Victoria down to that of the
humblest family.
The eventual ubiquity of tea on British breakfast tables was made possible—and
encouraged—by Britain’s East India Company, which recognized its potential early-on. Within a
9

Griffiths recounts popular origin stories of the beverage. See: Griffiths, The History of the
Indian Tea Industry, 4.
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William H. Ukers, All About Tea (New York: Tea and Coffee Trade Journal Company, 1935),
43.
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decade of the first tea sale in England, the East India Company commenced their importation of
Chinese tea and began to build what has been called the “world’s greatest tea monopoly.”14
According to Ukers, the influence of the East India Company “was so powerful that it
precipitated a dietetic revolution in England, changing the British people from a nation of
potential coffee drinkers to a nation of tea drinkers, and all within the space of a few years.”15
The company’s monopoly was abolished in 1833; five years later, they sought out endorsements
for their newest product: tea grown in Assam. In her recent history of the tea trade, Erika
Rappaport writes that while initial reactions to the new Indian-grown tea were mixed,
Those with imperial interests professed their delight with a beverage grown in one
of their country’s most recent colonial acquisitions. A very young Queen Victoria
enthusiastically declared that she was ‘much pleased’ with the tea’s ‘quality and
flavour,’ and she prophesied that ‘this Experiment’ would ‘exercise an important
influence over the prosperity of British Empire in the East.’16
The idea of growing tea in India entered the minds of British botanists and businessmen long
before it found lasting success at the end of the nineteenth century. As early as 1788, Joseph
Banks, director of the Royal Botanic Garden at Kew, envisioned tea-growing at the Calcutta
botanic gardens. This prospect became more viable in the 1820s, when an indigenous species
was discovered growing in northern India by Major Robert Bruce. In 1839, only months before
the announcement of the daguerreotype, the first batch of Assam-grown tea was sold at auction
in London. A few years later, after struggling with quality issues, the East India Company hired
botanist Robert Fortune to travel to China. From 1848 to 1851, Fortune, masquerading as a
Chinese merchant, managed to smuggle out thousands of tea seeds and seedlings out of China
and into India, and brought along Chinese men whom the East India Company paid to impart
14

Ukers, All About Tea, 67.
Ukers, All About Tea, 67.
16
Charles A. Murray in reply to Mr. Gordon’s Circular, December 1838, “Correspondence
Relating to Assam Tea, 1838,” BL Add. Mss. 22717; cited by Erika Rappaport, A Thirst for
Empire: How Tea Shaped the Modern World (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2017), 85.
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their knowledge of tea processing.17 Most of the Chinese plants that Fortune sent to India died
but the information acquired about the little known and highly guarded process of tea
manufacture had lasting impact on the development of Britain’s colonial tea trade.
When Bourne photographed the Darjeeling estates in the 1860s, the tea industry in India
was enjoying its first boom. Tea companies were established in great numbers, shares rose
quickly, and land was cleared without any thought of its suitability to tea production or the
availability of the labor required to process the tea leaves. Civil servants in the colonies (often
with no experience in agriculture) gave up their posts on short notice to become planters, and a
plethora of estates were established across India in a brief period of time.18 Rampant speculation
was followed quickly by a collapse, as tea prices fell in response to a decline in quality. By the
1880s, however, the industry recovered from the crash and entered a period of prosperity that
lasted well into the twentieth century.
Tea production in Sri Lanka burgeoned in the 1880s. Coffee had been the main crop on the
island, which saw a craze for that commodity in the 1850s, when more than a hundred thousand
pounds were exported annually. The business fell into ruin, however, when the fungal disease
Hemileia vastatrix, also known as coffee leaf rust, decimated Sri Lanka’s crops.19 Ukers
describes tea’s replacement of coffee in Sri Lanka as “one of the most dramatic stories in the
history of the industry.”20 The planter James Taylor—although not the first to pursue tea growing
17

Robert Fortune traveled through China with an interpreter and wore regional costume
(including a long braid, which he had acquired from a local peasant, sown into his hair). Fortune
told tea-growers that he was from another region of China, “beyond the Great Wall.” For more
on Fortune’s travels, see: Sarah Rose, For All the Tea in China: How England Stole the World’s
Favorite Drink and Changed History (New York: Penguin Books, 2014).
18
Griffiths, The History of the Indian Tea Industry, 96.
19
This narrative is often recited in writings on photographer Julia Margaret Cameron, whose
family’s business in Sri Lanka suffered from the decline of the coffee trade. Cameron’s
Ceylonese photographs are considered in the first chapter on this dissertation.
20
Ukers, All About Tea, 173.
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on the island—is considered the “father” of the industry there.21 He produced tea at the
Loolecondera estate beginning in the 1870s, using seeds from the Royal Botanic Gardens at
Peradeniya, near Kandy.22 Dramatic transformations to the landscape ensued as planters
recovered from the fall of coffee by planting the tea, whose success was solidified in the 1880s.23
Following the tumult of the 1860s, planters in India tightened supervision on their estates
and heightened managerial oversight. The continuous expansion of the trade, which first enabled
China to be displaced from the top of United Kingdom market, soon inspired planters to set their
sights on foreign markets.24 It is difficult to grasp exactly how quickly exports rose (as the
figures recorded by tea planters are often not accurate and almost always found to be too high).25
Nevertheless, until 1880 the only market for British-grown tea was England. After 1880, exports
to Australia and the United States began to ascend and the industry quickly realized the value of
propaganda.
Photographs played an important role in the marketing of tea as a new national product.
Both the Indian Tea Association and the Ceylon Planters’ Association actively used photographs
through illustrated pamphlets, displays in store windows, and increasingly elaborate exhibits at
world’s fairs. The Indian Tea Market Expansion Committee for Indian Tea, and the Thirty
Committee (which supported the Ceylon Planters’ Association), made concerted efforts to
expand global sales until 1914, when the beginning of the First World War led to changes in both
the tea market and the focus of tea advertising.
21

Earlier, in the 1840s, Maurice B. Worms brought cuttings of a tea plant to Sri Lanka from
China and it was planted on the Rothschild coffee estate. Worms was a cousin of the
Rothschilds, the famous banking family.
22
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23
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24
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25
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The second half of the nineteenth century saw increased use of machinery on British-run
plantations, whereas traditional manufacture in China was almost entirely a process of hand
manipulation. With the birth of the British trade, there came a trend of constantly improving
machinery. In the 1860s it was unusual for tea producers to employ machines, and since those
that did were only moderately successful, it was widely held that machines would never replace
delicate hand processing. According to one planter,
It would be extremely difficult, for instance, to separate the Pekoe bud from the leaf
when required; and the delicate manipulation attainable in the rolling process by the
human hand, which adapts itself to the varying circumstances of the bundle of
leaves submitted to it in ever-changing form, could hardly be adequately
supplemented by any machine, which from its very nature must act in a regular
series of appointed motions.26
In the end, however, tea machinery triumphed and supplemented many aspects of traditional
hand processing. The new industry was driven by the healthy rivalry and dueling inventions of
former tea planters William Jackson and Samuel Davidson, each of whom, through the 1880s
and 1890s, held patents for withering, rolling, drying, and sifting machines.27 Davidson,
following a stint in Assam, returned to his native Belfast and founded the Sirocco Engineering
Works in 1881. Around the same time, Jackson, who had experience as a planter in India as well,
joined forces with the Britannia Iron Works in Lincolnshire. The machinery Davidson and
Jackson invented was continually improved, and ultimately enabled to lower the costs of
manufacturing and mass-producing tea.
Mechanization eventually spread beyond the tea producing regions of the British Empire.
Other imperial producers, such as the Dutch in Java and the Japanese in Formosa (Taiwan),
introduced machinery shortly after, and eventually mechanized production spread to Chinese
26

Griffith quotes a planter whose words are included in a report written by W. J. Lance, the
Officiating Deputy Commissioner of Kamroop. See: Griffiths, The History of the Indian Tea
Industry, 113.
27
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manufacture as well. As I will show, the role of machinery and its purported benefits to the
health of the British public was foregrounded in marketing; photographs of Jackson and
Davidson’s inventions celebrated British modernization of the tea trade. Accordingly, Jackson’s
pioneering drying machines were given patriotic names such as Victoria, Britannia, and even
Empire.
Alongside the dialogue about machinery, profits, and exports, the so-called “labor
question” was a constant debate that surfaced in trade journals, the minutes of association
meetings, and even the popular press. The crash of the tea industry in the 1860s was linked in
part to a shortage of “suitable” labor, and throughout the nineteenth century there were
discussions on which “native types” of Indian were best suited for plantation work. The
nineteenth-century study of indigenous peoples, through emerging anthropological studies,
classified ethnographic groups along a continuum contrasting “primitive” and “settled” classes
which influenced the recruitment plantation workers.28 A system of importing laborers from one
part of the country to the tea growing districts was established. Although labor conditions on the
estates were disparaged in accounts that likened work there to slavery,29 early photographs of the
industry present only idealized representations of workers and their surroundings. The tea
associations exerted much influence on local government and ran campaigns against those who
criticized the industry. When Henry Cotton, the Chief Commissioner of Assam, wrote an exposé
on planters’ violent punishment of workers (which often led to fatalities) his critique was roundly
28

For example, in Assam, estate managers found the locals to be ill suited for plantation labor
and Nepali peasants were favored as workers. It was believed that wage labor might come
“naturally” to the Nepalis because they were viewed as a “settled” peasantry. See: Piya
Chatterjee, A Time for Tea: Women, Labor, and Post/Colonial Politics on an Indian Plantation
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2009), 64-69.
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Slavery,” published in the Madras Mail 11 September 1890. For more on this topic, see:
Ramamurthy, Imperial Persuaders, 109.
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dismissed and he was slandered in the press.30 Even in the 1960s, Cotton was described as
someone whose “unlimited sympathy with the poor” blinded him to the realities of trade, a man
who simply “did not understand business.”31 This sort of spin on reports of labor abuses indicates
industry leaders’ concern with public perception of British tea, and sheds light on the absence of
negative portrayals in the photographic archive.
Organized efforts to promote British tea took shape in the 1880s around international
exhibitions. Initially, Sri Lanka took the lead in propaganda campaigns. The Ceylon Planters’
Association enacted their first publicity effort in 1879 when A.M. Ferguson, the editor of the
Ceylon Observer, was appointed commissioner to the International Exhibition at Melbourne in
1880-1881. Three years later, at the Calcutta exhibition, John Capper, editor of the Ceylon
Times, served as commissioner. Tea was promoted at both events, cementing the importance of
tea displays at international exhibitions that would remain prominent over the next several
decades. When John E. Musgrave Harrington, a former coffee planter in Java, was made
commissioner for the Brussels Exhibition of 1888, he sought a broader audience for Indian tea’s
promotion through the distribution of booklets that were translated from English into four other
languages.32 Other notable developments occurred in the 1890s, when, after years of
negotiations, the Indian Tea Association and the Ceylon Planters’ Association joined forces to
promote trade in the United States. A few years later, in 1907, the China Tea Association formed
and published advertisements suggesting that black China tea was more healthful than the
astringent British-grown beverage. The following year saw a spike in propaganda for Britishgrown tea in the United Kingdom (including many photographically illustrated works issued by
Rana P. Behal, “Coolie Drivers or Benevolent Paternalists? British Tea Planters in Assam and
the Indenture Labour System,” Modern Asian Studies 44, no. 1 (January 2010): 46-48.
31
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32
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Lipton Tea). Then, at the start of the First World War, propaganda became a secondary interest
for the tea associations.33

The Photographers of Empire
The two most prominent firms in the representation of the tea industry were Bourne &
Shepherd in India and W.L.H. Skeen & Company in Sri Lanka. Established in 1863, when
Samuel Bourne entered a partnership with established photographers Charles Shepherd and
William Howard in Shimla (Simla),34 Bourne & Shepherd was the premiere commercial firm
working in nineteenth-century India. Howard had worked as a photographer in Kolkata, and
Shepherd was previously a partner in the photography firm Shepherd and Robinson.35 Howard
soon left the venture, and in the coming years Bourne & Shepherd opened branches across the
subcontinent,36 becoming the most successful photography business in the country. After
changing hands many times, the business closed only recently, in 2016, when its Kolkata branch
was finally shuttered.
While Bourne & Shepherd is the best-known nineteenth century firm working in India,
Colombo-based W.L.H. Skeen & Company rivaled their production at the end of the nineteenth
century in Sri Lanka. Described as a “photographic dynasty,” W.L.H. Skeen & Company opened
around 1860. William Louis Henry (W.L.H.) Skeen had been born in London in 1847. Two years
later he moved to Ceylon; his father, also William Skeen, was appointed official Governor
33
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Printer there. The younger Skeen likely returned to England for his education, where, it has been
suggested, he was trained at the London School of Photography.37 Upon his return to the island,
he began a photography studio that traded under the name S. Slinn & Company, named for Slinn
Skeen (whose relationship to W.L.H. Skeen is unknown). When he turned 21, the name of the
business changed to W.L.H. Skeen & Company. A few years later in 1878, his brother, Frederick
Albert Edward Skeen, briefly joined the firm, but soon moved to Burma, where he established
his own photography business, Watts & Skeen. In 1903, following the death of his brother,
Frederick Skeen returned to Colombo and the firm was renamed F. Skeen & Company.38
Most of the information about W.L.H. Skeen & Company (as well as photographic firms
operating in Sri Lanka at the time) has been gathered from trade directories containing
advertisements for the major studios.39 Despite the paucity of information about its
photographers’ lives and experiences, Skeen’s vast output—found today in private albums,
illustrated books, and photo-postcards—attests to the firm’s wide ranging production. In 1868,
the W.L.H. Skeen & Company catalog listed more than four hundred local views, including
scenes of the new railway, colonial houses, elephant kraals, and coffee estate (the major
agricultural business in the region prior to tea). By the 1890s, the firm advertised a series of
Indian views taken farther afield, in areas as far north as Darjeeling and as far west as Rajasthan.
By 1920, the firm had ceased to be listed in commercial directories.
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Henry William Cave, another notable photographer working in Sri Lanka, moved there
from England in 1872 to serve as the secretary to the Anglican Bishop of Colombo.40 Cave was
editor of the Ceylon Diocesan Gazette in Colombo, the capital city, where he opened a bookstore
and print shop in 1876.41 Like most contemporaneous photography businesses in Colombo, H.W.
Cave & Company, sold an array of items.42 In addition to photography and illustrated books, the
store offered a range of sporting goods and even pianos.43 Following the death of his wife in
1866, Cave returned to England. He continued to run his store in Colombo and made regular
trips to Sri Lanka, pursuing a managerial style similar to that of the tea plantations he would later
depict.44 Cave’s photographs are showcased in his richly illustrated tourist publications,
including the three-part series Picturesque Ceylon (1893-1897) and Golden Tips: A Description
of Ceylon and its Great Tea Industry (1900).
Other firms and photographers treated in this study include the India-based Johnston &
Hoffmann, and A.W.A. Plâté, Colombo Apothecaries, and Adolphus William Andrée (all
working in Sri Lanka); their production is discussed alongside a range of images for which no
photographer is credited. Plâté & Company, now known as Plâté Limited, stands out as the only
nineteenth-century firm still in business today. Located in the Kollupitiya (formerly Colpetty)
neighborhood of Colombo, just off the main drag of Galle Road, their store offers artworks,
souvenirs, and a large stock of reprinted nineteenth-century photographs.
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While the photographers considered in this study are mainly European (and predominantly
British), not all of those who documented the British tea industry match this description. A.W.
Andree, for instance, was the son of an elite Ceylonese family with a multi-generational
photography practice in Colombo. 45 Further, little is known of the employees who worked for
the large firms beyond the eponymous founders, leaving much more work to be uncovered on the
history of nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century commercial photography firms in India and
Sri Lanka.

Studying Commercial Photography
This dissertation aims to broaden the geographical scope of histories of photography by
taking up colonial commercial practices. Art historians Steve Edwards and Geoffrey Batchen
have drawn methodological attention to the type of commercial photography studied in this
dissertation, but each has focused exclusively on European practices.46 Edwards used a Marxist
framework, arguing that British photographs were part of a nineteenth-century industrial
production in which “art” and the processes of social history are intertwined.47 Batchen,
describing photography as a medium that problematizes the art historical canon of authorship,
called on scholars to devise new theoretical models (e.g., reception theory) to interpret such
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pictures. My project draws from these examples but extends their reach into the early twentiethcentury and beyond the borders of the European mainland.
The 1870s are generally considered the end of a golden age of commercial photographers
and studios.48 The year 1880 marks a turning point. Quentin Bajac’s insightful book on the first
fifty years of the medium, for example, describes the decade as ushering in a “renaissance” of
photography.49 Technological advances, such as dry plate negatives and more-affordable
portable cameras, simplified the process and allowed for informal, quickly taken snapshot
images. Thus the period, often referred to as the era of the snapshot, is commonly described as
bringing photography within the reach of all.50 As a result, there is a pattern in scholarship of
turning away from discussions of commercial photography firms during this period due to a
belief that personal photographers, and their snapshots, took over.51
A growing market for photographic souvenirs and travel books accompanied the
burgeoning phenomenon of “tourism,” a neologism describing travel for sight-seeing that was
coined in the 1820s, 52 which was facilitated by an increasing ease of travel at the end of the
century. There was a corresponding demand for photographic views—and commercial
photographers working around the world met this demand. Some pictures served as souvenirs for
48
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travelers who made the journey East, while others were intended to make outposts of Empire
visible to those who remained at home. Rather than limiting the inquiry to photographs prized for
their aesthetic merit, this study considers images that, while not always the most stunning
compositions, were widely published. As such, it is indebted to scholarship by cultural
geographer James Ryan who deploys the theory of “imagined geography” (from Edward Said’s
writing on Orientalism), and photography historian Elizabeth Edwards, who applies the concept
of “imagined communities” (coined by Benedict Anderson in his study on nationalism) for
developing studies that elucidate photography’s impact on Victorian visual culture.53 I consider
how images’ help to structure people’s understanding of the world—and often sustains unequal
relationships of power.54
In this dissertation I investigate the dissemination of photomechanical prints alongside the
collecting of silver prints in order to best gauge the circulation of commercial photographs of the
tea industry.55 In recent scholarship, a small number of tea photographs have been used as
illustrations of histories of the industry, and a surprising dearth of images of tea plantations has
been noted.56 My research, however, has uncovered a wealth of photographs devoted to tea
production—pictures that exist primarily outside of conventional photographic archives and
collections. They reside instead between the covers of travel books and tea company brochures,
53
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in the pages of popular magazines, and in the collections of botanic garden libraries. Hence, I
follow in the footsteps of photographic historians such as Thierry Gervais. His articles explore
how images were circulated and disseminated from the second half of the nineteenth century.57
He draws attention to the technical and editorial decisions that impact the translation of
photographs into woodblock and halftone prints. Gervais’ writing is part of an emerging
emphasis on photography in printed sources to which this study contributes. This recent
approach brings me to engage with the range of travel books, exhibition guides, and commercial
pamphlets, with awareness to how the context changes the interpretation of the images.
My dissertation is in dialogue with histories of photography that engage colonial
representation and postcolonial theory. During the early 2000s this scholarship surged in respect
to South Asia,58 and photographic practices in colonial Sri Lanka were explored for the first
time.59 Thematic studies such as Maria Antonella Pelizzari’s Traces of India: Photography,
Architecture, and the Politics of Representation, 1850-1900 (2003) contributed to the revision of
this history, bringing postcolonial voices to bear on the material culture of the Empire. In The
Coming of Photography in India (2008), anthropologist Christopher Pinney investigates the
impact of colonial photography on indigenous populations in India. He considers a wide range of
photographs, from police documents to portrait studios. While focusing on a late-nineteenthcentury dispute around images of indigo workers, Pinney addressed broader debates on working
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conditions. His writing inspires this study of representations of labor in photographs of tea
plantations in the British Empire.

Interdisciplinary Scholarship on Tea Trade
I draw from a range of anthropological, literary, and historical studies that intersect with
the impact and legacy of the tea trade. Among these are those by Rana Behal and Jayeeta
Sharma, historians of Indian labor history, that investigate the structures of work and life on tea
plantations in Assam—offering insight into which is typically not included within the frames of
tea industry photographs.60 Piya Chatterjee, an anthropologist specializing in gender studies,
provides an ethnographic and historical critique of the fetishization of women—specifically
women harvesting tea leaves—beginning during British colonial rule in A Time for Tea: Women,
Labor, and Post/Colonial Politics on an Indian Plantation (2001). Chatterjee, Behal and Sharma
all include nineteenth-century photographs in their studies, but the images function merely as
illustrations. In contrast, my visual analyses of photographs elucidate the strategies by which
they promoted tea within the British Empire.
My dissertation is part a larger cultural history of photography, commerce, and Empire.
Recent publications by literary and cultural historians raise important questions about the history
of colonial goods, their circulation, and their role in the formation of national identities.61
Susanne Daly has probed this subject through a study of mid-century novels, concluding that, at
mid-century, the discourse around colonial commodities such as tea occluded their provenance.
60
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Daly cites Karl Marx, who in the 1850s remarked that, “English people at home look no further
than the grocer’s” when purchasing their tea.62 She draws on these observations to prove that
English consumers lacked knowledge and interest in the origins of their national beverage. Her
study ends in the 1860s, prior to the success of the tea trade in South Asia, whereas my project
considers later nineteenth-century developments surrounding the cultural impact of photography
in raising awareness of tea as a British-grown product.
Literary historian Julie Fromer’s A Necessary Luxury: Tea in Victorian England (2008)
chronicles the significance of tea in English culture through an examination of Victorian texts
and describes an English identity that encompassed the consumption of global commodities
drawn from an expanding Empire. She considers tea drinking and English national identity in
nonfiction sources, including tea histories, advertisements, and periodicals—many sources that I
also examine. I investigate how the photographs, which Fromer does not touch on, indicate a
shift in methods for promoting colonial goods. In addition to contributing to a sense of national
identity, the photographs bring a modern emphasis not only on the original site of manufacture
but also on the industrialized modes of production.
Like Fromer, cultural historian Anandi Ramamurthy highlights how the use of
commodities suggests that the consumer is partaking in the larger “imperial exercise,” and
probes the political, economic and cultural contexts of advertisements that pitched colonial
products to metropolitan consumers. Ramamurthy’s Imperial Persuaders: Images of Africa and
Asia in British Advertising (2003), includes a discussion of Lipton tea’s print ad that featured
idealized and romanticized rural landscapes. Her discussion of photographic sources, however, is
limited. My study enriches understanding of the role of the landscape and factory in
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advertisements by showing that it was mainly through photographs that celebrations of
modernization in the colonies intertwined with appreciations of the tropical and picturesque.

Art and the British Empire
Recent histories of British art persuasively argue for the importance of the Empire’s
impact on everyday life in Britain, as well as the metropole’s impact on the everyday life in the
colonies. In Men at Work: Art and Labour in Victorian Britain (2005), art historian Tim
Barringer asserts that questions of Empire are central to the history of British art and identifies
the Victorian “spectacle of labor” as a nexus of aesthetic and ethical values.63 He poses questions
that are crucial to my project, including the moral dimensions of labor in popular culture,64
gendered stereotypes in the workplace, and the idealization of rural life. My study applies
Barringer’s insights to images made in the colonies, arguing that the circulation of photographs
of tea factories asserted growth of Empire to audiences back home.
In regards to tea, art historian Romita Ray’s scholarship allies the history of the industry
to that of the fine arts.65 Her “Ornamental Exotica Transplanting the Aesthetics of Tea
Consumption and the Birth of a British Exotic” (2016) explores the intersections between botany
and material culture and posits the impact of the commerce in tea on developments of taste and
style during a period of great imperial ambitions. This essay, together with Ray’s “Storm in a tea
cup? Visualising Tea Consumption in the British Empire” (2009), explores the gendered and
artful aspects of tea consumption. My dissertation pushes the study of tea and art history later,
63
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drawing attention to a range of visual material that advertise not only tea drinking but also, and
foremost, tea production.
Ray’s discussion of the Himalayan landscape in Under the Banyan Tree: Relocating the
Picturesque in British India (2013) has proved especially influential. Her study of colonial
topography, like John E. Crowley’s Imperial Landscapes: Britain's Global Visual Culture, 17451820 (2011), is part of a series of recent works that elucidate the role of colonization on visual
culture and the hybrid nature of the cultivated landscape. Ray describes a process of
“recalibration” in the sorts of picturesque landscapes she calls “the Himalayan Picturesque.”66
The recalibration includes elements not commonly associated with the picturesque aesthetic,
namely colonial agriculture. Ray describes the borders between the forest and the plantation as
“porous,” arguing that Himalayan “picturesqueness” relies on the intertwining of natural and
cultivated land.67 This tension between the natural and cultivated, the wild and tamed, surfaces
repeatedly in photographs of the tea industry, and Ray’s definition finds an important application
in my study.
Scholarship on imperial visual culture in Jamaica—most especially, Krista Thompson’s
An Eye for the Tropics: Tourism, Photography, and Framing the Caribbean Picturesque (2006)
—also serves as a model for my dissertation.68 Thompson argues that photographs were a
powerful force in reshaping conceptions of Jamaica, transforming the colony into a picturesque
destination as well as a productive site of agricultural profit. Like Thompson, I study travel
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souvenirs and the printed ephemera surrounding international exhibitions, and her investigation
of a “tropicalization” of the picturesque (in some ways akin to Ray’s “Himalayan picturesque”)
is pertinent to my own analyses of tea photographs. Thompson’s characterization of the
picturesque as “a shifting representational frame that legitimized all elements in its purview” 69
helps to link thematic discussions across the chapters of my dissertation. Further, in Victorian
Jamaica (2018), Tim Barringer and Wayne Modest argue that every aspect of Jamaican culture
during the Victorian period was “in dialogue, and often in conflict, with ideas, attitudes,
behaviors, and restrictions generated in the imperial center.”70 Their anthology explores a
breadth of subject matter, much of which parallels that which I investigate, from images of
industry to botany and the depiction of the South Asian working class. This dissertation offers an
additional study of the tangled lines that connect metropole and colony, specifically through an
exploration of photography and its role in visualizing the British tea industry with underpinnings
of exoticism, the picturesque, and a celebration of industrialization.
The chapters of this dissertation are devised thematically. Each is a case study devoted to a
major visual trope that featured prominently in the marketing of tea. My main focus is on the
photographs, but my aim is to contextualize these works within a larger history of British visual
culture. I therefore look to works made before 1880, as well as to a range of media, in order to
understand how the photographs in question operated within a longer and larger history of
representations of labor in the British Empire.
The first chapter focuses on the ubiquitous image of women plucking tea leaves. The first
instances occur in photographs made in South Asia in the 1880s, and they are still used in
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advertising today. I explore how these pictures obscured the harsh realities of labor conditions on
tea plantations and contextualize this popular visual trope within representations of labor and
histories of colonialism. In order to investigate the history of images of tea manufacture in
Britain, I look at a range of earlier sources documenting the tea industry in both paintings and
prints to trace the transition in popular visual culture from the body of the East Asian laborer to
the South Asian worker. Through a consideration of the photographs alongside histories of
Company paintings, I demonstrate how the photographs reveal continued compositional
strategies, as well as the endurance of the collectability of “types” of labor. The tea plucker, a
burgeoning symbol of British colonial industry, likewise became an ethnographic “type” of her
own, found on both tea packaging and within the pages of tourists’ travel albums—showing how
British agricultural trade ultimately impacted categories of race that conflated ethnicity, gender,
and occupation.
The picturesque landscape also plays a dominant role in the presentation of the tea
industry. Chapter two examines the tropical landscapes that dominate Henry William Cave’s
photographically illustrated books. I compare the luxurious series Picturesque Ceylon (18931897), which contains richly colored Woodburygravure prints, to the smaller, more popular, and
halftone-illustrated Golden Tips: A Description of Ceylon and Its Great Tea Industry (1900).
Throughout Cave’s work, and in promotional materials for the tea industry more generally, the
illustrious mountain Adam’s Peak is prominently featured. The summit, a Buddhist pilgrimage
site of great significance for all the major religions on the island, has long been used in a range of
advertising—connecting tea propaganda in Sri Lanka with earlier promotional schemes for the
coffee trade. Through an examination of the symbolism of Adam’s Peak and the tropical
landscape in images of tea, I engage with recent histories of colonial photography and
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imaginative geography, and the imperial landscape. I consider photographers’ insistent
juxtaposition of exotic flora (the foreign and natural) and factory buildings (British and
industrial) that firmly rooted industrialization in the Tropics, as well as in the realm of the
picturesque.
Chapter three considers the frequency of photographs documenting the step-by-step
processes of tea manufacture, fostering a visual link between the production and consumption of
the beverage. Importantly, an examination of this pictorial strategy challenges the notion that the
British were unaware of the sources of their “national beverage.” My focus is Bourne &
Shepherd’s album An Indian Tea Garden (ca. 1906), which opens with images of newly
expanded agriculture fields and includes numerous scenes of factory interiors outfitted with the
latest machinery. These photographs were widely reproduced in a range of other illustrated
publications from the 1890s. By chronicling the methods of manufacture and highlighting the
role of machinery in processing British-grown tea, such pictures emphasized the “cleanliness” of
modern, mechanized production and stressed the benefits of managerial oversight—elements
presented as unique to the British trade, hence ideological. This section continues to uncover
links between tea and earlier representations of colonial commodities, and it also shows how the
British emphasis on industrialization eventually impacted the presentation of tea production in
other countries as the use of machinery spread beyond the boundaries of the British trade.
The fourth chapter focuses on the domestication of the landscape through discussions of
botanical still life photographs, photographs that document dramatic transformation of the
landscape, and photographs that chronicle the planters’ lifestyle. My discussion revolves around
three works: The Abbotsford Album (1875), featuring photographs taken by W.L.H. Skeen &
Company, Tea Garden Photographs (ca. 1910), an album assembled by the Indian Tea
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Association, and the illustrated publication Twentieth Century Impressions of Ceylon (1907). My
analysis of images in these works references debates surrounding the origin of the tea plant, the
influence of the Royal Botanic Gardens, and the increasingly elite status of the British planters.
During the nineteenth century popular writing on the history of the tea plant was influenced by
Robert Bruce’s discovery of an indigenous species in Assam. Authors argued that the species
was rightfully Indian (rather than Chinese), and by extension British. I relate such assertions to
botanical photographs of the plant. During the same period, the expansion of the network of
Royal Botanic Gardens (through the influence of “New Botany”) disfigured, altered, and
quantified the imperial landscape—a process captured in photographs of early tea estates where
dense jungle was cleared to make way for rows of tea bushes, workers’ bungalows, and factories.
Finally, pictures of planters’ homes progressively celebrated their elite status. Moving away from
depictions of planters as rugged pioneers, photographs emphasized leisure and wealth through
the documentation of croquet pitches situated adjacent to elaborate colonial residences. My
analysis of these subjects weaves discussions of British identity and hybridity, considering a
multitude of ways through which the South Asian landscape was transformed from a dangerous
tropical site to a comfortable imperial outpost.
In the final chapter of the dissertation these thematic discussions come together in the
examination of the popular displays of British-grown tea at international exhibitions. Chapter
Five presents photographs as part of a multifaceted promotional strategy, showcasing both tea’s
exotic appeal and the modern, British “improvements” to the product. Familiar photographs of
tea pluckers and picturesque landscapes adjoined those of factory interiors and planters’
residences, and were displayed within frames in the economic halls and side-by-side in printed
souvenirs. The chapter contrasts the modest display of tea by Assam Company at the Great
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Exhibition of 1851 with increasingly elaborate presentation of tea, and the growing role of
photography, at subsequent major exhibitions. The Colonial and Indian Exhibition held in
London in 1886 celebrated imperial Britain by declaring that anything desired in one part of the
Empire could be supplied by another, including the “national beverage,” tea. Later, moving
beyond the presentation of a self-sufficient Empire, tea associations also sought to expand to
foreign markets through displays at The World’s Columbian Exhibition in Chicago (1893), the
Exposition Universelle in Paris (1900), and the Louisiana Purchase Exhibition in St. Louis
(1904). My study of archives and illustrated pavilion pamphlets demonstrates the ways in which
Indian and Sri Lankan tea associations used photography—along with large machinery and the
performative spectacle of South Asian waiters serving tea—to glamorize and popularize their
product within the celebration of Empire.
Some of the marketing strategies that began with nineteenth-century photographs endure
in advertising today, such as the image of beautiful young women harvesting tea on verdant
plantations. Other tropes that were widely used at the dawn of the industry, including the
prominence of machine processing, are absent in later promotional schemes. By examining a
wide array of unstudied photographs and publications, I demonstrate the centrality of South
Asian sites of tea production in the visualization, and celebration, of the new British-grown
trade. These images emphasized the foreign origin of colonial goods and celebrated their
simultaneously industrialized and exoticized modes of production.
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CHAPTER ONE
Two Leaves and a Bud: The Body through a Colonial Lens
A young woman is photographed on a tea plantation in India. Subdued before the camera,
she stands stiffly, her hands resting atop a tea bush, posed in accordance with a romanticizing
colonial gaze (Figure 1.1). Her body is bedecked with the exotic decor of rings, bangles, and
large earrings; the polka dot patterned cloth of her sari is juxtaposed with the smooth, shiny
surfaces of the large tea leaves that surround her. Her status as laborer is affirmed by the
tumpline she wears across her forehead. It supports a large collection basket, but the woman does
not strain or stoop under its weight. Shot from below, her profile set against a luminous sky, the
woman is monumentalized, her labor seemingly effortless. Bourne & Shepherd, the commercial
photography firm that produced the image in the 1890s, titled it “A Woman Plucking.” The
picture is part of a ubiquitous motif in tea advertising utilized from the end of the nineteenth
century to today: images of young, submissive South Asian women picking amid an abundance
of leaves and seemingly lost in thought. Her South Asian attire and dark complexion signal
transfer of tea production from China to India.
For nineteenth-century British viewers, such images bespoke tea’s transition from a foreign
commodity to an imperial and national product. Collected in tourist albums and circulated as
picture postcards, they were part of a longer history of popular imagery of South Asian labor that
accentuated passiveness as well as exoticism. The act of harvesting “two leaves and a bud”—the
tips of the bush that is plucked for tea processing—was advertised as a critical step in ensuring a
high-quality final product. Its enactment for the photographer allowed a colonial scene and
practice to be seen in the heart of the metropole, where it documented the success of industry and
imperialism on the subcontinent. Through photography, tea production became linked with the
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body of the South Asian laborer. The compositions exclude the factories and machinery that
reside nearby, and there is an emphasis on artisanal labor that differs from the industrial pictures
I discuss in the following chapters.
Photographs of women collecting tea leaves have been reproduced in mass quantities since
the late nineteenth century. In this chapter, I explore the conventions and variations of the tea
plucker motif as it was codified in the late nineteenth century, and consider the methods by
which it was presented as part of a “picturesque” scene. Both men and women were employed on
plantations, but tea plucking, considered a delicate task, was primarily performed by women.
The romanticizing of female labor is almost as old as the myths concerning the first infusion of
the beverage. In Lu Yü’s The Classic of Tea (ca. 760), the first known publication on the
beverage, Yü wrote that female tea harvesters abstained from eating fish and certain kinds of
meat so that their breath might not affect the bouquet of leaves.1 Hence the quality of tea has
long been associated with women’s bodies.
While the fetishization of female tea pickers has been the subject of anthropological and
historical studies,2 these discussions have yet to position that familiar trope within a history of
visual representations of South Asian women or images of labor. From the dawn of the British
controlled tea industry, the image of the woman tea harvester was part of a larger visual and
textual construct. As I will show, the combination of text and imagery was often used to argue
simultaneously for the fairness of the British trade and the suitability of South Asian women for
the job. Further, images like “A Woman Plucking” overlap with a wave of ethnographic
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photography for which the “tea plucker” became a distinct “native type,” despite the fact that the
occupation did not exist in South Asia before the British transplanted the species.
Acknowledged in recent literature as the most pervasive images of India and Ceylon in
British consumer culture,3 the tea picker “signals the margin.” 4 According to Piya Chatterjee,
“She is emblematic of a certain silence. Her stories sit in the shadows of impossible
representations.”5 Consistently denied an individual voice or history, the silent, sensual, female
worker was—like the tea she picked—styled as an exotic colonial commodity.

Idealized Photographs of Women Picking Tea
The visual trope of women gathering tea emerged in photographs of tea manufacture in the
1880s and served as a powerful tool for obscuring the realities of the harsh working conditions
on tea estates. The British-run tea industry was dependent upon indentured labor, a system of
bonded labor described as “the application of capitalist rationale to wage labour at its most
brutal.”6 The overexposed sky in “A Woman Plucking” renders the background entirely blank
and the picture offers a severely limited account of a plantation indicated solely by the leaves
surrounding the figure (Figure 1.1). There is no greater sense, for example, of the squalid
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dwellings, low pay, or diseases that spread quickly among the workforce.7 In a comparable
image by the same firm, a shallow depth of field creates a similar effect isolating the central
figure (Figure 1.2). The women photographed are anonymous types, and the two compositions
are so similar that when comparing them the eye lingers on small variations: the contour of the
gleaming metal earrings, the position of bracelets along the forearm, and the patterns of the
textiles. Another almost identical scene is captured in a postcard, Plucking Tea, issued by Lipton
Tea around 1910 (Figure 1.3). Now seen in color, the gold jewelry and bright sari stand out
against the backdrop of green vegetation that almost subsumes the young woman.
Chatterjee offers insights that help to give a voice to the stubborn silence of the women in
these photographs. Conducting field research in India in the 1990s, she spoke with several
present-day tea workers after showing them contemporary Brooke Bond tea packages bearing the
image of a young woman (likely drawn from a photograph) who gracefully gathers tea (Figure
1.4-5). “This woman looks like a film star,” exclaimed one of the tea harvesters interviewed at
Sarah’s Hope Tea Estate in West Bengal, India.8 In each Brooke Bond image, the tea picker’s
hair is covered by a veil, her wrists are adorned with bracelets, and she has a serene expression
on her face that gives no sign of hardship of hours of outdoors labor in the direct sun, burdened
by a large basket. The woman quoted above, a real-life tea picker, responds to the images by
drawing attention to her own, calloused hands in comparison to the idealized Brooke Bond
figure, explaining, “The bushes cut into them, and the tea juice makes them black. Feel how hard
they are.”9 With these words, she exposes the fictional glamour of the tea plucker trope that is
otherwise disguised by the so-called “truthfulness” of the photograph. Since the emergence of
7
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the tea plucker as an advertising trope, the feminine beauty of the plantation laborer is often
equated with her natural surroundings.
The picturesque has been a key descriptor for such images since the late nineteenth
century, intertwining an appreciation of the tropical landscape with the sight of the women’s
bodies. For example, in Henry William Cave’s travel literature, which introduces British readers
to Sri Lanka at the turn of the twentieth century, the author calls not only the setting, but also the
dark-skinned workforce, “picturesque.” For instance, in Picturesque Ceylon: Nuwara Eliya and
Adam’s Peak (1895), one reads:10
They look very picturesque, with their fine glossy hair and dreamy black
eyes, their ears, necks, arms and ankles adorned with silver ornaments, and
their gay clothes of many colors falling in graceful folds while standing
intent upon their work among the bushes.11
This excerpt captions the photomechanical print “Plucking Tea on Kintyre Estate,” an image of
three women at work (Figure 1.6). The photograph conveys the sheen of their hair through its
own reflective materiality—thick, dark, shiny pigments make up the surface of the picture. The
beauty of the women, enhanced by their foreign costume, is presented as an asset to the trade.
Cave does not stress their lived experience but rather the attractiveness of their features.
Although a sense of community is suggested by their grouping around a central tea bush, the
particulars of the women’s daily lives are lacking; clusters of tea bushes fill the background and
place pictorial emphasis squarely upon their bodies.
Recent studies of British colonial photography show that Cave’s characterization of the
South Asian women as “picturesque” was a commonplace across the Empire. The fruit industry
came to prominence in Jamaica during the same years as the tea industry in South Asia. At this
10
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time, following the abolition of slavery, the importation of Indentured Indian laborers to British
Caribbean colonies increased. Anna Arabindan-Kesson notes that the women among them were
understood as picturesque “sights” within the Jamaican landscape.12 Her analysis of postcards
and travel literature reveals a parallel characterization to tea photographs. In scenes like East
Indian Girls Preparing Rice, Jamaica, the “picturesque” is similarly buttressed by the attention
given to the women’s bodies and their adornment, which both inform and entrance the viewer
(Figure 1.7).13 She cites an 1890 text by Bahamian-born author Edgar Mayhew Bacon, in which
he refers to the South Asian women’s “lithe” bodies as “gorgeous,” and remarks upon the many
pieces of silver jewelry worn upon “bare arms” and “brown ankles.”14 Drawing from these
sources, Arabindan-Kesson argues that this attention to the female form constitutes a visual
formula that characterized the Indian body through accessories as well as gendered forms of
labor (such as cooking and washing). While attention on the female form emerged
simultaneously in the context of Britain’s South Asian colonies, the kinds of gendered work
found in the Jamaican scenes are not as tightly linked to the British colonial economy as the tea
plucker.15 Thus, the Indian and Sri Lankan photographs merge the “picturesque” attention on the
accouterments of saris and metal bangles together with a novel form of gendered and imperial
labor.
Krista Thompson also studies early photographs from Jamaica and has written extensively
on the role of business and the picturesque in tourist imagery. According to Thompson, in
12
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photographs of South Asian women, the picturesque motif is called upon to counter criticisms of
labor practices. Locals and missionaries publically critiqued the system of indentured labor.16
Hence, through picturesque photographs like Girls Preparing Rice, Jamaica, Fruit companies
skillfully employed the aesthetic to their advantage. The picturesque is enacted by making visual
the so-called positive effects of colonialism. As Thompson explains, “The picturesque provided
[companies] with a...pictorial mask through which they could disguise their practices and defend
their moral causes, locally and globally.”17
Similarly, the emphasis on feminine beauty in photographs of tea harvest is often combined
with scenes of abundance and oversight that draw attention to the success of British management
and suggest a defense of labor practices. For example, a print by the Colombo-based firm
W.L.H. Skeen & Company pairs one photograph of a young girl picking leaves from a small tea
bush with another shot that shows a group of workers (Figure 1.8). In this second image, a group
of laborers with baskets—identical to the one held by the young girl—wait patiently in line for
their day’s efforts to be measured by two managers. The same print was also circulated by
W.L.H. Skeen & Company as a picture postcard, attesting to the popularity of the diptych
(Figure 1.9).
A similar combination is also found in popular newspapers. “Scenes on an Assam Tea
Plantation” from a 1910 edition of The Graphic, an illustrated weekly published in England,
shows both “Native Women Plucking Tea,” and a photograph of the weighing of the leaf (Figure
1.10). The spreads largest photo, however, depicts “Pay-Day on an Indian Tea Plantation,” and
foregrounds the British bosses whose daily routine is outlined in the text above it: the planter
needs to “attend” and “give orders” while “judging” the productivity of his workforce, which can
16
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keep him “busy till six o’clock.” 18 Behind the European men stands the workers they oversee.
The representations of tea workers are part of a strategy for signaling colonial control (through
oversight), but also colonial justness, implied by the emphasis on the representation of payday in
the dominant image. The juxtaposition of young women plucking tea alongside orderly
weighing-in (as in the W.L.H. Skeen & Company picture) and culminating in the regular
dispersal of wages (as emphasized in The Graphic spread) promote the image of British mastery
and benevolence in the Empire’s far reaches.
Partial nude representations of tea pickers offer an overtly sexualized version of the motif,
one that counters presentations highlighting the integrity of the business. The cover of the June
19, 1886 issue of The Graphic, for instance, features a large print titled “The Ceylon Tea
Industry – Tamul Girl Plucking the Tea Bush” (Figure 1.11).19 Based on a photograph that was
taken at the Strathellie Tea-Garden, it shows a woman posed so that her arm obscures all but the
bottom portion of her breast, teasing the viewer. A second later, the motion of ripping the leaves
from the plant would reveal that which this image hides. The leaf being plucked grows on an
unusually long branch that extends above the height of the pruned bush. The elongation of the
stem is likely a deviation from the original photograph, which allows the draftsman to raise the
figure’s arm enough to reveal a glimpse of her bare chest. The woman, in a state of calm,
composed focus, concentrates upon her task, seemingly unaware, and unconcerned, about the
exposure of her breast.
Unsurprisingly, women depicted topless in photographs set before tea bushes do not appear
to be as relaxed as the girl on The Graphic. A set of undated photographs stamped “Lipton
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Advertising” shows bare-breasted harvesters.20 One, similar to The Graphic cover, shows a
single figure at work standing in profile before a tea bush (Figure 1.12). Here, however, the full
breast is exposed. The woman’s entire body is contained in the frame; she is positioned carefully
in the center, and more details of the surrounding landscape are visible. These alterations to the
scene—the increased distance, the inclusion of the full-figure, and the complete exposure of the
breast—result in an image that feels more blatantly staged. With The Graphic print, on the other
hand, a sense of fantasy is obtained; the image, a vignette, focuses exclusively on the young
woman and a single tea bush, and omits mundane details of the agricultural landscape. A sense
of voyeurism is further amplified in a second Lipton photograph, where two young women, both
entirely topless, are on view (Figure 1.13). They wear multiple long necklaces that draw
attention to their chests. Both girls look down at the tea bushes, subserviently averting the
photographer’s gaze; they stare at the surface with their hands, not actually removing any leaves.
In both versions no basket for collection (otherwise omnipresent in scenes of plucking) is
included. These images offer a stark reminder of the exploitative power dynamic that shaped the
industry.
Although no records of their thoughts and words exists, oral histories and fictional
reconstructions lend voices to the nameless, exploited, and sexualized figures frozen in the
frames of colonial photographs. In the 1930s, Mulk Raj Anand, an Indian novelist associated
with the Bloomsbury circle in London, published several books featuring South Asian workingclass protagonists. The British tea industry was at the center of his third novel, Two Leaves and a
Bud (1937), titled with the popular slogan referring to tea plucking. The work offers an
unflinching critique of labor abuses on tea estates. It was inspired from the days when the author
20
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lived near a plantation in Assam, as well as his visits to Ceylon, where he witnessed and heard
accounts of the “inhumanity and barbarism” prevalent on tea estates.21 The novel opens with
Gangu, the protagonist, on a train bound for the fictional MacPherson Tea Estate in Assam. His
wife and children, as well as a sardar, or “coolie-catcher,” who has lured Gangu to the plantation
with false promises of a good life, accompany him. At the plantation, Gangu faces a recurring
anxiety concerning the fate of his female relatives. His wife and daughter are raped and abused
by the assistant planter, whose sexual appetite is a pervasive threat. Gangu is fatally shot while
attempting to protect his daughter. His killer, the planter, is taken to trial but ultimately acquitted
of any crime.
As it has been noted, “Gangu’s search for livelihood and his subsequent experience of
humiliation in all his attempts forms the theme of the novel.”22 His ensuing plight has been
described as the height of human suffering. The female characters, however, have much less
active roles—and voices—throughout the novel. Their plights are recounted via Gangu,
expressed through his foreboding thoughts and concerns for his family members’ wellbeing.
Anand employs the female characters as symbols of the atrocious labor abuses that were present,
but often covered up, from the nineteenth- and into the twentieth-century.
Anand recounted, “In the light of that and my own evidence, I would say that the
descriptions in Two Leaves and a Bud are comparatively under-estimates.”23 The book was not
well received in England unlike Anand’s earlier novel Untouchable (1935). This might have
been due to the fact that the labor abuses presented in earlier work (in this case, child labor in
21
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India) was not a result of British imperialism but rather of indigenous racism built through the
caste system.24 In Two Leaves and a Bud, however, the evil stemmed from the British planters.
At the time of publication, the President of the Indian Tea Association was outraged by the
portrayal; he had enough influence over the India Office to keep Anand’s book on the list of
banned books in India.25 The narrative contradicted the Association’s preferred image of a
benevolent colonialist planter, as well as the imperial “civilizing mission.”26 As one critic
explained, “The painful truth presented in the novel brought Anand into conflict with the ruling
class who always boasted of their human rights record.”27
Chatterjee’s historic account of life of tea plantations in A Time for Tea supports Anand’s
unglamorous version of the industry.28 Labor historian Jayeeta Sharma further explains that the
plantation labor system developed “along radicalized and exploitative lines” resulting in a
“distinct enclave economy ruled by a ‘Planter’s Raj.’”29 The plantation system required mass
migrations within India to the tea districts, as well as from southern India to central Sri Lanka.
Certain “types” of laborers were desired from these popular “labor catchment” areas, where
plantations would send hired recruiters (like Anand’s sardar) to find new workers. The local
populations’ reluctance to work on the estates is far from surprising. Wages on tea plantations
were considerably low and did not increase anywhere close to the rate of other occupations.30
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Further, under the Labour Ordinance of 1865, if workers escaped from a tea garden, they could
be imprisoned and forcibly returned.31 Labor historians bring attention to contemporary
commentary that likened the deplorable conditions of plantation labor in South Asia to slavery in
the American South, as well as the extent of influence expressed by powerful planters’
associations to quell such discussions.32
Gayatri Spivak tries to recover the subaltern agency by addressing the plight of historically
marginalized and silenced workers in her essay “Can the Subaltern Speak?” Spivak points out
that “in the context of colonial production,” if the subaltern is female, she is “even more deeply
in the shadow.”33 Anand’s Two Leaves and a Bud supports this opinion, as the main characters
are all male. Nevertheless, for British tea, the image of female working-class labor is the
paramount icon, though one that remains persistently quiet.
The glaring contrast between the seemingly benign, representative tea-plucker image and
the extant photographs of semi-nude women in the Lipton archive reveals a crack in the veneer
of the idealized representation of the British tea industry. The photographs recall Malek
Alloula’s discussion of French colonial postcards and exploitation of Algerian women. Alloula
considers the role of nudity in the early twentieth-century images in a chapter of his text,
pointing out the variants from the “artistic” (covered by thin gossamer fabric, revealing only the
contours of the body) to a full eroticized “display” similar to the Lipton photographs. He argues
that such pictures constitute a type of visual violation that ultimately reinforces stereotypes, most
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particularly a sexualized view of the Orient.34 Alloula claims that more Algerian women have
been photographed for public view than in any other society.35 The South Asian tea picker joins
the Algerian woman as a widespread category of imagery for public consumption.
Like the Algerian postcards, the figure of the beautiful young woman tea picker circulated
in numerous contexts. She was found on tea packaging, on magazine pages, and in illustrated
tourist guides. The enduring popularity of the tea plucker suggests the broad appeal of the trope
for viewers. Art historians Rebecca J. DeRoo and Saloni Mathur, in their respective scholarship
on colonial photography, have questioned Alloula’s overgeneralized use of the metaphor of
sexual conquest. Their work considers how the colonial images played a role in budding tourists
industries and were collected by women.36 DeRoo posits that the pictures ultimately appealed to
viewers because they reinforced middle-class ideas about race, work, and gender.37
When Glaswegian grocer Thomas Lipton first entered the tea trade he included graphics in
his advertisements at a time when other tea firms still relied more heavily on text.38 The first
illustrated ads for his Ceylon tea from 1892 featured a young woman, shown clad in
Orientalizing jewelry, including intricate hoop earrings and headdress—items that are more
representative of North African attire than Tamil or Sinhalese dress (Figure 1.14). Anandi
Ramamurthy terms Lipton’s early advertisement an example of “generalized female
exoticism.”39 She investigates advertising strategies for popular colonial commodities, with one
34
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chapter dedicated to the promotion of Lipton Tea. Ramamurthy argues: “While the woman in
this advertisement does not appear highly eroticized, her exoticism is certainly sexualized
through her jewelry, loose hair, and open lips. Along with this sexuality, she also appears slightly
innocent with her wide eyes and demurely cocked head.”40 The early Lipton advert operates
through a sexualized language of Orientalism, familiar to the British public through harem
imagery, a popular mode for the representation of exotic women that was already established in
paintings and prints.41
Although the early Lipton ad shows a brown-skinned and exotically adorned woman
enjoying a cup of “the finest Tea the world can produce,” (Figure 1.14), pictures of foreign
women picking tea quickly replaced images of foreign women drinking it. Moving away from
stereotypes of Orientalism, the South Asian woman emerged as the symbol of the British trade—
a figure that sparked consumer fantasies of distant lands, and was commodified alongside the
grocery staple she laboriously produced. At the same time this trope emerged in advertising, the
tea plucker became an ethnographic “type” included in photographs.

Cameron, Colonial Vision, and Ethnographic Photography
Kolkata-born British photographer Julia Margaret Cameron spent the last years of her life
in Sri Lanka, where her family owned plantations.42 Cameron’s twenty-six surviving
photographs from this period are generally considered to constitute a distinct phase of her career,
disconnected from the work she made in England—and far less discussed. Unlike the “famous
40
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men and fair women”43 featured in her earlier pictures, unnamed domestic servants or plantation
laborers from her family’s estates on the island people her late photos. Although they have been
little studied by Cameron scholars, her Sri Lankan scenes are the most widely collected
photographs of plantation labor in South Asia, and are held in museums across the United States
and Europe.
Jeff Rosen has been the only scholar to argue that a colonialist viewpoint unites all of
Cameron’s allegorical imagery.44 Rosen considers the symbolic titles of Cameron’s photographs,
many of which are drawn from contemporary literary sources, and explores the intellectual
connections between the subject matter and British culture and politics of the 1860s and 1870s.
Building upon his analysis, I situate Cameron’s late work within the growing popularity of
ethnographic photography. In particular, viewing Cameron’s images of young South Asian
women in light of the burgeoning plantation economy in Ceylon, it is possible to explore how
female tea pickers come to embody a symbol of “good” labor that bolsters the picturesque
“mask” in advertisements for the tea industry.
“Native figures,” a common title for pictures of working-class South Asian men and
women, have long had a presence in the history of photography. As I explore in this section,
plantation laborers—and tea pluckers in particular—came to stand in for an entire ethnographic
“type” in popular commercial photographs. This was particularly apparent in Sri Lanka, where
Indian Tamils migrated en masse from Southern India to the island, first to work on the coffee
plantations, and later on the rapidly expanding tea estates. The labor force was seen as a
resource, akin to the island’s natural flora, there to be exploited by the British. This attitude was
43
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one with which Cameron, whose husband and sons managed plantations, was certainly familiar.
Hence a reexamination of Cameron’s career raises questions about common interpretations of
her last photographs and their interplay with allegories of Empire.
Although Cameron was educated in France and spent almost thirty years of her married life
in England, she maintained strong connections to Britain’s South Asian colonies throughout her
lifetime. Her father was an East India Company official and her mother, a descendent of French
aristocracy, was raised in the French colony of Pondicherry.45 Her husband, Charles Hay
Cameron (whom she married in Kolkata in 1838), was a government official who played a
significant role in rewriting the legal codes for land ownership in Sri Lanka. He was at one point
the largest single landowner on that island.46 Ten years after they married, the Camerons left
India and moved their growing family to England, where Cameron famously began her
photographic career in the early 1860s. On the Isle of Wight they purchased a home that they
called Dimbola Lodge, named after their Ceylonese estate. In 1875, she and her husband
relocated to Sri Lanka, where they lived for the rest of their lives.
Cameron’s Sri Lankan photographs continue in her typical experimental style while also
touching on common tropes developed in the region. Cameron composed multiple photographs
of an unnamed South Asian woman posed in profile outdoors, against a fence covered in vines
(Figures 1.15-1.16). In the second version, the woman’s arms are positioned so that one is folded
across her lap, while the other is bent so that her hand rests upon the opposite shoulder near the
viewer. Her fingers, resting gracefully along her collarbone, display three large rings. In a
45
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standing version, the woman’s jewelry is less prominent; instead, the cascading folds of her sari
draw the viewer’s eye across the picture plane. Like in “A Woman Plucking,” attention is given
to the women’s attire. The composition is reminiscent of a photograph Cameron created not long
before she left England, in which a white European woman is positioned, also in profile, standing
before a tall, flowering bush (Figure 1.17). There too, billowing folds of cloth surround the
figure, but her arms extend, grasping the leaves. The model in this case was Mary Hillier, who,
like the unnamed Sri Lankan sitter, was also employed in the Cameron household.
Although Cameron left both photographs untitled, in the 2003 catalogue raisonné authors
Julian Cox and Colin Ford title the above images, respectively, Woman, Ceylon and Mary
Hillier.47 The former is in the collection of the National Science and Media Museum in Bradford,
where it is entitled not “Woman, Ceylon” but Woman Tea Plantation Worker, ca. 1877—a much
more specific, descriptive title (Figure 1.15). Previously owned by descendants of Cameron’s
family, the photograph was kept in an album where it was given this more particular title, despite
the absence of tea plants in the picture.48 Another Sri Lankan photograph (in a private collection
today) is titled by Cox Two Women, Ceylon, but in the scrapbook where it was compiled it was
paired with the handwritten caption “Tamil Cooly Women” (Figure 1.18). In the case of
Cameron’s Sri Lankan photographs, considering these alternative titles allows for a better
understanding of how they were appreciated at the time of their creation, suggesting Cameron’s
possible commercial aspirations, and giving a symbolic meaning to the photographs of tea
plucking.
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It was not uncommon for Cameron to leave prints untitled during her prolific career, which
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The lack of allegorical titles for Cameron’s Sri Lankan pictures have led scholars to infer a
dramatic shift in her approach to photography once she left England. Cox and Ford assert that
she adopted an ethnographic and descriptive style closer to the “conventional topographical
photograph—map making and skeleton rendering” that she herself had denigrated earlier in her
career.49 Rather than viewing Cameron’s photographs as mere anthropological studies, I argue
that the categorization of these men and women as plantation workers, on which colonial
mythologies were envisioned, imbued her images with an allegorical meaning of their own that
is in keeping with both colonial mentalities of the period and Cameron’s photographic practice.
While we do not know the identities of Cameron’s sitters from her Sri Lankan images—
they remain a mystery like the silenced figure in Bourne & Shepherd’s “A Woman Plucking”—
we do know what Cameron thought about the effects of colonization for the Ceylonese. Study of
her extensive written correspondence shows that she believed earnestly in the “civilizing
mission” of the British in their colonies. In Victoria Olsen’s biography of Cameron, the author
accounts that she “wrote explicitly about colonialist attitudes that shaped her life and role in the
world in the last years.”50 For instance, Cameron expressed support of the idea that an innate
sense of honor and virtue justified the colonial officer’s rule, and further, she acknowledged her
belief in the moral superiority of the British Empire, which “subdued its subjects, inspired
loyalty and obedience.”51 Depictions of “natives” as “lazy” or “indolent” are common
throughout a range of colonial accounts and official documents from both Sri Lanka and India,
and Cameron’s letters are no different. Furthermore, she wrote about the perceived “benefits”
(which Cameron’s emphasizes in her letter by underlining the word) of labor for the local
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population.52 Thus, a key component of the “civilizing mission,” as espoused by Cameron was a
belief in the moral opportunities created through colonial industries, such as the creation of new
occupations like harvesting tea. This idea was accompanied by a parallel search for plantation
labor to support the growing economy in India and Sri Lanka.
The classification of indigenous peoples through emerging anthropological studies
overlapped with planters’ quests for an ideal plantation labor. Certain groups of people were
identified as “wild,” “indolent,” or “fickle and lazy,” and thus deemed by planters as ill suited for
wage labor.53 As a result, in India and Sri Lanka, the migration and importation of foreign
workers became an essential component of recruiting the necessary numbers—and “types”—to
sustain agricultural ventures. In Sri Lanka, Indian Tamils, not Sinhalese, were the preferable
“type” whose labor ensured the expansion, and ultimately the success, of British industry. This
history of colonial labor is not commonly interspersed with writing on nineteenth-century
photography, but it offers a key to understanding the layers of meaning in Cameron’s late work,
as well as the prominent use of “Tamil” in titles of prints and photographs of tea pluckers that
have been included throughout this chapter.
Rosen offers a close reading of Cameron’s letters and their cultural context alongside a
thematic analysis of her photographs. He considers the allegorical subject matter of Cameron’s
images, arguing that she carefully selected symbolic topics that were part of a sustained effort to
represent the British national heritage and cultural identity.54 Rosen demonstrates how Ceylon
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(as well as the Empire, more generally) was consistently very much a facet of Cameron’s life.
His attention to allegory through Cameron’s selected subject matter, signaled through symbolic
titles and their ties to popular literature, offers critical insight into the political significance of
much of Cameron’s oeuvre. Rosen’s most in-depth analysis of Cameron’s images from Sri
Lanka concerns a series of portraits of Marianne North, who visited Cameron while traveling
through South Asia, and was the only white European subject to be photographed by her after
1875. Rosen’s reevaluation, however, still leaves room for a more rigorous consideration of the
work produced in the last few years of her life. What is left unexplored is how the colonial
agenda, persistent throughout her artistic practice and written correspondence, surface in the
other, more numerous, images that Cameron made while in Sri Lanka—the ones that are captionless photographs featuring dark-complexioned men and women.
Olsen suspects that Cameron did not have a specific agenda when she made these late
images but suggests the possibility that “the only photographic project she could envision
pursuing in Ceylon would be an ethnographic one.”55 This might seem at odds with Cameron’s
professed dedication to fine art photography, but it points to another component of her career that
likely extended from her days in England to those in Sri Lanka: her desire to earn a profit. As
Robin Kelsey explains, this financial trouble followed a downturn on their Ceylonese plantation.
The Sri Lankan coffee industry was devastated by a blight in the 1860s and Cameron’s family
was plunged into debt and obliged to borrow from friends and relatives.56 Acutely aware of this
fiscal predicament, Cameron saw the camera as a means to improve her finances. Kelsey
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describes Cameron’s career, split between “her artistic mooring and her everyday financial
worries,” as a “divided practice.”57
I contend that Cameron’s images from Sri Lanka can be understood as both market-driven
ethnographic scenes and metaphors of Empire. Kelsey asserts that the theatricality of her subject
matter, requiring a sitter to stand-in as a symbol of Empire, is connected to her own act of
“performing Englishness.”58 Focusing only on her photographs made in England, he writes that
Cameron produced a domestic space and studio that was “a model for national and imperial
ideals.”59 According to Kelsey, “a defense of the colonial culture,” a “colonial cast,” and
“colonial fantasy” underpin her British oeuvre. I see these threads continuing in Cameron’s
presentation of the anonymous working-class subjects she photographed in Sri Lanka and may
have cast as ideal plantation workers. Furthermore, Cameron’s work echoes a growing popularity
for ethnographic pictures. Plantation laborers were an emerging category collected by tourists
and compiled in photography albums.
Elizabeth Edwards argues for the significance of photography in British anthropology in
the mid-nineteenth century, and asks what makes a photograph anthropological. According to
Edwards, “at its simplest...any photograph from which an anthropologist could gain useful,
meaningful visual information.” 60 Importantly, she writes that circulation of such images was by
no means “restricted” to anthropological circles. Edwards explains that two powerful interrelated
contexts apply to the images regardless of their indented audience: the perception of “otherness”
made manifest in theories of race, and the expansion and maintenance of European colonial
power. Cameron’s photographs of women holding vases conform most easily to expectations for
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anthropological works (Figure 1.18). There is little evidence for exactly how Cameron’s late
images circulated. Following Edwards’ criteria, all of Cameron’s pictures of plantation laborers
are equally successful as ethnographic images. Simultaneously commercial subject matter and
aiming for high art, interpreting the compositions as revealing a moral belief about British
colonialism, enables greater continuity between her Sri Lanka scenes and earlier compositions.
Consider Cameron’s Young Woman, Ceylon (Figure 1.19). In the picture a girl is
photographed, alone, wrapped in layers of white drapery. The figure looks straight towards the
camera, with a solemn look on her face. It looks like her hair has been curled in a Western style
and is arranged in cascades around her face. Featuring no Eastern jewelry or primitive vases, the
design bears similarity to many of Cameron’s religious photographs. An earlier picture, St. Agnes
(1864), shows Cameron’s housemaid Mary Hillier similarly enveloped by folds of drapery and
gazing straight at the camera (Figure 1.20). Although she lacks the prayerful gesture that makes
religious allusion clear in the photograph of Hillier, when comparing the two pictures, the
staging is similar. Further, both use models under Cameron’s control—she acts as both
photographer and as employer—repeating a power dynamic that is characteristic of much of her
photographs. There is no clear indication (such as a title) that Young Woman, Ceylon is meant to
be a Madonna, yet that is how the image is commonly discussed. Rosen distinguishes the cloth in
the image as “undefined eastern drapery,” even though it does not appear to be different material
from her previous images.61 Overall, he argues that this “native Madonna” is “unresolved,”
claiming that the picture is not convincing because the subjects’ skin tone challenges Western
expectations for how a Madonna should appear.62 Contradicting this interpretation, Olsen argues
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that the figure may have been an even more appropriate subject for a biblical character in
Cameron’s eyes due to her race, the very source of Rosen’s proclaimed failing. Olsen explains
that Cameron, like others in her period, used the term “oriental” to describe both Arabs and
South Asians.63 Thus, the “oriental” model could have made this image even more akin to the
historical Mary in Bethlehem, born in the Middle East.64
Marie Czach proposed that scholars’ lack of attention on Cameron’s late work might stem
from its nonconformance with “what a Julia Margaret Cameron photograph should look like.”65
Perhaps the true failing of her later pictures is their inability to match expectations for her work,
and one of those key expectations is the presentation of white European bodies. Complicating
matters further is an alternate title for the copy of Young Woman, Ceylon held in Bradford, where
it is labeled Young Ceylonese Woman Plantation Worker, ca. 1875-1876.
Cameron’s images of dark-skinned women, deemed “unsuccessful” or “unresolved” when
considered in terms of Western subject matter, function most successfully as symbols of
picturesque colonial laborer (which may account for collectors’ titles that identify them as such).
Phyllis Rose described Cameron’s approach to finding models in England, writing that, when
“she looked at a domestic servant with a mop and a bucket, her imagination erased the mop and
the bucket.” Cameron, instead, “saw the woman as the current exemplar of some timeless,
enduring type.”66 Rose’s description of Cameron’s eye for seeking out models continues in
even title) the pictures. But at the same time, it seems pertinent to point out that it is just as likely
Cameron was pleased with the images. See: Rosen, Julia Margaret Cameron's 'fancy subjects,’
289.
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stories from Sri Lanka.67 There, however, the terms “timeless” and “type” take on new
connotations. In the nineteenth-century, omnipresent racist discourse pegged “oriental” cultures
as static and unchanging.
When Cameron’s compositions are compared with other artists’ made in Sri Lanka, it
becomes clear that Tamil plantation workers serve a dual purpose as both advertisements for an
industry (as in The Graphic), and general stand-ins for a “type” of South Asian laborer.
Read through titles bestowed on them by collectors—such as “Tamil Cooly” or “Tea
Plantation Laborer”—Cameron’s photographs participate in a broader trend for labeling that is
commonly found in tourist travel albums. These albums, rather than assemblages of personal
photographs, offer collections of scenes sold by commercial studios. I argue that it is possible to
see these photographs in dialogue with Cameron’s types. One such scene is Scowen &
Company’s “Tamil Coolies” (included in an album titled India Vol. 1), which depicts a family
seated on a rock, with a simple thatched roof building in the distance (Figure 1.21). Though
made out doors rather than in a studio setting, the figures are carefully arranged and posed within
the frame to create a visually pleasing composition. Another group photograph, collected for an
album commemorating an unknown traveler’s 1894 tour of China and Ceylon, shows a group of
young women with tall woven baskets and is accompanied by the handwritten caption “Tamil
Tea Pickers” (Figure 1.22). Furthermore, several of the tea harvest images explored in the first
section of this chapter exhibit the same conflation of occupation and race, such as The Graphic
cover with a “Tamul [sic] girl” collecting tea. Similar in experimentation and variety, they stand
apart as particularly artful poses that combine race, labor, and imperial industry.
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A photomontage entitled “Types of Native Races met with in Ceylon” makes even more
explicit the link between tea picker and ethnography (Figure 1.23). It was included in an album
The Royal Visit to Ceylon dated April, 1901, commemorating the visit of the Duke and Duchess
of Cornwall and York (later H.M. King George V and H.M. Queen Mary). The assemblage,
printed by the firm W.L.H. Skeen & Company, features twenty-six distinct “types” of “natives,”
each numbered and identified through a corresponding key printed below the image. On the
bottom left corner is number twenty, the “Tamil Tea Plucker.” Consequently, the growth of the
British tea estates gave birth to a new ethnicity, the “estate Tamils” and the “Tamil tea
plucker.”68 In this montage, as in numerous tourist albums, photographs depicting Tamil
harvesters at work are pasted on pages comparing local occupations.
Although some scholars suggest that Cameron completely turned her back on her artistic
mode of photography when she moved to Sri Lanka, it is possible to read her photographs as an
extension of her earlier practice. There is both a moral and political reference in the images, as
well as evidence of Kelsey’s “divided practice.” Labeled “Tamil Cooly” or “Tea Plantation
Laborer,” these images have a symbolic subject, with imperial significance; Cameron, like other
believers in the colonial enterprise, espoused virtue in creating employment for the “benefit” of
the “native” population. Hence women on South Asian tea plantations became allegories of
“good” labor.

The Changing Face of Tea
Despite the centrality of the youthful female figure in tea photographs, early documents
concerning tea manufacture in India reveal anxiety around how the tea worker should be
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represented. Report upon the Present Condition and Future of Tea Cultivation in the North-West
Provinces and in the Punjab (1860), a pamphlet published by the India Home Department in
Calcutta, documents the methods of tea production in Canton as part of a broader research effort
to improve the emerging tea producing regions in British India. Fragmentation of laborers’
bodies is notable in its illustrations. One page, for instance, is topped by two disembodied pairs
of hands that work tea leaves on a woven tabletop; further down the page close-ups show the
process of forming a ball of damp leaves and pressing out the juice (Figure 1.24). The bodies are
not racialized or sexualized, and the close-up of the disembodied hands is similarly nondescript.
There are no indications of skin tone, nor are there symbols of gender, age, or ethnicity present in
the form of jewelry, clothing, or hairstyle. The author routinely alludes to the tools and methods
described in the text as those followed by the “Canton men,” however little is shown about these
men.69 The figures illustrating the report embody a period of transition from the East Asian to
South Asian body, prior to the realization of the iconic image of the South Asian women tea
plucker.
Tea has a long history in European visual culture. Scholars have often focused on images
that depict the genteel consumption of the beverage, considering the realm of leisure rather than
labor. 70 This has led to a belief that as tea became “more domestic” and “respectable” in the
mid-eighteenth century, its “exotic” origins were obscured.71 However, well in to the nineteenth
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century tea production in China was recorded through a variety of mediums and circulated
throughout Britain, familiarizing consumers with the beverages’ Eastern origins. From popular
series of paintings depicting the stages of making tea, to caricatures of Chinese men in packaging
and advertisements, the foreign source of tea was present in visual culture even as the
commodity grew in popularity. Examination of British depictions of Chinese tea manufacture
reveals a persistent, and increasing, emphasis on the body of the worker—a focus carried over to
representations of the British trade in South Asia and epitomized by “A Woman Plucking.”
Beginning in the eighteenth century, Chinese artists made sets of paintings depicting tea
production methods and processes. Produced for the foreign market, they were known as Canton
Company paintings.72 These series, like the report described above, represent discrete stages of
tea production and were produced by “native” artists for Western patrons in a style that is neither
entirely Chinese nor European.73 For centuries, China had been the world’s only source of tea,
and the methods of its cultivation were carefully guarded secrets.74 Accordingly, Canton
Company paintings’ vignettes of manufacture, though offering some insights, do so in the
manner of landscape paintings that effectively keep the viewer at a distance through figures’
small scale, as opposed to the closely cropped portraits of South Asian tea pluckers depicted in
later photographs.
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One such work—an ink and watercolor rendering by an unknown artist—is titled Picking
Tea Leaves. It shows a field of short tea bushes that extends to the distance at the picture’s left
side (Figure 1.25). No great attention is placed on the pickers or their process; in the foreground,
four women wearing wide-brimmed hats simply squat before the plants. The viewer takes in the
scene from an elevated vantage point at some distance from the figures, and is effectively
removed from the action.75 Picking Tea Leaves was one in a set of twelve works;76 a similar
series was included in the popular exhibition Ten Thousand Chinese Things, which went on view
near London’s Hyde Park in 1843 and remained there for several years.77 The catalog (of which
300,000 copies were sold) details each of the twelve paintings of tea production.78 Scenes of
cultivation (similar to Picking Tea Leaves) are followed by depictions of processing (showing
the steps of firing and rolling), and finally the finished product being transported to Europeanowned warehouses on the Pearl River in Canton (Guangzhou).
Canton Company paintings were source material for British artists, who reflected a broad
awareness of tea’s Eastern roots. For instance, William Daniell (1769–1837) showed A View in
China: Cultivating the Tea Plant at the Royal Academy exhibition in 1810 (Figure 1.26). Daniell
apparently was inspired by a set of Company paintings when he compiled ten discrete stages of
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tea production into a single canvas.79 His large landscape (48 x 72 inches) is punctuated by
scenes of men and women pruning fields, firing tea leaves, and preparing finished product for
shipment. The laboring figures are small, and dispersed throughout a carefully detailed
landscape.
Around the same time that Daniell made his painting, British painter and illustrator
William Alexander (1767-1816) made pen and ink wash copies of several images from a Chinese
tea series, including a version of Picking Tea Leaves (Figure 1.27).80 Comparison of his work
with the original reveals Alexander’s greater emphasis on stages of manufacture and workers’
bodies. In the Chinese version, the tree that emerges at left partially obscures two workers and
disrupts the regular rows of tea bushes. Alexander uproots and transports the tree to the opposite
side of the composition, where it rises from behind the building on the right. As a result, the
entire left corner is dominated by tea picking: nothing blocks the view and an enhanced sense of
abundance is created through the proliferating tea bushes that spread uninterrupted across the
field, extending from the bottom of the frame into the distance. Alexander’s emphasis on
productivity aligns with contemporaneous advertisements for Chinese tea in Britain. Indeed, the
image of a Chinese field hand endured in British ads for Chinese tea and later morphed into the
South Asian working-class figure who came to represent the British trade in India and Sri Lanka
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As indicated by Alexander’s modification, British representations of Chinese tea
increasingly bring more prominence to the figure of the working-class laborer. My research
shows that photographs made by John Thomson (1837-1921)—the first known photographer to
document China in Illustrations of China and Its People (1873-1874)—served as the basis for
the six woodcuts that illustrate the book Tea: Its History and Mystery (London,1878), which
presented the Chinese origins of tea through the lens of a British tea company, Horniman’s.
Thomson included several photographs of tea cultivation and manufacture in his four-volume
Illustrations, and Tea’s illustrator clearly relied on them, though Thomson went uncredited.81
Thompson’s “Tea Plant,” for instance, was the model for Tea’s “Gathering the Spring
Crop” (Figures 1.28-1.29). In the engraving, the landscape is dominated by rows of tea bushes
that fill the bottom half of the composition and extend to the doorstep of a modest building with
a Chinese-style curved roof. The male harvesters dispersed throughout the foreground are too
small to have individualized features but their costumes are distinctly Chinese. They carry
baskets and pluck the leaves, in the caption’s telling, “with great care,” as not more than one leaf
is selected from each stalk.82 The fact that Tea was sponsored by a British commercial company
surely had an impact; Horniman’s contemporaneous newspaper advertisements emphasized that
their tea was made from only the first and finest crop, gathered in early Spring.83 “Gathering the
Spring Crop” and its caption place more emphasis on these particulars than Thomson’s
photograph and earlier Chinese paintings such as Picking Tea Leaves.
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As draughtsman and engravers translated Thomson’s photographs into wood block prints,
emphasis was added to the workers present in the scenes. Comparing “Gathering the Spring
Crop” to Thomson’s picture reveals that the setting is unaltered: the architecture, tree-lined
background, distant mountain, and rows of tea bushes, are identical. Thomson’s photograph,
however, contains only a single worker: a man stands in the center of the frame carrying a
basket. Four years later, the printed version for Horniman’s depicts the same figure flanked by
five additional men. Looking again to the layout of Plate XXIV, it appears that Thomson’s two
scenes of cultivation have been combined. The tea plucker from the photograph on the top left of
the plate is inserted, and repeated, across “Gathering the Spring Crop.” Furthermore, the added
figures are shown with a curious alteration to their clothing. In both pictures they wear a hat with
an upturned brim. However, the print features a knob at the center that indicates elite rank. This
is far from a realistic depiction of agricultural laborers. Instead, it is a sartorial embellishment
that marks the costume as indisputably “Chinese” for a British viewing audience.
Printmakers’ deviations from the photographs they used as source material were common.
Photography historian Thierry Gervais has drawn attention to the contradictions between the
medium’s reputation as authentic and the illustrator’s “corrections” found in newspapers and
other printed sources.84 There is only one print in Tea: Its History and Mystery that is captioned
as “from a photograph.” However, the picture, “Weighing,” shows no obvious resemblance to
any of Thomson’s plates (Figure 1.30). A spread of four of Thomson’s photographs from
Canton, included in the first volume of the series, contains an image of tea weighing (Figure
1.31). The print, despite sharing the same title, differs greatly and does not even include a scale
(an essential component). It is possible that the print is yet another amalgamation of details from
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Thomson’s many images, incorporating the seated men from “A Tea House, Canton,” and the
white jackets and long braids on display in “A Tea-Tasting Room.” What appears to matters
most to the illustrators and author of Tea: Its History and Mystery is to show Chinese
manufacture in a manner British audiences had come to expect: stereotypically and emphatically
“Chinese.”
In scenes of tea production, figures at work have a long history of being employed as
means of advertising a superior product. The 1860 Report upon the Present Condition and
Future of Tea Cultivation, made before the Indian body took over as the labor of choice for
British tea production, marks a process of movement away from the Chinese laboring body
towards “A Woman Plucking.” It is the first step in a distancing that comes into full effect in the
anti-Chinese tea propaganda that will be discussed in more detail later in this dissertation. Thus,
in British visual culture, the promotion of tea is transferred from Chinese to Indian, and from
male to female, bodies. The later images reveal changes in skin tone, clothing, and techniques of
production as the British adapted Eastern practices to their own, fully controlled manufacture.
Photographs like “A Woman Plucking” were part of an evolving portrayal of tea production, as
well as a much longer history of popular scenes of South Asian workers.

Collectable Scenes of Labor
Almost a century before images of women harvesting tea leaves emerged as the most
widely collected depictions of the industry, the East India Company’s expanding presence in
India sparked a market for images depicting daily life in the colony. Indian painters adapted their
technique and subject matter in order to appeal to the European market, devising the hybrid style
that prevailed in the genre known as Company painting (as with Canton Company painting, that
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label referred to the patrons for whom they were produced: employees of the East India
Company). Mildred Archer, an influential scholar of Company painting, identified 1839 (the date
of photography’s invention) as the beginning of its demise; more recently, William Dalrymple
writes that Company Painting experienced “a slow and lingering death at the hands not of sepoys
or vengeful grenadiers but of photographers, as the new medium slowly replaced the old.”85 The
tendency to hold the two formats separate has discouraged comparative analysis of the sort I
undertake here. 86
The focus of my inquiry is limited to the category of trades and occupations, one of a
diverse range of subject matter of interest to British consumers of both Company painting and
photographs.87 Company painting not only helped popularize and drive a market for scenes of
workers (later a popular subject matter for commercial photographers documenting the tea
industry), but also established motifs and compositional strategies that were emulated in
nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century photographs.88 Archer notes the frequency of such
subject matter. She writes that, in accordance with British demand, Company painters “were
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especially prolific in the depiction of trades, occupations, tools, and economic processes.”89 The
large collection of Company painting in the Victoria and Albert Museum indicates the fervor
with which British patrons collected images of various trades.90 Its holdings include series such
as “Group of Thirty-five Drawings of Trades and Occupations,” and “Eighteen Paintings of
Trades and Domestic servants,” as well as one-off images of laborers, all of which were
collected as mementos.
Tinman (Figure 1.32), a painting made in Patna, India, in the mid-1820s, features the
severe reduction of pictorial elements that is common to the genre; only the vendor, his tools and
wares are included. There is no ground line or any background detail. Like many Company
paintings, the artist paints shadows—a device taken from Western paintings to appeal of British
patrons—although there is no light source indicated. While his occupation is not unique to Asia,
Tinman is nevertheless exoticized via dark skin, costuming, and the unfamiliar aspect of the
items he sells. A significantly more foreign occupation is represented in A Snake-Charmer, made
in Trichinopoly, India around 1860 (Figure 1.33). Its artist provides more contextual
information—in the form of vegetation along the ground line—and shows a range of snakecharming practices, but they are silhouetted against an undeveloped background. Like Tinman,
the focus of the painting is firmly on the “type” of laborer, details of his costume, and the
requirements of the trade.
Photographs of tea harvest, a vocation that came to India with the British-grown industry,
echo the formula developed in these earlier Company paintings. In pictures such as “A Woman
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Plucking,” the composition is limited to the figure, her patterned dress and metal jewelry, as well
as the fundamental items required for picking tea leaves (the tea bush and a basket for
collection). In both painting and photographic print, the composition is centered on the figure
and her accessories.
The term picturesque has figured significantly in scholarship on Company painting.
Archer asserts that “almost every aspect of life in India provided suitable subjects for sketching:
picturesque costume, occupations and method of transport.”91 The emphasis on clothing and
occupational attributes from the Company paintings recalls the discussion of picturesque South
Asian laborers in Arabindan-Kesson’s writing on photography in Jamaica; in both the
compositions are centered on the figures and their accessories. This limitation of elements
enables a system by which “types” can be easily organized and compared, and is also found in
picturesque scenes depicting labor set in England.92
The popularity of portraits from Cries of London, popular prints of urban working class
men and women,93 or groups of rural workers in William Henry Pyne’s (1769-1843) illustrations,
provide further understanding of the history of classification and categorization through pictures
of laborers. Pyne’s “Gardeners” is part of a larger series titled Microcosm: or, A Picturesque
Delineation of the Arts, Agriculture, Manufactures, etc from1808 (Figure 1.34). First published
in installments in an illustrated periodical, and later compiled into a book, the series depicts
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various “types” from the British countryside. They are part of a broader history of popular
portraiture, and collectable costume books, which were intended to order and make familiar what
was inherently foreign or peculiar to an urban audience.94
Analysis of his work also shows a possible function of the limited surroundings depicted
in Company paintings and the later photographs. The compositional elements of Pyne’s design
are reduced to only the tradesmen and their required tools. A text by author C. Gray
accompanied the images in Pyne’s publication. Gray included information on the trades shown in
the illustrations, in which he described the images as objective.95 Gray writes,
Our artist has indulged freely in copying country groups... And indeed, however
disagreeable the manners of rustics may be in real life...they are peculiarly
pleasing in imitation, when accurately copied, whether by the dramatist, the poet,
or the painter. No subject, when well-treated, is more popular, or commands more
attention.96
Art Historian Sam Smiles analyses Pyne’s work and observes the ways images of labor were
translated from “disagreeable reality to pleasing representation” in order to meet the art market’s
taste for the picturesque.97 His argument draws attention to Gray’s misleading claims of
objectivity by pointing out the process through which rural subjects were made to be “peculiarly
pleasing.”
In both Pyne’s work and images of laborers in India, the tradesmen are categorized by
vocation and contained neatly within the boundary of the picture. Far from being an objective
and inclusive picture of rural existence, such images show figures isolated from the places in
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which the worked, lived and socialized, which upper-class English viewers might find
“disagreeable” in their overwhelming otherness. They are instead delectable vignettes that
renounce unpleasant actualities. Foreign or disagreeable subjects are rendered within a familiar
framework of the picturesque.
Anthropologist Bernard S. Cohn argues in his seminal work that the picturesque aesthetic
contributed to the process by which knowledge was fabricated, classified, and categorized by the
British in India. Cohn claims that picturesque materials collected in European travel books
enabled a European audience to “[find] themselves in a place that could be made to seem
familiar.”98 Timothy Mitchell’s writing on the construction of the “Orient” likewise sheds light
on contextualizing the role of Company painting and later photography. Mitchell describes “new
procedures with which Europeans began to organize the representation of the world,” including
tourism and commodification of daily life.99 Both Cohn and Mitchell emphasize the “order” that
colonialists sought to impose on the colonies. The picturesque plays a significant role in the
construction of that order.
A sense of ordering also plays a part in the arrangement of laborers’ images. In Pyne’s
“Gardeners” multiple vignettes are positioned on a single page, in arrangements that resemble
those in photographic albums from South Asia, where photographs of trades are pasted side-byside. One such album, containing images collected in Sri Lanka around 1880, pairs Devil
Dancers and a Snake Charmer (Figure 1.35). In other cases—such as a spread from an album
titled India—the juxtapositions seem quais-ethnographic. India (comprising images collected on
a tour throughout Asia) positions “Tamil Coolie” and “Chinese Coolie” alongside photographs of
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“John Chinaman” and “Cingalese” (Figure 1.36). The ethnographic impulse is even more
pronounced in the W.L.H. Skeen photomontage (Figure 1.23), which brings together twenty-six
“distinct native races,” many of which are connected to occupations, such as tea plucking. Like
the Company paintings collected by British living in India, photography albums and postcards
could be used to show friends and relatives back home what faraway places and unfamiliar
people looked like. Eleanor Hight and Gary Sampson, in their study of colonial photography,
explain,
As objects of fascination, colonized people were often assigned positions
formerly occupied by a colorful cast of conventional characters – shepherds,
pagans, gypsies, loose-living women, and other roughcast types – who, when not
appearing as subjects themselves, became little more than stock figures in a
colonized landscape. Their placement in these preconceived roles helped
Westerners negotiate the personally threatening experience of the unknown by
selectively transforming uneasy or awkward, even hostile, cultural confrontations
into a more palatable form.100
This strategy for distancing the viewer from the mundane realities of the represented subject is
much in evidence in photographs of tea plantation labor.
Pyne’s Microcosm attests to a common strategy for making palatable depictions of lowclass workers, one that is also found in the urban scenes of Cries of London, as well as used
repeatedly in representations of foreign laborers.101 There is a serial component to all of these
images, which were issued in sets or bound together as pages of a book. Company painters
repeated this approach, skillfully adapting to a new market of European patrons by developing
sets of paintings known as firkas, series of mica paintings that were sold in boxes of twelve. The
pictures represented various tradesmen and craftsmen, as well as town and village sights like
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elephants and bullock carts.102 Commercial photographers in India and Sri Lanka later took up
the same subject matter, and introduced tea pluckers to collectable the included depictions of
labor.
The romanticized tea plucker, represented by real-life women, about whom we know little,
holds imaginative symbolism as an important colonial construct in narratives surrounding
lucrative agricultural industries in South Asia. Often alone, and consistently silent, the figures are
labeled “Woman,” “Native,” or “Tamil.” Little about them conveys personal identity—either real
or imagined. What awaits Bourne & Shepherd’s unnamed tea pickers after the release of the
camera shutter is unknown, but their exploitation via the tea industry is not questioned. However,
it is possible to at least acknowledge the conditions under which they were photographed, and
the role of the picturesque in masking those elements not recorded by the camera.
Images of tea harvest participate in a larger visual culture of exoticism that participates in a
history of collectable scenes of labor. In Britain, representations of tea production in China
increasingly placed emphasis on the body of the worker, a strategy that was echoed in Company
paintings made in India. These works merged an attention to picturesque foreign costume with
an ethnographic categorization of types and their vocations. The works—whether painting or
photograph, representing Chinese or British-controlled manufacture—all contribute to an
understanding of the changing symbolism of South Asian working-class bodies in British visual
culture and to the centrality of images of tea harvest in the promotion of the British-controlled
industry. Supported by a long tradition of image-making and circulation, tea photographs were
presented to a British public eager to learn more about the colonies, document their visits abroad,
and support imperial economic endeavors. In the pictures discussed here, the picturesque and the
nineteenth-century notion of primitivism coalesce in the colonial imagination.
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Scholarship on nineteenth-century British depictions of South Asians has stressed their
evocations of the preindustrial or artisanal world, and the emphasis on hand labor in scenes of tea
picking would seem to affirm this view. However, in the following chapter, as I consider how tea
plucker photographs were commonly part of larger series, I show that while field hands were
often shown within a picturesque, tropical landscape, that landscape was occupied
simultaneously by towering factories and large, metal, processing machinery.
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CHAPTER TWO
Tea, the Tropical Landscape, and the Imperial Picturesque

In “Croquet Amongst the Tea” a group of figures wearing European clothing stand on a
rectangular pitch that has been cut out from the surrounding tea fields (Figure 2.1). This halftone picture was published in William Henry Cave’s Golden Tips: A Description of Ceylon and
Its Great Tea Industry (1900), a guidebook to the island illustrated with photographs taken by the
author.1 “Croquet Amongst the Tea” appears in Cave’s chapter on the tea industry. In the
foreground, regularly spaced rows of tea plants lead the viewer’s eyes down an incline and onto
the unfolding croquet match. The scene is bordered by rugged nature, and the smooth texture of
the low grass, together with the rigid angularity of the sunken perimeter, sets the croquet field
apart from its tropical backdrop. A rolling hill sits above the far edge of the field, and mountains
tower in the distance. To the left, situated on the dividing line between sprawling tea field and
manicured crochet pitch, is a camera on a tripod. Situated at the juncture of industry, wilderness,
and leisure, the camera brings scenes of Sri Lanka to a British public through a hybrid
composition of wild and tamed landscape. As I argue throughout this chapter, this compositional
strategy is representative of Cave’s publications, where tea cultivation is part and parcel of the
larger category of the “picturesque.”
Cave’s landscape photographs are consistently framed as such, not only through titles
like Picturesque Ceylon (1893-7), but also by passages describing the island as a pearlescent
“pendant” laying off the coast of India. For example, Cave observes,
Egypt has its healing climate, the Engadine its lovely scenery, Brazil its wooded
wilderness, the Alps their flowery meadows, and Peru its high plateau; but here,
1
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in one of our own colonies, easy of access and free from any serious drawback,
are all these and a hundred other attractions, forming a combination of the most
delightful conditions under which man can desire to live.2
This chapter uncovers the prominence of landscape photographs in representations of the
British tea industry, and questions how to view such images of cultivation, industry and
colonization within the larger history of the British picturesque aesthetic. My focus is on the
natural surroundings and the ways in which their photographic representation contextualizes—
and even naturalizes—the depiction of tea production through an imaginative geography of “the
Tropics.” The concept of imaginative geography, popularized by post-colonial theorist Edward
Said, refers to the culturally structured and inherently colonialist components of geography. I
explore how the representational style of the picturesque operates in tandem with the
“tropicalization” of South Asia, to establish a sense of identity between the colony and the
metropole. Tropicalization refers to European notions of the Tropics and is part of a theorization
of imaginative geography.3 In Cave’s photographs, the Tropics are a conceptual as well as
physical space onto which the so-called “civilizing mission” of colonialism was overlaid.
Cave’s illustrated travel literature serves as a case study. His popular books—illustrated
with hundreds of photographs—celebrated and emphasized the colonial location of manufacture.
Through analysis of Cave’s presentation of the tea industry in Sri Lanka, first through the highend Picturesque Ceylon and his later and less luxurious Golden Tips, I show that landscape
served a symbolic function in the promotion of both colonial tourism and the British tea trade.
His imagery is elucidated by the concept of “tropicalization,” as it showcases stereotypes of the
region: lush palms, dense jungles, and the ease of agricultural production in equatorial climes.
2
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Scenes of pristine nature and colonial leisure are repeatedly interspersed with pictures of
industry, forming an impression of the country in which these three elements are inseparable.
Throughout the chapter I address Cave’s frequent use of the word “picturesque,” applied to
the tropical flora on the island, to the image of women harvesting tea leaves (as seen in the
previous chapter), and even to scenes with smoke rising from tea factory pillars. The picturesque
is an aesthetic approach to viewing and representing landscapes that reached the height of its
popularity in the 1790s.4 The Reverend William Gilpin popularized the picturesque in his first
tour book, Observations on the River Wye (1782), in which he instructed travelers to the English
countryside on a way of seeing the British landscape in pictorial terms. His conception of the
picturesque was informed by Italian landscape paintings by artists such as Claude Lorrain and
Salvator Rosa.5 According to Gilpin, a “correctly picturesque” landscape featured a background
area, a strongly lit middle distance with two side screens, and a darkened foreground with
elements that framed the image.6 A winding path leading the viewer through these parts of the
composition was also a defining feature. Many of Cave’s images follow these guidelines, but his
photographs depart from Gilpin’s conception of the aesthetic in a significant way: Gilpin
disqualified sites that incorporated evidence of agricultural cultivation.7 How exactly, then, do
Cave’s photographs of tea production and related industry participate in the picturesque?
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My discussion is in dialogue with recent studies on imperialism and the picturesque, which
have exposed the global variations on of this aesthetics.8 In particular, scholarship on the British
West Indies, and sugar production in particular, serves as a fruitful model for approaching
Cave’s tea industry images and questioning how his interest in the beautiful, natural scenery can
be reconciled in his photographs that reveal the reality of hard work and colonial domination.
The seemingly incompatible landscapes of the picturesque and the plantation are joined through
the mode Jill Casid dubbed the “Imperial picturesque” in her study of the eighteenth-century
sugar plantation system. It designates an aesthetics that actively naturalizes the plantation (and
related labor schemes, products, and production) within the colonial locale by presenting it as if
an organic, naturally occurring element. Following Casid, Krista Thompson reads late
nineteenth-century photographs of the fruit industry in Jamaica as exemplifying the imperial
picturesque.9 Thompson asserts that, unlike eighteenth-century travelers who learned to see the
English landscape as picturesque (as espoused by Gilpin), in British colonies the picturesque
“signified a landscape made into the fantastic vision of the tropics,”10 a vision in which
agricultural abundance was a key trope. Hence, this reincarnation of the picturesque displayed a
landscape of manufacture and cultivation, an environment that “doubly violated the ‘rules of
picturesque beauty.’”11
I demonstrate how Cave’s images bring this idea not only to a South Asian landscape, but
also to scenes of labor, including the presence of the latest steam-machinery and factory
interiors. Cave’s illustrations act as a powerful force that unites celebrations of the landscape and
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the tea industry, resulting in a commodity that is explicitly linked with the colony where it is
produced.

Cave and Photography in Print
Cave left his studies at Oxford University to travel to Sri Lanka, where he served as
secretary to the Anglican Bishop of Colombo, the capital city.12 Later, Cave worked as the editor
of the Ceylon Diocesan Gazette and opened his bookstore and print shop, H.W. Cave &
Company, in 1876.13 Although he returned to England following his wife’s death in 1886, he
continued to run his store in Colombo by making regular trips to Sri Lanka, pursuing a
managerial style similar to that of the planters whose tea gardens he would later depict.14 It was
not until the early 1890s that Cave published his first series of photographically illustrated books.
With no formal training in the arts, Cave presumably began his photographic career in order to
supply pictures for the first of them, which saw print in 1893.15
Cave’s work presents a challenge to historians of photography, since his work is not
deposited in any art museum or photography archive but remains bound in the pages of his
books, often in general library collections. Within histories of photography in Sri Lanka (of
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which there are only a handful of recent publications), Cave remains a little-known figure.16
Photography historian John Falconer opens his essay on the history of photography in Ceylon by
describing Cave’s Picturesque Ceylon. But Cave is only mentioned in passing. The photographs
themselves were not studied throughout the remainder of the text—nor were they included in the
related exhibition mounted by the British Council. According to Falconer, “Cave’s illustrated
books represent the culmination of the dominance of commercial photography during the second
half of the nineteenth century.” He adds, “Cave himself cannily anticipated the simultaneous
shrinking of the photographic market and growth of the tourist industry, using his photographs in
a successful series of books which both publicized the island’s attractions and served as guide
books for visitors.”17 This description positions Cave’s work within a transitional period when
artistic photography waned in the face of the demands of tourism for more repetitive, banal
images.
Cave, like commercial firms such as W.L.H. Skeen & Company, was working at a time
when tourism in Sri Lanka increased, following the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869.18 A
closer examination of Cave’s photographs shows that the demand for artfully considered
photographic imagery did not diminish, but rather was transferred from the silver print to the
photomechanical reproduction. Cave experimented with different printing processes. At first, in
addition to including full-plate illustrations, he placed smaller, cheaper halftone images within
the text. Later on, to appeal to a broader marker, he released smaller-sized publications and used
less expensive printing techniques. Although these diminished his images’ quality, cheaper
16
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processes allowed him to increase their number and to include more full-plate photographs.19
Through Cave’s popular publications, reprinted in numerous editions, the public consumed
thousands of photographs of Sri Lanka.
This chapter focuses on two of Cave’s books: the third (and final) volume of his deluxe,
leather-bound Picturesque Ceylon series, entitled Picturesque Ceylon: Nuwara Eliya and
Adam’s Peak (1895), and the lesser known and more modest, Golden Tips: A Description of
Ceylon and its Great Tea Industry (1900). Each tome of Picturesque Ceylon focused on a
particular geographic area of the island and was available for purchase separately; each was
printed in a large quarto demy size and illustrated with over thirty woodburygravure prints.
Related to Woodburytype, woodburygravure was an expensive form of photomechanical printing
that used pigments in gelatin, rather than silver salts. Woodburygravure prints could be made in a
range of hues that Cave used to striking effect, rendering jungle and ocean views in deep greens
and mountainous landscapes in a variety of red and brown tones. In its focus on tea-growing
regions, the third volume of Picturesque Ceylon anticipated Golden Tips, several chapters of
which detail the tea industry. Golden Tips was, however, printed in a smaller format and
illustrated only with monochrome halftone photographs, and its affordability accounts for its
greater popularity. Three editions of Golden Tips were published; the last contained 235 pictures.
Although Golden Tips was more heavily illustrated, its text is remarkably similar to Picturesque
Ceylon‘s third volume, each leading the reader through the tea growing regions and across the
island.
Cave’s publications serve as travel guides. They not only describe landmarks, popular sites
and activities, but also tell the reader how to navigate the railway lines and select premiere
19
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lodgings. Whether intended for a reader seated in an armchair in England, or for the adventurous
traveler en-route to the island, Cave’s navigation of Sri Lanka frequently mentions the
burgeoning tea industry. For instance, as he describes the view of tea factories seen from the
train window, Cave notes tea manufacture as the railways’ raison d’être.20 He provides glowing
reviews of hotels situated adjacent to tea estates and encourages readers to walk through tea
fields and take advantage of tea factory tours, where visitors “have the privilege, not only of
seeing teas made, but of purchasing them on the spot, where their purity can be assured.”21
Hence, the economic success of Ceylon tea is inextricably intertwined with the prosperity of the
island and with growing tourism.
Cave expressed his intentions to illustrate all his claims with images, writing that he
wished to make his points equally through words and pictures.22 In Picturesque Ceylon, the
images are printed separately from the main text. The titles of the photographs appear below the
images, and most plates contain only a single picture, as seen in “Jungle in Nuwara Eliya”
(Figure 2.2). Every print in the series is preceded by a title page that lists the plate number, title
of the photograph, and a descriptive excerpt taken from the main text. Later, in Golden Tips, the
photographs are integrated into the body of the publication, and there is variety in their size and
placement. For instance, “Croquet Amongst the Tea” takes up an entire page with only a title
printed below the image (Figure 2.1), whereas photographs of the Great Western and Logie tea
estates are nestled within blocks of text on adjacent pages (Figure 2.3).
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Cave considered the island the “showpiece of the Universe,” and this idea is underpinned
in his many landscape compositions. He explicitly described the unique qualities he found in
Ceylonese tea plantations in the introduction to Golden Tips,
It would be difficult to produce an attractive book upon wheat-growing in
the plains of Dakota, or any other extensive agricultural industry depending
upon the labour of the white man. Such subjects would be prosaic and
wanting in the picturesque.23
Cave continues, explaining that he offers a tropical country that “cannot fail to appear novel and
interesting” to his audience.24

Mountains as Colonial Metaphor
The mountainous landscape is particularly emphasized in Cave’s third installment of
Picturesque Ceylon (1895). It is the only one of the three installments in Cave’s inaugural series
to include scenes of colonial industry—a topic that is greatly expanded upon in his later Golden
Tips. Throughout the volume, the illustrations range in subject matter, but all generally extol the
flora and fauna of the island. It opens with “Jungle in Nuwara Eliya” (Figure 2.2), which is
printed in a vibrant green hue. The vantage point situates the viewer in the midst of a walk
through wild nature, as if pausing to glimpse a nearby mountain that is suddenly visible between
the crowded vines and expanding palm fronds that stretch across the top of the composition. As
the reader continues through the volume, an alternate vision of the island is gradually revealed—
one that explicitly incorporates signs of colonial industry and roots tea production within the
Tropics. In “Nuwara Eliya. Road to Nanu Oya,” winding roads, bullock carts, and even a factory
building are integrated into the depiction of the mountainous terrain (Figure 2.4). Later, in “A
Gang of Pluckers” the celebrated summit of the mountain Adam’s Peak pierces the skyline
23
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(Figure 2.5). Framed by two trees, the foreground is dotted with dark-skinned men and women at
work in the tea fields, located directly below the crest of the mountain. Through Cave’s
photographs, the island itself is rendered picturesque through the repeated presentation of its
tropical scenery.
While there is a diversity of subject matter in its thirty-four images, mountainous
landscapes are the major motif. Looming in the distance, frequently silhouetted against an ideal
expanse of cottony clouds, soaring hills are featured in almost every scene. Interspersed
throughout the publication, Cave’s photographs highlight the many tall peaks in the vicinity of
Nuwara Eliya, an area that is famous for tea production as well as the celebrated summit,
Adam’s Peak, known locally as Sri Pada (holy footprint). The best tea is produced at high
altitudes, and scenes of British-controlled tea production—from the Central Province of Sri
Lanka to the foothills of the Himalayas in India—were naturally set against backdrops of great
heights.
Cave varies the compositions of his mountainous landscapes throughout the book. In
“Entrance to Nuwara Eliya from Rambodda Pass,” the viewer’s gaze is directed through a valley
framed by trees on either side (Figure 2.6). In the center of the image, rising above the horizon
line, is the tall outline of a majestic apex. Manipulating the print by the use of multiple negatives,
Cave added brooding clouds to the scene. His use of montage is in keeping with landscape
photography practices during the nineteenth century.25 In the top half of the picture, the gradient
shadows of the sky draw the viewer’s eye to the summit. The highlighted peaks stand in stark
contrast against the dark hue at the top of the frame. Another plate, “Above the Clouds. Before
25
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Sunrise,” offers the view of an expansive range (Figure 2.7). Other illustrations emphasize the
natural diversity of the island. The foreground of “Nuwara Eliya” (Figure 2.8), like that of
“Entrance to Nuwara Eliya,” features vegetation of myriad textures, from dark, shiny leaves to
feathery plants of lighter tonality—a jumble of flora that gives way to the rolling hills of the
middle ground, and distant mountains overhung with the dramatically lit clouds Cave inserted.
As the reader turns the pages of Cave’s book, she progresses up the heights of Adam’s
Peak. Even prior to reaching the chapter that is dedicated to the site, the distinctive, triangular
zenith makes its first appearance in the background of the photograph “Adam’s Peak from
Pidurutallagalla” (Figure 2.9). By the late nineteenth-century Adam’s Peak was a well-publicized
natural wonder of the island. An earlier British publication asserted: “There is perhaps no
mountain in the world of which so wide-spread a knowledge exists, as Adam’s Peak.”26 At the
apex is a sacred site in the shape of a large footprint. The footprint is claimed by adherents of
three different faiths: Christians in Sri Lanka hold that it belongs to Saint Thomas; Hindus
believe it was left by the god Shiva; and Buddhists consider it an impression of the Buddha.27
Today, as in Cave’s time, the peak is a tourist destination and Buddhist pilgrimage site. Its
Anglophone name derived from the legend that Adam and Eve took refuge on the mountain after
they were banished from Eden.
Sri Lanka has also been suggested as the location of the Garden of Eden, a myth Melanie
Murray has traced “through literature and pilgrimages” from medieval times.28 In particular,
Murray looks at the fanciful sixteenth-century travelogue The Travels of Sir John Mandeville, as
well as the story of Sinbad the Sailor’s voyage, popularized by The Arabian Nights
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Entertainment (an English translation of Antoine Galland’s compilation of Oriental tales,
published from 1706-21). This literature, she notes, reiterates the notion about Paradise and
significantly, the idea of Sri Lanka as the “closest to and most like heaven” or even “a second
Eden” is perpetuated in Cave’s dreamy tropical landscapes.29
It is also clear, however, that by the late nineteenth century Adam’s Peak had come to
symbolize Britain’s imperial might, and was a recurrent motif in colonial representations of the
nation.30 The mountain, visible even from Ceylon’s shoreline, served as an “emblem of the
interior” after the British gained full control of the island.31 Lieutenant Malcolm of the first
Ceylon Rifle Regiment was the first Briton to scale the peak. He did so only a few weeks
following the fall of the kingdom of Kandy—the last holdout against British control of the
island—in April 1815.32 Many visitors were eager to follow in Malcolm’s footsteps, though
some chose to do so in high style; Colonel Walker and his wife ascended to the peak on elevated
chair and palanquin, respectively.33
Cave’s pictures of Adam’s Peak appear to be the most popular of the site. Tourist albums,
filled with commercial images taken by firms like Scowen & Company or W.L.H. Skeen &
Company, rarely feature the mountain. Instead, Cave’s views are more in keeping with tourist
guidebooks, such as, for example, A Handbook for Travellers in India Burma and Ceylon (1898).
The handbook describes stopping points that provide the best views of Adam’s Peak along the
29
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way, and it devotes a section on instructions for the ascent to the summit.34 Unlike Picturesque
Ceylon, only a few maps illustrate the handbook. The touristic orientation of Cave’s photographs
recalls that of other commercial photographers working in the period. Like the images that U.S.
photographer Carleton Watkins made in Yosemite in the 1870s, Cave’s are sequenced to mimic
the visitor’s experience.35
Cave’s scenes proceed from “Between Forest and Fern,” where a low vantage point looks
steeply up the mountainside, to a scene halfway up the slope (Figures 2.10-2.11). The final
illustration in the chapter on the site, titled “The Shadow of Adam’s Peak,” is taken from the
very top of the mountain (Figure 2.12). Cave’s image—probably the first photographic capture
of this scene—records a natural phenomenon that occurs on clear mornings during the early
hours of day: as the sun rises, Adam’s Peak casts a triangular shadow across the landscape to its
west. The subtlety of the light must have been difficult to capture, and was certainly even more
challenging to reproduce successfully in photomechanical illustrations.36 At the time of
publication, critics questioned the veracity of the photograph, wondering whether the
phenomenon occurred at all.37 Its scale and clarity were suspect (especially given their
photomechanical reproduction), but Cave vehemently defended the integrity of his picture and
included it in subsequent publications, including Golden Tips. In this installment of Picturesque
34
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Ceylon, which is filled with photographs of numerous mountains, Adam’s Peak is the only one
that is explicitly named.
A decade prior to Cave’s arrival in Sri Lanka, Samuel Bourne photographed the Himalayas
in India (Figure 2.13). His work there provides insights that can be used to unpack the cultural
constructions behind Cave’s publication. Bourne’s written description of his journey in the
British Journal of Photography, and the accompanying images, served as evidence of Britain’s
expanding imperial landscape.38 James Ryan describes the nineteenth-century fashion for
mountaineering, and writes that foreign peaks were increasingly understood as natural features to
be “conquered” in the name of Empire.39 His assertion is visually supported by representations of
the Himalayas in British prints, which link the picturesque to Empire’s expansion, as artists were
able to access, and depict, new destinations.
The history of picturesque imagery and popular travel literature on South Asia is rooted in
the eighteenth century. Thomas Daniell and his nephew William Daniell were the first British
landscape artists to depict mountainous northern India using a picturesque aesthetic. They
traveled farther into the region than their predecessor William Hodges, whose Travels in India
(1793) was a source of influence for the Daniells. In their Oriental Scenery (1795-1808), a
collection of some 140 aquatints, they depict the foothills of the Himalayas several decades
before tea was planted in the region (Figure 2.14). Bourne’s photographs, which are often
compared to the Daniells’ prints, take the viewer further up the mountains—reflecting the
progress that explorers and naturalists had made in the intervening years. The overpowering
scale of the Himalayas, as depicted in Bourne’s pictures, impresses the viewer with a sense of
danger and amazement at the might of nature.
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There is a stark contrast between Cave’s images and Bourne’s earlier scenes. Bourne’s
pictures, conveying staggering heights, offer sublime records of uncharted geography. He
photographed under extreme conditions, as part of an expedition pursuing the source of the
Ganges river, traversing glaciers and setting records for making photographs at high altitudes.
Cave’s travels, by contrast, were those of a tourist rather than an explorer. His photographs are
not sublime renderings of a ferocious South Asian landscapes, but picturesque wanderings that
illustrated a travelogue describing train stations and reviewing hotels. The differences in pictorial
style do not impede the symbolic reading of Adam’s Peak: it served as a poignant representation
of Britain’s imperial success; neither the Portuguese or Dutch colonizers, who previously
inhabited the island, were able to overpower the Kandian kingdom and capture the central
region.
Prior to Cave’s publication and the rise of the tea industry in Sri Lanka, the mountain
already served as a backdrop for colonial enterprise. A prominent feature in representations of
coffee estates—such as those depicted in Captain C. O’Brien’s A Series of Fifteen Views in
Ceylon from 1864 (Figure 2.15)—it located them in a distinctively foreign landscape. In the
lithograph “Adam’s Peak, From the Ambogamma Road at Pusbage” the top of the mountain is
visible far in the distance, on the horizon directly at the center of the composition. According to
the accompanying description, at the very spot on the road from which O’Brien made his original
sketch, the peak “cuts distinctly against the morning sky,” while “on the right bank of the
river...is a flourishing coffee plantation.” Cave’s book mirrors O’Brien’s attention to the
celebrated elevation and, like it, acknowledges the juncture of colonial agriculture and tourism.
British-grown production is depicted in the final chapter of Picturesque Ceylon. The series
of images traversing Adam’s Peak culminates with “A Gang of Pluckers,” an image of tea
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harvest overlooked by the mountain (Figure 2.5). By nestling the tea industry under the
celebrated summit of the Sri Lankan highlands, Cave engages with a tradition of “picturesque”
views that call upon mountain scenery to celebrate ever-growing imperial expansion. This
framing of the natural elements, through the greenery and mountaintop, supports suggestions of
Ceylon as a kind of paradise—a paradise that has been overlaid by industry.

Croquet Amongst the Tea Fields: Cave’s Golden Tips
Following Picturesque Ceylon, Cave’s Golden Tips: A Description of Ceylon and Its Great
Tea Industry provides a more detailed account of colonial Sri Lanka’s lucrative crop. The title
refers to grades of tea, which are designated—in the nineteenth-century as today—by the size of
the leaf after processing. The scale varies from the most expensive, whole “gold” and “silver”
leaves (or “tips”), to mid-sized “pekoes,” and finally, the tiny “dust” that fills quotidian tea bags.
The “golden tips” of Cave’s title refers to the finest quality tea possible.
Cave’s book is not limited to a discussion of the plantation industry. Like his earlier
publications, the material covered in the book guides the reader on a journey through Sri Lanka.
The adventure begins in the port of Colombo, where Cave notes varied ethnicities and describes
major hotels. It ends twenty-six chapters later, along the southern coast of the island,
highlighting the idyllic beaches near the town of Galle. In the middle of the book, Cave takes his
reader by Ceylon Government Railway to the area known as the “Hill Country” in the Central
Province, which is home to the tea industry.
The more than 200 photographs that illustrate Golden Tips range from scenes of pristine
nature and colonial leisure to pictures of industry. According to Anandi Ramamurthy, these
elements are inseparable, resulting in the image of Ceylon as “one large tea estate with
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recreational countryside.”40 Focusing on Cave’s text rather than the book’s illustrations,
Ramamurthy observes that it shifts almost seamlessly between travel narrative and discussion of
industry. My examination of the accompanying photographs shows that their sequencing,
frequency, and positioning upon the page supports the reader’s impression of the
interconnectedness of landscape and industry. Cave’s numerous photographs depict not only tea
pluckers and factory buildings set before rolling mountains, familiar from Picturesque Ceylon,
but they also bring the reader through the factory doors for the first time, a topic I will return to
later. Underpinning both text and image, moreover, is Cave’s commitment to the picturesque.
The fifth chapter, “The Tea Country,” takes the reader away from the busy urban streets of
Colombo and into the tea-growing Central Province. Its opening image, however, does not show
tea plants, harvest, or processing, but instead presents St. Clair Falls from an adjacent hillside
(Figure 2.16). The vantage point is situated on a hill across from the waterfall, while the white
rapids curve gently before cascading down the hillside. In the image, the horizon line is dotted
with a line of trees, and the sky is modulated with a gentle suggestion of subtle cloud formations.
Here the viewer is given visual evidence of the idyllic backdrop of the tea industry prior to
Cave’s description of the day-to-day toil on the estates. This organization recalls that of
Picturesque Ceylon, where a journey up Adam’s Peak precedes the final image of a tea field.
Throughout this portion of Golden Tips, the finest aspects of the country’s flora and natural
wonders are discussed. Chapters introducing the Royal Botanic Garden at Peradeniya and
Adam’s Peak follow “The Tea Country.” Tea, though imported to the island by the British, is
presented as a natural component of the tropical ecosystem. For instance, in the chapter on
Peradeniya, the photograph “Palms Amongst the Tea” shows wide fronds that tower over the
short tea bushes and fan out silhouetted against the sky (Figure 2.17). In the text surrounding the
40
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image, Cave describes the scenic environs, writing, “Beautiful palms of many species flourish
amongst the tea, lending the quality of picturesqueness to fields which would otherwise appear
monotonous.”41
Symbols of industry become more pervasive throughout Golden Tips. In “Delmar,
Udapussellawa” a factory complex is set along a sloping hillside (Figure 2.18), in a
compositional arrangement that recalls Cave’s earlier images from Picturesque Ceylon (Figure
2.4). A discussion of the trade culminates in a detailed account of tea manufacture in the ninth
chapter, where he includes a set of industrial images that was not present in his inaugural series.
After presenting factories as small details dotting his landscapes, Cave shows them at closer
range. In “Sorting the Leaf at Dewey Eve” laborers are spread across the foreground; the
background is divided equally between the architectural structure and rolling hills that fill the left
side of the frame and extend into the distance (Figure 2.19). And finally, following pages of
images extolling the landscape, Cave steps inside the factory and records stages of manufacture
(Figures 2.20-2.21). Suddenly, factory windows replace the clouds that filled the backgrounds of
the previous images.
In Golden Tips Cave routinely positions small prints at the center of facing pages, with text
above and below each image (Figure 2.3). In addition to the body of Cave’s travelogue, these
spreads also include short captions. The sheer quantity of images in Golden Tips could be seen as
compensation for the less luxurious halftone images, as well as for the smaller format of the
book. Further, throughout the sequencing of pictures, it seems clear that Cave exploited the
opportunity to balance images of labor and tropical scenery, frequently positioning factories
within picturesque environs (Figure 2.18). The symbols of the tea trade are not always
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pronounced, but instead are tucked between palm trees or beyond a glistening lake, recalling the
image taken at the botanic garden.
For instance, in “The Great Western, Dimbula” a hedge of tea bushes fills the foreground
(Figure 2.3). Above, in the middle ground, linear rows of tea plants extend into the distance as
they cascade over rolling hills. Dominating the background, the imposing silhouette of a
mountain presides over the entire scene. The greenery in the foreground, together with the peaks
above, offers a sense of wilderness that is opposed to the expanse of cultivated agriculture. The
stark regularity of the rows of tea plants in the middle of the photograph—together with the
caption featuring the name of the estate—provides a departure from images merely appreciating
the natural scenery. The photograph of the “Logie Estate” on the page opposite, also features a
background mountain, and tea plants may line the hills in the middle of the image, though they
are difficult to make out clearly. The buildings on the right are more obvious. The largest is the
factory, which stands out not only by size but also by its centrality and the light color of its walls
against the dark backdrop of flora. A row of tall trees growing along the banks of the river acts to
camouflage the highest floor of the factory building—and results in an image that feels more like
a pretty landscape than a document of colonial business ventures. Elements of industry are
seamlessly integrated within the tropical landscape.
A comparison of Golden Tips to a contemporaneous publication by photographers
Johnston & Hoffmann highlights Cave’s interest in aestheticizing the colonial landscape.
Johnston & Hoffmann were a commercial photography company based in Calcutta. Their
photographs depicting the tea industry can be found in various illustrated pamphlets, as well as a
self-published book titled The Tea Industry, Illustrated (undated, circa 1905).42 While Cave’s
42
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work also served as a tourist guide to Sri Lanka, Johnston & Hoffman’s work contains only
images.43 More than forty halftone illustrations closely depict stages of cultivation. Further, the
subject matter of the Johnston & Hoffmann photographs is strictly limited to the tea plantation
and offers no further details about the life, culture, or natural beauty in the surrounding region.
The layout of The Tea Industry is one image per page, with a short, descriptive caption featured
below each photograph such as “Sowing Tea Seeds in Bed” or “The Nursery” (Figures 2.222.23).
Despite their book’s lack of text, Johnston & Hoffmann relay an enormous amount of
information about tea manufacture through images that systematically record each phase of
planting, harvesting, and processing—all seen from a similar vantage point. For instance, in both
“Sowing Tea Seeds in Bed” and “The Nursery,” the photograph is divided into sections: a flat,
expansive foreground extends to the horizon line, which in each image is distinguished by rows
of dark vegetation. Cloudless skies fill the top quarters of both pictures. Johnston & Hoffmann’s
“The Nursery. Young Extension” and “Staking” are two further examples that convey this
compositional strategy (Figures 2.24-2.25). The monotony that prevails in The Tea Industry—a
straightforward and detailed document as opposed to the emphasis on landscape interwoven
across Golden Tips—underscores Cave’s attention to the picturesque.
The comparison between Johnston & Hoffmann’s photographs and Cave’s helps to
demonstrate Cave’s approach to a nature that is intruded upon but not defiled. In his views, the
factory interior and jungle, the agricultural tract and idyllic beaches, are repeatedly juxtaposed.
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These landscapes recall Romita Ray’s “Himalayan Picturesque,”44 which accommodates signs of
colonial agriculture within the picturesque depictions of the region. In particular, in her
discussion of the tea industry in Darjeeling, Ray describes a critical process of “recalibration” in
which the colonial presence commingles with nature in a hybrid landscape. In the “Himalayan
picturesque” borders between forest and plantation are porous, and, Ray asserts, the pictorial
contrast of “forest and cultivated land, of steep slopes and shade trees punctuating the expanse of
tea bushes” is what rendered the plantation a picturesque space.45 Ray relies mostly on the prose
descriptions found in Thacker’s Guidebook to Darjeeling (1891) and includes just a single
photograph (Figure 2.26), one that shows the planter and workers standing on a path that winds
between the tea fields. Neither the Thacker’s guidebook nor the illustration portrays the actual
process of tea manufacture.
Ray’s concept of the “Himalayan Picturesque” applies to colonial photography, and to a
larger expanse of South Asia. Juxtapositions of landscape and labor are prominent in Cave’s
photographs, from “A Gang of Pluckers” at the conclusion of Picturesque Ceylon, where the tea
harvest is set under Adam’s Peak, to the hundreds of images interspersed with text in Golden
Tips. Cave’s hybrid landscapes also incorporate leisurely pursuits alongside industry, as in
Croquet Amongst the Tea. They include scenes of women plucking tea and men pruning
bushes—labor that takes place within the landscape—as well as numerous photographs made
inside the processing factory, showing men before large machinery. In such examples, the
contrast inherent in Ray’s “Himalayan Picturesque” is found not within a single image, but
spread across the hundreds of illustrations that comprise Golden Tips. Are these images also
picturesque through their sequencing between images of the beautiful natural surroundings?
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Ray’s description of the visual pleasure resulting from the pictorial contrast in images of tea
production elucidate compositional strategies found in Cave’s prints, but a comparative analysis
of narrative representations of labor from England and the British West Indies further informs an
understanding of Cave’s publications. It also situates his work, and his use of the picturesque
aesthetic, within a broader history of colonial commodities and labor.

Cave, Industrial Revolution, and the British Landscape
Interspersed between the views of colonial manufacture, Cave’s numerous landscapes
present tea as part of the island’s tropical abundance. Positioning his imagery within the larger
corpus of romanticized representations of industry—coal pits, quarries, and mills in England, and
sugar plantations in the British West Indies—I read Cave’s staging of tea as a representation of
the Empire at work.
Art historian Francis Klingender was one of the first to convey the immersive ways in
which British technological achievements were represented during the long eighteenth century.
While limited to the British Isles, Klingender’s discussion highlighted conventions that prevailed
in representations of British industry—tropes that endured beyond the chronological and
geographical boundaries of his study.46 Drawing from a broad visual and material culture of
paintings, prints, sketches, and even coins, Klingender chronicled the triumphant attitude
manifested in British depictions of industrial development.47 The range of popular prints he
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analyzed “catered to every section of the people, from the purchasers of crudely illustrated
chapbooks...to the more prosperous” luxury items.48 A similar breadth of production can be
found in Cave’s oeuvre, which includes the deluxe set Picturesque Ceylon and the more
affordable Golden Tips.
Klingender writes that representations of innovations in industry were consistently linked
to depictions of the landscape. He notes, moreover, that, “the great manufactures themselves
emulated the gentry by building their factories in the style of country houses in picturesque
surroundings.”49 An engraving from 1750 by Anthony Walker (Figure 2.27), Prior Park—the
earliest depiction of an English railway50—depicts a grand manor that was the seat of Ralph
Allen, near Bath. In the image, Allen’s impressive house overlooks a large front lawn that
includes several gardens, their green irregularities countering the strident diagonal rail line that
cuts through the landscape at right.
The photographs that illustrate Cave’s Golden Tips may be seen to continue this tradition.
“Sutton Estate in the Agra” depicts a large bungalow while the surrounding text declares the
beauty of the site and describes how almost every acre is “well covered with tea plants”51 (Figure
2.28). Through his multiple views, Cave documents incursions of factory buildings, dwellings,
and cultivation, yet preserves picturesqueness. Hence, what Klingender points out in his analysis
can be recuperated in Cave’s commercial views, in which, similarly, the contrast between
romantic landscape and industrial production becomes a key factor that makes the scenes
picturesque. As Klingender writes, “Coal-pits on remote heaths, cavernous quarries in the
mountains, mills on the banks of streams and, above all, the iron-works with their smoking lime
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kilns, blazing furnace and noisy forges appealed to the seekers of the picturesque.”52 In Cave’s
Sri Lankan scenes, there is a combination of exotic flora, natural wonders (Adam’s Peak), and
rapidly expanding commercial ventures on the island. These elements combine to reinforce the
idea of a tropical landscape made British (and profitable), a notion that appealed to the public
imagination.
This analysis of opposite landscapes merging has also been pursued by Tim Barringer, who
discusses juxtapositions of the pastoral and the factory in illustrations of Sheffield in the
nineteenth century. According to Barringer, George Cooke’s Sheffield from the Attercliffe Road
(1819) shows continuity between the town and the surrounding moorlands (Figure 2.29) as the
industrial town emerges “from a hinterland picturesquely adorned with fallen timber and
unkempt vegetation.”53 A mother and two young children occupy the path that curves along the
river and leads the viewer into the industrial scene. Nearby, merchants are shown transporting
food on a wagon and a few men are felling a tree. Vegetation lines the bank of the water, and,
interspersed between tall trees, chimneys spewing smoke punctuate the composition. The billows
of exhaust dissipate and curl into the top portion of the image, where they become
indistinguishable from the clouds in the sky. The print, made after Edward Blore, was the
frontispiece to Joseph Hunter’s Hallamshire: The History and Topography of the Parish of
Sheffield in the Country of York (1819). Hunter’s lush description of the landscape recounts a
profusion of fruit, generous harvests, and glittering streams. In Cave’s “Nuwara Eliya. Road to
Nanu Oya” a tea factory (though lacking smokestacks), is similarly situated within the serene
and plentiful natural environs. A roadway winds its way through the composition, leading the
viewer’s eye passed loaded carts and into the distant hills.
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The “continuity” that Barringer identifies is, however, threatened in later representations of
the town. With the growth of industry in Sheffield, the contrast between the factory buildings
and the surrounding landscape was further enhanced and dramatized. The Cyclops Works (ca.
1850), for instance, shows the populace overwhelmed by the factory (Figure 2.30). Rather than a
few smoke stacks dotting the horizon line, a massive building expands across the picture plane.
Chimneys of enormous height dwarf the clusters of human figures that fill the foreground. A
diagonal line that expands from the bottom left corner into the distance physically separates the
vignette in the foreground from the remainder of the print. By the 1860s, print depictions of
Sheffield portray an all-encompassing, sprawling, industrial complex, as seen in Pawson and
Brailsford’s Aerial View of the Cyclops Works (Figure 2.31). Significantly, and unlike the
evolving representations of Sheffield, the rural and picturesque setting of tea manufacture is
preserved. Without the noise and pollution produced by the steelworks, the tea plantation
becomes a naturalized feature nestled among tropical flora.
Industry is a consistent presence in Cave’s publications. In his colonial scenes, idyllic
nature balances manifestations of modernity (seen in the earlier depictions of Sheffield). Cave
does not, however, minimize the rapid changes wrought by the expansion of industry. Images
like “Nuwara Eliya. Road to Nanu Oya” show factories positioned before rolling mountains, and
situated between forests and streams (Figure 2.4). When the same picture was reused Golden
Tips, it was presented in conjunction with photographs of large machinery as Cave enters the
factory and documents the various stages of manufacture, from processing to packaging (Figures
2.20 and 2.21). Importantly, through the organization of his publications, the location of
manufacture is firmly secured in its tropical, and imperial, locale. This links Cave’s images with
prints and photographs of the British West Indies, where the “picturesque” actively combines a
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celebration of the tropical landscape, expanding imperialism, and colonial agricultural
production.
Although there are significant distinctions between the history of British imperial
agriculture in the Caribbean and South Asia,54 pictures of the peaceful and productive landscapes
were similarly utilized in both geographical locations as powerful forces to quell concerns over
labor conditions. Krista Thompson argues that British artists did not represent landscapes across
the Empire through the same picturesque lens. Instead, ideals of “the picture-perfect island
landscape” were based on another set of artistic, fictional, and imaginative notions of the tropics
popularized in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.55 The tropics were understood as a place
of utter difference, and a site of natural abundance where plants grew effortlessly under the
equatorial sun. Crucially, Thompson asserts, “picturesqueness” also characterized parts of the
islands that had been transplanted, or “tropicalized,” by the British colonial government,
planters, and tourism promoters.56
Beginning in the late eighteenth century, in response to abolitionist groups questioning the
moral economy of slave-produced sugar, planters began to write self-described “picturesque”
accounts of the island and commissioned artists to make picturesque depictions of their
properties.57 James Hakewill’s “Williamsfield Estate, St. Thomas’ in the Vale” from A
Picturesque Tour in the Island of Jamaica (1825) is one example (Figure 2.32). The print depicts
an estate owned by the Earl of Harewood. Its composition adheres to many qualities of the
54
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traditional picturesque style: there are rolling hills, a winding pathway, a middle area, and a
background in haze. The central path in the foreground is framed not by trees, however, but by
sugar cane. The text accompanying the plate offers a detailed overview of the estate, including
the acreage devoted to sugarcane, the average yield of finished products, and the number of
slaves. The cultivated Jamaican landscape was “poured...through the screen of picturesque
representations” which rendered the distant environs similar to Britain’s own countryside.58 As
an effort to counter abolitionist critiques, depictions such as Hakewill’s reinforced the view that
slaves differed only in location from Britain’s working class.59
Following the abolition of slavery, the picturesque aesthetic continued to be employed to
suppress concerns about labor, as well as to ensure the suitability of the region for European
residents. Art historian Kay Dian Kriz explains that the British West Indies was often thought of
as a dangerous place, full of diseases, slavish behavior by rude planters, and the evils of slavery.
She describes how the depiction of the British West Indies went through a process of
“detoxification” after emancipation that impacted its picturesque treatment.60 “It was probably
only when the end of slavery seemed assured”—she writes— “that the island [Jamaica] could be
marketed as a picturesque and exotic locale.”61
Kriz considers Joseph Bartholomew Kidd’s Illustrations of Jamaica in a Series of Views
Comprising the Principal Towns, Public Buildings, Estates, and Most Picturesque Scenery of the
Island (1838-1840), an exotic variant upon the picturesque tradition in which British rusticity is
“tropicalized” in order to counter negative stereotypes about the region (Figure 2.33-2.34). This
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is achieved through the inclusion of dramatic sunsets, exotic flora, and idyllic beaches—all of
which figure as well in Cave’s pictures of tea-growing regions.
Even as Kidd crafted his representations of Jamaica, a concurrent “tropicalization” of
South Asian landscape was underway. This phenomenon is discussed by historian David Arnold,
who describes the process by which Indian terrain was refashioned from “oriental” to “tropical”
during the first half of the nineteenth century. He notes that “the term ‘tropical’ was seldom
applied to India before 1800,” but by the 1840s, “the term was extensively used in a wide variety
of scientific and scenic contexts.”62 According to Arnold, this transition can be understood as “a
sweeping act of erasure, as well as of identity formation;” the evaluation of India’s past
achievements (by Orientalist scholars) was replaced by an insistence on India’s dominance by
nature, which “Europeans prided themselves on having increasingly understood and
overcome.”63 In both the British West Indian and South Asian colonies, the tropics—marked by
heat, moisture, and lavish vegetation—was tamed in the name of imperial agricultural production
of sugar and tea. Tropicalization, according to Arnold, was a tool used to erase histories of
slavery or minimize the achievements of indigenous civilizations, in order to create a blank slate
onto which the so-called “civilizing mission” of colonialism could be best appreciated.
In Kidd’s “Belle Vue Residence near Kingston,” there is no close-up depiction of the sugar
production for which the region was known (Figure 2.33). Instead, the image features the grand
house of a British planter, with expansive Italianate grounds planted with cypress trees. On the
right stands a group of well-dressed, white Europeans. The composition recalls Walker’s Prior
Park (Figure 2.27). In both prints small figures act as staffage at lower right, while dramatic
skies fill the backgrounds.
62
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Kidd’s prints participate in a celebratory history of “picturesque” scenes of British industry
and its colonial protagonists. They were meant, in part, to encourage emigration to the island by
conveying the idea of a safe, domesticated landscape. Well-dressed figures are shown at ease,
and one man even sketches the view. Sugar production never dominates Kidd’s views, rather,
signs of industry are interspersed within the landscape. The third plate of Kidd’s book, “Weston
Favel Estate, Trelawny,” contains some typical conventions of the picturesque (Figure 2.34). In
the foreground, an unpaved path framed by palm trees leads the viewer’s eye into the
composition, and an expanse of sky occupies the top half of the image. In the middle ground,
however, there is a plantation, Weston Favel, where sugar and rum are produced. The beauty and
harmony of this view masks the dark history of exploitation that occurred at this location.64 In
Kidd’s print, evidence of the “tropicalization” of the landscape is found in the soft pink hues of
the setting sun, and the dense cluster of plants, including a coconut palm, on the right side of the
frame. Moreover, the rolling mountains serve as a peaceful, scenic backdrop that situates sugar
manufacture at a distance from the dangers of the jungle.
As in several of Cave’s landscape photographs, in Kidd’s image the factory buildings are
small features situated within the natural elements. The estate is a detail within the larger
landscape, surrounded by the rolling mountains in the distance and the vast sky above. As
Barringer has argued, the manner in which Kidd implants emblems of commerce within the
tropical scenery renders the industrial world “serene, natural, and unchanging.”65 Importantly,
this naturalization of the plantation regime in turn enabled the power dynamics between
64
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European planters and the black population to “appear natural and inevitable.”66 Made during a
period of uncertainty about the ramifications of emancipation in the Caribbean, Kidd’s
Jamaica—depicted as static and peaceful—is seen by Barringer as an attempt to signal that
nothing would change and lucrative sugar production would continue. Kidd’s representations of
the imperial landscape were agents in forming and disseminating impressions of Britain’s
Caribbean colonies.
Barringer’s emphasis on the naturalizing effect of Kidd’s representations echoes Jill
Casid and Krista Thompson’s notion of the “imperial picturesque” as a vision of Jamaica as a
cultivated, colonial landscape that was “naturally occurring and aesthetically pleasing.”67 Late
eighteenth-century and nineteenth-century picturesque scenes, such as Hakewill and Kidd’s,
Thompson argues, created a template that endured in subsequent photographs of Jamaica.
Photographs made to promote tourism “perpetuated an image of the island as primarily a place of
nature,” and “fetishized parts of the island’s vegetation that displayed signs of cultivation—
generally aspects of the landscape that had been overhauled and translated by various colonial
regimes” for profit.68 Thompson investigates Jamaica during a period of economic transition
(namely, from the sugar production to the banana trade), and demonstrates that the new way of
representing the island was “intrinsically bound to a new economic vision.”69
Meanwhile, on the other side of the globe, Cave’s photographs repeatedly “tropicalized”
landscapes newly occupied by imperial industry to much the same effect—presenting Ceylon,
unproblematically, as “one large tea estate.” In Jamaica, as in Sri Lanka, the moment of
transition of photographic technology overlapped with a major shift in the economic prospects of
66
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the island (in Jamaica, from sugar to fruit production; in Sri Lanka, coffee to tea). This coincided
with a rise in tourism and illustrated books. Commercial photographers in both places responded
in turn with an upsurge in photographic images. In East Indian Girls Preparing Rice, Jamaica
(Figure 1.7), discussed in the previous chapter, attention to picturesque accouterments have been
viewed as part of an effort to counter criticisms of indentured labor practices. Other images of
plantation life explicitly document the trade. Banana Women, for instance, shows a line of black
laborers, each carrying large bunches of bananas on their heads (Figure 2.35). The triumph of
agricultural industry in this image is signaled through the abundance of fruit and the orderly
presentation of the laborers.
A significant distinction between the Caribbean fruit and South Asia tea industry is the
latter’s dependence on factory processing to transform raw material into a finished product.
Photographs of banana plantations do not feature factories spewing smoke between palm trees,
or warehouses set against a background of the rolling Blue Mountains. On the other hand, the
earlier sugar industry—for which the interplay between the tropical landscape and the modern
factory was a necessary component—provides insight into tea photographs that go missing in a
comparison with the unmechanized fruit trade. For example, William Clark’s Ten Views in the
Island of Antigua (1823), made prior to abolition, illustrates sugar production with
unprecedented close-up attention. Its focus on labor is repeated in later tea images and in the
iconic figure of the tea plucker.
Clark’s prints of Antigua are comparable to Cave’s depictions of the stages of tea
manufacture, and their presentation of the latest machinery emphasizing the efficiency of
production. Scholarship on Clark’s lithographs considers the role of the picturesque landscape in
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legitimizing the plantation regime in the face of abolitionist critiques. 70 The first half of his
series depicts slaves toiling amid beautiful natural backdrops; John Crowley terms them
“picturesque propaganda,” part of a larger corpus of illustrations that present the West Indian
colonies as productive, prosperous, and well organized.71 For instance, Clark’s “Planting the
Cane” shows men and women in colorful red and blue clothing at work in the foreground (Figure
2.36). Clusters of palm trees fill the middle of the image, and a curving path makes its way up a
verdant hill in the distance. The figures are small within the encompassing landscape and they
offer no indications in their postures of the arduous labor in which they engage.
In the second half of Clark’s series, the landscape is given less prominence. Instead, as in
Cave’s Golden Tips, the viewer progresses from the tropical landscape to the factory interior. In
“Exterior of Curing-House” billows of smoke rise from two chimneys while a palm tree in the
distance clearly marks the location as tropical (Figure 2.37).72 Another scene, “Boiling House,”
moves into a long, rectangular factory floor occupied by British planters and black Jamaicans
(Figure 2.38). Cave produced similar compositions, such as “Roller and Roll-Breaker” and “A
Circle of Singhalese Girls Filling the Lead” (Figures 2.20-2.21), but his figures—stiffly posed to
allow for the camera’s exposure time—seem static in comparison to Clark’s. In both, however,
the presentation of tall brick furnaces and boxes being prepared for shipment replaces tropical
flora or green hills that dominated the preceding images of the respective volumes. Hence,
Crowley’s “picturesque propaganda,” for which the landscape is a significant factor, extends
from the representations of the sugarcane fields to these factory scenes via the sequencing of
images. A similar confluence of the natural setting and factory floor can be applied to Cave’s
70
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photographs of Sri Lanka. Turning the pages of Cave’s books, tea manufacture is emphatically
presented within an idyllic setting due to the organization of photographs. For the reader, no
industrial scenes are viewed without the simultaneous presence of exotic tropical flora.
When photographers began to document sugar plantations, they replicated the sweeping
views and raised vantage points of earlier drawings and prints. For instance, pictures of Hordley
Estate, made in 1865, depict the processing buildings from a distance, so that they seem
ensconced in sprawling landscape (Figure 2.39).73 When the photograph was translated into
woodblock print for The Illustrated London News the same year, the stagnant composition was
rendered with more dynamism (Figure 2.40). White clouds sweep across what was previously a
barren sky, and greater contrast was added to the vegetation that fills the foreground. The edited
version bears similarity to Cave’s photomechanical prints, in which clouds fill the sky,
mountains populate the middle ground, and a factory buildings are included as typical elements
of the colonial landscape. As the profitability of the sugar industry declined, so did the market
for expensive illustrated volumes. Hence, photographs like Hordley Estate operate alone, rather
than as part of carefully sequenced series like Cave’s, in which the tea industry is made to seem
part of the Sri Lankan countryside as the reader encounters page after page of landscape
imagery.74
In Cave’s representations of the tea industry in Picturesque Ceylon and Golden Tips,
hybridic landscapes combine natural attractions and emblems of industry to celebrate both
British industrial achievement and British colonialism. The sequencing of images in Cave’s work
references a long-established tradition for the depiction of British business in an imperial
context. They are elucidated by Casid’s “Imperial picturesque” and Crowley’s notion of
73
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“picturesque propaganda,” variants of the picturesque that were used to suggest a “natural” and
“unchanging” plantation regime—an aesthetic that was used beyond the British West Indies as
British agricultural ventures spread around the globe.
The next chapter expands my consideration of Cave’s factory scenes, and their
entrenchment within the tropical landscape, with an examination of the step-by-step display of
photographs of tea manufacture. Such images, which became an integral component of tea
promotion at the turn of the twentieth century, collapse the distance between locations of
production and consumption.
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CHAPTER THREE
From Tea Garden to Tea Pot

Bourne & Shepherd’s “View of the Garden” (Figure 3.1), a photograph reminiscent of
Cave’s mountainous Sri Lankan landscapes, introduces the album titled An Indian Tea Garden.
The “Garden” here consists of a cultivated landscape where regular rows of tea bushes fill the
center of the composition, growing on either side of a narrow stream that flows under a stone
bridge. The bridge separates tamed and untamed nature on an unknown Indian plantation at the
turn of the twentieth century. The album, comprised entirely of images made by Bourne &
Shepherd and assembled for the Lyons catering company, features over fifty photographs
representing the multi-faceted process of tea production.1 Halfway through, the reader exits the
tea field and steps inside the factory, and the verdant scenery suggested by the title and the
opening images turns abruptly to towering machinery. This series of silver gelatin prints is an
exceptional step-by-step account that details how tea is transformed from tropical crop, seen in
“the Garden,” into a familiar British staple found on the grocer’s shelf. The album makes visible
the Lipton Tea dictum, “direct from the tea garden to the tea pot.”
The first half of An Indian Tea Garden is filled with images set outdoors: flourishing
bushes growing heartily along sloping inclines, and tea leaves are planted, plucked, and weighed.
Then, moving indoors, the photographs shift from cultivation to mechanized processing. For
example, “Jackson’s Patent Tea Roller” showcases two glistening rolling machines that appear
monumental (Figure 3.2). The impressive apparatuses are isolated and inactive, deprived of any
human attendant, and situated in a vast factory illuminated by windows along the perimeter.
1
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Inside the factory, the reader is guided through the various stages of processing as the leaves are
withered, rolled, dried, sorted, and packed. The series ends with pictures of transportation,
culminating in the loading of a London-bound steamship on the river Hooghly at the Kolkata
harbor (Figure 3.3). In this final scene, the backlit silhouette of a large ship, the Consul Thorsoe,
dominates the picture. In the foreground, South Asian men maneuver wooden tea crates along
the dock while Europeans in white suits supervise their efforts. The South Asian figures, largely
obscured by the dark mass of the hull, are barely discernible in the print—they act as nearly
invisible cogs in the imperial machine. It appears almost as if the crates of tea hoist themselves
onto the tall cranes that pierce the sky. These steps of manufacture—from the planting of bushes
and plucking of leaves in the fields, to withering and firing of the leaves indoors, and the many
modes of transportation—are highlighted to a certain extent in almost all photographically
illustrated publications on tea, but An Indian Tea Garden is unique in that it offers the most
complete set of prints of Bourne & Shepherd’s tea photographs available today.2 My aim is to
understand how photography, more than any other medium, was used to establish a visual link
between production and consumption, as well as the significance of this trope for an audience
confronted with such images while sipping tea at home.
Much of my discussion will be centered on photographs made by the firm of Bourne &
Shepherd, which formed in India in the 1860s. Seven photographs of tea plantations taken by
Bourne in Darjeeling are recorded in the catalogue of views Bourne & Shepherd produced
around 1870 (see Figure 0.1). An entire section devoted to the tea industry is added in an undated
catalog for the firm from the twentieth century (ca. 1910), which features over 150 tea
photographs. The comprehensive nature of An Indian Tea Garden provides insights into viewer
2
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expectations and the ways in which other publications framed this industry, as many of the
Bourne & Shepherd pictures were reproduced in a range of illustrated media from the 1890s to
the 1910s,3 sometimes credited to the firm, sometimes to the Indian Tea Association, and
sometimes not at all.4 The breadth of aesthetic approaches in An Indian Tea Garden attests to the
number of unknown photographers employed by the firm, as well as to the enduring demand for
tea photographs—from Bourne’s early images in the 1860s through the early 1910s—in varied
sectors. They appeared in publications issued by businesses like Lyons and Lipton Tea, as well
as books and periodicals advertising the industry more generally.
Scholarship on nineteenth-century tea advertising has emphasized the propagandistic
methods by which British tea was promoted—often at the expense of the Chinese competition.5
My discussion not only interweaves with these studies, which consider images that stress the
company’s control over both landscape and labor force (Figures 3.4-5), but also introduces a
previously unremarked element that is prominent in Bourne & Shepherd photos: factory interiors
and machinery.6
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The mechanization of production distinguished British tea processing from traditional hand
manufacture in China.7 Mechanization was understood as critical to British economic might
throughout the century—in England as well as in the colonies—and representations of machines
and factory interiors were common features of a growing form of “industrial tourism,” which
entailed physical visits as well as perusal of illustrated media depicting the stages and methods of
popular products’ production (a genre recalling Cave’s Sri Lankan travelogues). The
photographs in An Indian Tea Garden reflect growing interest in Britain’s export of
industrialization and modern technologies to its colonies, and coincided with expanding tourism
in those regions.
The sequencing of views found in the album suggests the domestication of a once foreign
commodity now manufactured by modern British methods in the tamed colonial landscape. This
chapter investigates the significances of photographs showing tea factories situated within
gardens,8 and explores how they served as visualizations of imperial control. Mechanization was
fundamental in transforming tea from a “polite exotic” imported from China into a British
product.9 An emphasis upon mechanization of the industry was a key component of claims of the
“purity,” hence superiority, of British tea—an assertion that was common to advertisements
7
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within Britain and far beyond. Bourne & Shepherd’s photographs are found also in Dutch
publications on tea in Indonesia (then the Dutch East Indies), revealing the connection between
the industries in colonial Assam and Java. British machines came to bespeak cleanliness and
colonial order in the commercial promotion of tea.

Bourne & Shepherd
Celebrated photographer Samuel Bourne was a founding member of the firm Bourne &
Shepherd, which was initially formed in Simla (now Shimla) in 1863. Within fifteen years the
eponymous founders made their respective departures from India, but not before establishing a
photographic legacy that forever altered the representation of the country.10 By the early
twentieth century, Bourne & Shepherd’s catalog boasted over 2,000 views of the Subcontinent’s
diverse landscape and architecture.11 Its prints were sold in shops across India, as well as in
London and Paris, and were available for order directly from the studio.12 The business was one
of the longest surviving,13 but despite this prolific output, only a relatively small number of
views attributed to Samuel Bourne have been the object of scholarship.
In the short space of seven years, Bourne famously travelled across India producing views
that have been widely recognized for their aesthetic merit. His compositions, disseminated
through Bourne & Shepherd, have been discussed in light of their representation of sites of
conflict (most particularly the Indian Rebellion of 1857) and other manifestations of British
authority. Following a renewed interest in Bourne’s pictures in the 1970s, Gary Sampson was the
10
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first to situate these photographs within their cultural context,14 arguing that Bourne’s images
served the imperial project by documenting the “aggressive development of India in the interest
of British colonialism.”15 Following Sampson, James Ryan describes Bourne’s photographs of
the Himalayas—made at a time when the British were expanding their presence there—as
exercises in imperial power.16 In discussing Bourne & Shepherd, Ryan credits the firm’s initial
success to Bourne’s reputation, and John Falconer adds that Bourne’s practice established a
model that later firms tried to emulate.17 The abundance of information during this period of
Bourne’s career contrasts the relative obscurity of his earlier, pre-India life, and to the dearth of
information on the inner workings on the firm following his departure.
The first decade of Bourne & Shepherd’s existence has been recounted in histories of
photography in India; Sampson, Ryan, and Falconer all include short descriptions of those
years.18 The company was founded as Howard, Bourne & Shepherd, but changed to Bourne &
Shepherd in 1865. Five years later, Bourne left India. Very little is known about his partner
Charles Shepherd, who manufactured optical equipment in London prior to his time in India.19
The circumstances surrounding his move to South Asia are unknown, and he is thought to have
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left the subcontinent by 1878.20 While Bourne was an adventurous traveling photographer known
for his views of unfamiliar scenes, Shepherd excelled at portraiture. Colin Roderick Murray
(1840-1884), and landscape and architectural photographer, succeeded Bourne as the firm’s
creative force, managing the Bombay (Mumbai) branch until his death from cholera in 1884.21
Other than Murray, none of the photographers who worked for Bourne & Shepherd after the
departures of the firm’s founders are named in existing literature.
Bourne’s reputation as a photographic artist helped launch the company, but it does not
account for the firm’s enduring popularity. As demand for images of South Asia increased at the
turn of the century, Bourne & Shepherd produced thousands of images, “showing,” as Falconer
writes, “every aspect of the Raj in its most idealized dreams of itself,”22 and producing “a vision
of India that coincided with and reinforced European notions of the ‘exotic’ East.”23 My
examination of Bourne & Shepherd’s tea photographs is a window onto the firm’s later history,
and expands understanding of the history of photography in India and its role in the imperialist
project that viewed India as not just “exotic,” but as economic opportunity.

Vertical Control in An Indian Tea Garden
The album I focus upon here has its title, An Indian Tea Garden, embossed in gold and
positioned diagonally across its cover. A notation in the bottom right corner—“with the
comments of Lyons (India) Ltd”—suggests that that company may have ordered this album in
multiples for investors or shareholders (Figure 3.6). But Lyons probably did not commission the
photographs it contained, and the factories depicted did not necessarily produce the tea offered in
20
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the popular Lyons tearooms.24 Rather, as I will examine throughout this chapter, Bourne &
Shepherd’s catalogue of photographs were variously employed in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century, most often in contexts that emphasized British innovation and control.
The album in question features one print per page, tipped in upon a muted, green paper
with a gridded pattern. The only texts are captions that accompany some, but not all, of the
photographs. The sequencing and scope of subject matter presented is paradigmatic of the
strategies found in the promotion of tea.25 Scenes taken outdoors on the tea estate, within the tea
factory walls, and even inside the photographer’s studio,26 build a narrative progression about the
stages of tea manufacture.
A significant aspect of Bourne & Shepherd’s series is their attention to machine processing.
Almost halfway through the album, after a series of images showing sprawling landscapes dotted
with workers and close-ups of tea pluckers, in “View of Garden & Factory” architectural
structures take the place of trees or mountains (Figure 3.7). The sequence then follows the stages
of manufacture. After being plucked and weighed just outside the factory doors (Figure 3.8), tea
leaves are placed across long racks for the first stage of drying, called “withering,” a step that
promotes more efficient oxidation later on in the process (Figure 3.9). Next, during “rolling,” the
leaves are placed into a machine that twists and bruises them, breaking down the cellular
structure of the leaves (Figure 3.10). After rolling, the leaves are oxidized in a second withering
24
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phase, where, through an enzymatic reaction, they turn brown, after which a drying machine is
employed to remove any residual moisture and create a shelf-stable product (Figure 3.11). Lastly,
the leaves are sorted into grades of tea based on the size of the leaves (Figure 3.12) and packed
into crates. The packing is sometimes assisted by machinery (as seen in Figure 3.13). Often the
pictures showcase the machinery alone, as seen in “Jackson’s Patent Tea Roller” (Figure 3.2), in
which light pouring in through the windows makes the metallic surfaces of the rolling machines
glisten. Other images contain laborers and overseers, operating the equipment or simply posed
next to a machine (Figure 3.13).
The dispatch of tea from the factory to warehouse, and then from warehouse to dock, is the
subject of the final pictures in the series. In “Making Tea Boxes” workers are shown before
enormous stacks of wood that fill the background (Figure 3.14). The staging of the figures is
emblematic of imperial power dynamics. Positioned on the right side of the frame, with one knee
bent and a hand resting confidently on his hip, the European planter surveys the scene with a
steady gaze. In contrast to his solitary stillness, the Indian laborers are multiple and active,
spread across the composition and enacting various steps of construction. The subsequent image,
which shows those crates being filled with tea, conveys the enormity of the factory floor,
implying high yield and profit (Figure 3.15). Next, crates are loaded onto bullock carts that wait
outside the factory (Figure 3.16). These carts are lined up one after the other, signifying the
endless stream of goods that make the journey from plantation to port, where the steamship
bound for London waits.
The album recalls Lipton promotions in which several scenes are conjoined to illustrate the
process behind the product (Figure 3.4). Run by grocer Thomas Lipton (who was based in
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Glasgow), Lipton, the most prolific producer of tea ads in the 1890s,27 revolutionized advertising
by targeting consumers rather than retailers. The ads ran in a range of popular publications,
including The Graphic and The Illustrated London News, and presented plantations as places
where rich natural resources had been tamed through European intervention.28 One such ad,
published in 1896 and titled “Lipton’s Tea-Gardens Ceylon,” is centered upon a vignette showing
a smoke-spewing factory situated in a palm-tree-studded mountain landscape where darkskinned workers clad in loincloths and turbans harvest tea and carry it toward waiting elephants;
though factory-centered, the scene holds several markers of the exotic and “primitive” (Figure
3.4). The vignette’s imagery spills beyond its frame into a foreground where two figures stand
opposite one another; a “native” manager, in robes and turban, faces a much taller white
European overseer. The advertisement suggests a collaborative relationship and colonial
hierarchy, in which the white man stands taller. The native “middle manager” in the ad is
rendered with a certain dignity that none of the workers carrying crates enjoys. Another vignette,
at right, shows tea at closer range, now processed and packaged, in crates labeled both “Ceylon”
(foreign origin) and “Lipton” (British enterprise). An approaching steam engine references their
transport from the tea-growing Central Province to the port city of Colombo, and a third vignette,
at left, shows the crates arrived on a dock from which a ship sails off, connoting the colonial
product’s transfer to English consumers. Plucking, processing, and transportation are combined
to convey a sequential process, as in pictures made by Bourne & Shepherd. The ad, however,
shows only highlights, while the photographs provide a much more detailed account of both the
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traditional methods and modern means by which raw material was converted to comestible
product.29
The series of photographs in the album Bourne & Shepherd similarly emphasizes tea’s
journey from colony to metropole. The photographs, which document the stages of manufacture,
highlight mechanization and British innovation at the expense of the quaintly exotic. The
photographs’ emphasis on British machinery and supervision not only communicate the
premiums put on cleanliness and efficiency, but also stress the Britishness of a product produced
far afield. The history of British industrial photography into which Bourne & Shepherd’s images
might be slotted has yet to be chronicled in detail.
The most thorough overview is provided in the catalogue accompanying “Industrial Image:
British Industrial Photography, 1843-1986,” an exhibition that opened in London in 1986, then
toured England and Wales. It featured over 300 images loaned from corporate archives and
science museums as well as photography collections.30 In her essay for the catalogue, Sue Davies
observed that the sorts of pictures on view—which recorded “the face of industrialism with
remarkable directness in a period when art, mirroring the prejudices of critics and patrons, began
to turn its back on industry and the world created by it”—had been relegated to the footnotes of
the history of photography.31
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In the years since, Steve Edwards—who considers the interwoven histories of
photography, art, and industry—has reaffirmed Davies’s point, writing that photography
historians have “kept their distance from these grubby patterns of [commercial] identity,
choosing instead to find their object in the pristine story of art.”32 Taking a Marxist approach,
Edwards considers the parallel emergence of the photograph as both commodity and art form,
and characterizes it as inherently allied to industry because of its reliance on mechanical
production. Photographs of tea manufacture further emphasize such interconnection. In fact,
Bourne & Shepherd’s machine pictures may be said to create a double meaning, since they
represent both the mechanical means by which tea leaves were commodified, and the
mechanically produced commodity of the photographic print. Their tropical setting distinguish
Bourne & Shepherd’s photographs from those Edwards examines, and extend his discussion to
an exotic, but still productive, industrial context.
In the late-nineteenth century, a romanticized notion of the “factory in the garden” became
popular in industrial social reform movements,33 where “garden” was used to indicate (or
envision) better working environments. When, for example, the English chocolate company
Cadbury opened a new factory and model village on the site of a former dairy outside of
Birmingham in 1871, the new workplace, Bourneville, was styled “the factory in the garden.”34
By describing their plantations as “gardens,” and disseminating photographs of factories set amid
mountain greenery, tea companies cast labor there as a rustic idyll—a vision many English
consumers bought into. Ramamurthy suggests that Lipton marketing called upon Bourneville:
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Lipton’s must have been conscious that its advertisement of tea plantations and
factories surrounded by countryside echoed this image of British philanthropy.
For the British consumer already fed with a diet of Empire, it must have
appeared as though the Ceylonese laborers were not only in their rightful place
as servants of the Empire, but also that they were being treated relatively well.35
In her Peeps at Industries: Tea (1912), one such believer, Edith A. Browne, proclaimed that
“compared with a coal-mine . . . or a city office, all tea-plantations are pleasure-grounds.”36
Photographs of tea-pluckers and tea-processing machines accompanied her assertions that most
plantation workers “are out in the open all day long, and their tasks are light; and those employed
in the factories get an abundance of fresh air, are in scrupulously clean surroundings, and have
little or not really hard work to do.”37 Browne’s imaginings doubtless were shaped by a wealth of
photographs, and, in turn, the pictures chosen to illustrate her book ratified her assertions.
Around the same time that Browne published her Peep at Industries, Lipton brought out a
book devoted to its product and illustrated by 24 photographs.38 View of Lipton’s Ceylon Tea
Estates includes a tea leaf still life by Bourne & Shepherd, though the firm is not credited; the
authorship of its other images—which show the company’s estates in Sri Lanka—is unknown.
The most significant distinction between View of Lipton’s Ceylon Tea Estates and An Indian Tea
Garden is the centrality of the brand name. “Lipton” is prominently displayed in almost every
picture—emblazoned on buildings (Figure 3.17 and 3.18), and stenciled on crates and baskets
(Figure 3.19)— in an assertion of company control over every aspect of the tea’s production, and
every person who participated in the process. Imperialist mastery of the colonized is especially
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notable in “Mustering of Natives at Dambatenne Estate,” which shows the letters “L-I-P-T-O-N”
formed by plantation workers arranged on a lawn photographed from above (Figure 3.20).39
Many of the same photographs were published as chromolithograph postcards in the Lipton
Series. “Tea Arriving at foot of Aerial Ropeway, Ceylon” (Figures 3.21-3.22)40 showcases a
Lipton innovation that swiftly transferred bags of freshly picked tea leaves to the factory for
processing. An albumen print I found in the Unilever archive reveals that the photomechanical
version included View of Lipton’s Ceylon Tea Estates is unaltered from the original (Figure 3.23).
In the postcard, however, white letters have been added to the sacks along the ropeway. Too
narrow to contain the brand name in its entirety, each sack bears a fragment of “LIPTON,” and is
differently oriented so that the full name is artfully spelled out as one surveys the ropeway from
left to right. Further, in the postcard, the dense background of trees visible in the albumen and
halftone prints is rendered a blur. This softening effect focuses the viewers’ attention to the
bottom half of the scene, more precisely, to the “Lipton” name and the exterior of the factory.
In addition to the Lipton and Bourne & Shepherd photographs, a similar set of views that
chronicle production can be found in a range of photographically illustrated material from Henry
William Cave’s travel book Golden Tips (1900), to slender promotional pamphlets like Pure
Indian Tea; or The Tea We Drink (1901), and even in cigarette cards later in the early twentieth
century. As an alternative to Lipton’s strategy of highlighting the company’s name to illustrate
39
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control of manufacture, my analysis of the Bourne & Shepherd images suggests that another way
of emphasizing the direct oversight of production is the access to all the stages of manufacture.
This can explain why, inside the factory, views of the individual acts of “withering,” “drying,”
“sorting,” “packing,” are continually repeated. This analysis is key to understanding the
centrality of factory and machinery in celebrating the vertical control of British-made tea. Here,
British-grown tea is celebrated as a nationalistic endeavor fueled by steam-power.

Monumental Machines and Spectacles of Labor
From the beginning of the nineteenth century, industrialization was commonly presented as
distinctly British. Images suggesting the organic development of industrialization cast the factory
system “not only as a natural consequence of social progress but also as a stimulus to national
culture” that was likened to “a kind of vegetable growth, well suited to British soil.”41 These
ideas captured the collective imagination, and inspired draftsmen and caricaturists who sought
convey of the wonders of machines. Robert Seymour’s satirical color engraving from 1830
vividly represents the everyday possibilities of steam power (Figure 3.24). In the scene, a man
leisurely reads a paper while self-walking boots propel his body across a busy street. Racing past
him, two women steer a steam-powered carriage in the shape of a giant teapot; the wheels kick
up a cloud of dust along the road while vapor spews from the pot’s spout. In the sky, a man takes
flight supported by a pair of steam-powered wings. Within the next half-century, fantasies of
steam’s potential became realities that revolutionized tea processing as well as transportation.
The factory is a contested space in British culture. In the nineteenth century, the perceived
negative consequences of industrial labor include moral strife, urban decay and workers’
41
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exploitation and abuse.42 At the same time, however, cultural critics, scientists, and authors
espoused a “pro-industrialist rhetoric,” arguing that machines liberated workers from the tedium
of handicraft occupations.43 Business theorist Andrew Ure and mathematician Charles Babbage
were among these fervent defenders of mechanized work. Ure believed that machines would
bring about growth, counteract the “irregularity” of handcraft, and simultaneously reduce human
toil.44 Babbage, for his part, extolled the accuracy of machine production, claiming, “Nothing is
more remarkable, and yet less unexpected, than the perfect identity of things manufactured by
the same tool.”45 Unlike Ure and Babbage, David Ricardo, an influential economist of the early
nineteenth-century, connected mechanization to unemployment, but saw its necessity in keeping
Britain competitive in world markets.46 Machinery was considered key to British economic
power—a power based not only on English factories, but also on those across Empire, from
sugar-producing Caribbean colonies to South Asian tea plantations.
Depictions of sugar manufacture, from the early modern period through the end of the
nineteenth century, continued to center on the factory. Describing sugar production as the most
industrialized human enterprise of the early modern period, John Crowley asserts, “Sugar
fascinated many early modern Europeans because machines made it, and they loved machines.”47
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The complex process by which it was produced distinguished sugar from tobacco, cotton, and
coffee—all colonial industries that became mechanized at later dates. From the sixteenth century,
the sugar mill was the most frequent emblem of the industry, and was often presented within
compositions showed the multiple steps in its making, as Lipton’s tea ads later would replicate.
An engraving by Jan van der Straet, published in Nova Reperta (ca.1590) and set in an
unspecified locale, shows sugarcane harvested and processed, the sugar shaped in loaves; in the
foreground raw and finished product are juxtaposed (Figure 3.25).
Later works on sugar continued to document each phase of processing. William Clark’s
Ten Views in the Island of Antigua (see Chapter Two) anticipates images of tea plantations by
showing the manufactory ensconced in a tropical setting. Clark’s close-up scenes, set in and
around factories—such as “Exterior of the Curing-House and Stills” (see Figure 2.34)—
emphasize British regulation and oversight. In the foreground, towards the left side, two white
men wearing long coats and top hats stand before the Curing House and are deep in conversation
as a young worker seeks their attention. To their right, another overseer enters the scene on
horseback, his hat removed in greeting. At the center of the picture, in front of the open door to
the processing building, laborers push a large barrel past yet another European, who appears to
hold record-keeping documents. Clark was well acquainted with the personnel and procedures of
sugar plantations, having worked in the industry as an accountant and an overseer (of the sorts
seen here).48
Indications of surveillance—such as the fortified structure in the background of “Planting
the Cane” (see Figure 2.33)—occur in Carks views of fields, but increase as the artist moves
closer to the factory. As Crowley notes, “intensified supervision” occurred during the end steps
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of the processes producing sugar and rum, since both were measured by degrees of refinement.49
The factory is thus presented as not only the site of the transformation of raw product into a
familiar commodity, but also as the location where British expertise (through both machinery
and management) ensures the quality of the sugar that will eventually reach the English shores.
Clark’s print series evokes a narrative similar to that recounted by An Indian Tea Garden.
Scenes of agricultural harvest set in tropical landscape are followed by depictions of factory
interiors, and, finally, the international shipment of the final product. The last print in Ten Views
in the Island of Antigua, “Carting and Putting Sugar-Hogsheads on Board,” is set on a beach
where a horse-drawn cart brings the barrels that workers roll onto small boats (Figure 3.26). The
scene lacks the steamboat and towering crane seen in the final photograph of An Indian Tea
Garden, but it nevertheless suggests a foreign product’s export to the homeland.
Although images of machinery long dominated representations of sugar production, in the
1770s British artists began to focus attention on the factory’s picturesque surroundings.50 Toward
the end of the nineteenth century, with the rise of photography, images of sugar machinery
reappeared. By now, Cuba was the dominant force in the sugar industry and promotions for their
trade featured steam-driven cranes and railroad lines.51 Photographs from the late nineteenthcentury Jamaican sugar industry also depict automated spaces of production. For example,
Stark’s Jamaica Guide (Illustrated), a travel book published in 1898, includes a photograph of a
factory interior at the Albion estate (Figure 3.27) that shows a space vaster than “Leaf Rolling
Room” by Bourne & Shepherd (Figure 3.10), but marked by similar orderliness and modernity.
As Barringer observes in his discussion of plantations in Jamaica, the centralized composition,
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the regular recession of the space and the sheen of the large boilers, suggests order and
cleanliness.52 Significantly, both images are devoid of workers.
Barringer writes that scenes dominated by machines and lacking human presence suggest a
“technological utopia” in which “sugar harvests itself, and debates about labor are moot.”53
Crowley, noting the minimization of slave labor that he finds across the broad history of visual
representations of sugar manufacture, draws a similar conclusion, asserting, “Apparently, most
Europeans associated the production of sugar with the unquestioned good of economic
development, despite its inextricable dependence on enslaved labor.”54 Bourne & Shepherd’s tea
factory interiors, showing rolling, drying, and sorting, also emphasize machinery rather than
human toil (Figures 3.2 and 3.10-3.11). These photographs establish a narrative that extols shiny,
mechanized enclaves that distract from and even undercut concerns about labor conditions.
Pictures of opium manufacture in India are also comparable to tea photographs in
composition and subject matter. Company paintings made by Shiva Lal and engravings by
Walter S. Sherwill show surveillance and order entwined with subalterns’ working bodies. In
1857, Dr. D. R. Lyall, the personal assistant in charge of opium production at the Gulzarbagh
factory in Patna, commissioned a series of nineteen Company paintings from Lal, which
probably were intended to serve as a model for an unrealized mural at the factory.55 The
surviving paintings indicate a stylistic shift from the dominant mode of representing trades and
occupations in Company painting, which I explored in the first chapter. The opium series
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visualizes the excitement over British-controlled industry, foregrounding stylistic characteristics
that would become prominent in photographs of colonial agriculture.
At the time, the opium industry was well represented in British popular culture and, in
Hope Marie Childers’ words, a “focal point of popular interest as a kind of labor spectacle.”56
The Victorians, avid readers about technology, were the first “techno-tourists.”57
Opium factories were featured destinations in travelogues and a prominent subject in the genre
known as industrial literature.58 According to Childers, tours of the Patna factory were even
recommended in the off-season, when employees demonstrated production techniques for
European guests.59 This intersection of industry and tourism recalls Cave’s travel books and
anticipates the popularity of tea plantations as tourist destinations. The “labor spectacle” that
emerged around opium later extended to tea; images of far-flung factories affirmed the economic
power of Empire, and the progress wrought by British on the Subcontinent.
In Lal’s series, the figure of the working-class laborer emerged in concert with a stress on
British surveillance. One of his paintings shows two bare-chested brown men, clad in exotic
lungi, carrying the crate that is the composition’s focal point (Figure 3.28). It is marked “Patna
Opium” in capital letters, and emblazoned with the East India Company’s logo (indicating
corporate oversight of the enterprise). At a time when many colonists were suspicious of India
laborers, they are shown as subordinate to and literally propping up the product. The inventory
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number that labels the crate, “No 2912,” hints at the extensive scope of the business. In keeping
with Company painting’s established tropes, the figures—foreign types in the mode of Tinman
(see Figure 1.33)—occupy a sparse ground and are silhouetted against a blank sky. The scene is
framed by tree branches and poppy plants dot the horizon line. The incorporation of the East
India Company logo on Lal’s painting is only one of several indications of their oversight of the
factory.
There may have been a pressing urgency for the opium manufacturers to convey their
control of the trade. In this period, there was a widespread belief among colonialists that Indian
workers were not trustworthy (a suspicion about the quality of laborers that surfaces again later
in accounts of tea). Officials managing the opium trade were warned that their business was
starting to resemble indigo manufacturing, which had suffered after hiring “too many natives.”60
Throughout this period, there was much discussion about the qualities of various tribes in the
country and their suitability for labor.61 Arguably, Lal’s set demonstrating daily stages of
manufacture in a Western-style factory, assuages concerns by suggesting that the process is
efficiently run, and fully under the authority of the East India Company.62
Lal’s series departs from tradition in its depiction of factory interiors. One of its images
shows barefoot worker in local garb standing before a table set up as a laboratory bench where
he tests the purity of the opium by monitoring samples passing through the conical funnels
(Figure 3.29). Another image of quality control shows a more detailed interior space (Figure
3.30). Lal’s painting of the receipt of crude opium (Figure 3.31) depicts rows of storage
containers ranging into the background in a display of both order and abundance. These are
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likewise on view in Lal’s image of opium being molded into brass balls (Figure 3.32), the
midground of which holds enormous shelves, filled to capacity.
When compared to earlier Company paintings, Lal’s factory scenes suggest heightened
attention to order—not only indicated by carefully stacked pots and rows of boxes, but also by
the organizational hierarchy implied by scenes of supervised labor in which larger, taller, fully
dressed figures are foregrounded and set apart from working bodies in plain loincloth. Attention
to order is even more pronounced Walter Sherwill’s prints of the Patna factory, one of which
shows an almost endless-looking drying room in which workers are interspersed with thousands
of balls of opium drying in orderly rows (Figure 3.33). Unlike Company paintings produced and
collected abroad, Sherwill’s images were printed in England, where, Childers notes, they
constituted a “message of empire” focused on “the proliferation of representation of the subaltern
figure.”63 Images of the tea industry, circulated through photograph albums, postcards, and
illustrated magazines, spoke the same imperial language.

Tea, Purity, and Propaganda
In photographs of tea manufacture, factories, mechanization, and supervision are
powerfully intertwined with the increasingly important idea of “purity.” During the final decades
of the nineteenth century, advocates for the British tea industry were diligently working to
convince consumers of the superiority of the new imperial product. A key strategy of their
campaign was to stress the dangers of competing tea: the unregulated Chinese product that had
won consumers in the first place. Recent studies overlook the importance of the mechanization
of tea processing following the introduction of machinery in the 1870s, particularly the role of
machines in ensuring the “purity” of the final product. In photographs of the industry, a concern
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over food safety is linked to notions of European oversight as well as the benefits of
industrialization—both of which are understood to work together in transforming a foreign
product into a distinctly British staple.
Adulteration was not an uncommon concern for nineteenth-century grocers and consumers.
Grocers often added reasonably harmless items to foreign commodities such as coffee, sugar and
cocoa; additives like chicory, roasted wheat, and parsnips, increased volume, hence
profitability.64 Though British retailers did sometimes tamper with tea, Erika Rappaport writes
that China was considered “the real hotbed of adulteration.”65 When, for instance, Western
consumers demanded vibrantly green-colored teas, some Chinese makers added Prussian blue,
mineral pigments, and even poisonous arsenate of copper to their tea leaves—a dangerous
practice stressed in British advertising.66
Anxiety about impurities in Chinese tea led London retailer Frederick John Horniman to
offer packaged Chinese tea, as opposed to loose-leaf in bulk.67 Advertisements for his novel
product cited scientific studies at a time when chemistry was first being used to identify additives
for domestic consumers.68 Printed advertisements in newspapers included a reproduction of his
packets, which assured customers of the “pure sorts imported by Horniman & Co., who to serve
reliable quality:” tea “not covered with colour because the Chinese ‘face’ tea on purpose”
(Figure 3.34). Initially, grocers refused to stock his goods and Horniman turned to other outlets,
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such as chemists’ shops.69 Later, this would be promoted as testament to the unique healthiness
of his tea.70
Rappaport warns against assuming that the British ever understood the products they
consumed were either foreign (Chinese) or a fruit of the Empire (Indian or Ceylonese).71 This
was the case at mid-century when Horniman began marketing packaged tea, but by the end of the
century there was a significant shift in advertising. Lipton’s print ads, together with Bourne &
Shepherd’s photographs, showcase the increasing visibility of India and Ceylon as sources of tea.
These images emphasize not only the Indian or Sri Lankan landscape and laborers, but also the
process of transporting tea from Asia to Europe. In a continued effort to promote British-grown
tea over Chinese tea, these photographs also demonstrate how concerns over purity were
addressed by British control of colonial production—a control increasingly linked to
mechanization of tea processing.
An Indian Tea Garden documents the number of machinery images that were available,
and texts of the time that described tea manufacture glorified the role of machines. For example,
the article “The Home of Four O’Clock Tea” (1898), published in The Harmsworth Monthly
Pictorial Magazine—a British literary periodical targeting both male and female readers—
outlined tea production in a text illustrated by Bourne & Shepherd photographs showing scenes
taken on the tea fields and inside the factory. The layout of the pictures dictates the composition
of this four-page story. On the first page, a photograph of tea packing runs across the top, while
an image showing tea fermentation appears in the bottom right corner (Figure 3.35). The second
page features a large photograph of “pickers” having their leaves weighed, and in the 2-page
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spread that concludes the piece, text wraps around scenes of tea plucking, withering rooms, and
sorting containers (Figures 3.36-3.38). Despite the presentation of hand-processing and lack of
machinery included in the selected photographs, the reader is assured that the use of machinery
ensures the cleanliness of British-grown tea: “The old and dirty method of rolling by hand, which
is still carried out by our Chinese friends, is quite extinct in India and Ceylon, where rolling
machines or tables are used.”72 The author encourages the reader to select British-grown tea by
asserting the that revenue generated by the industry should “induce the patriotic British public to
drink only British-grown tea, grown as it were by their own people—for are not India and
Ceylon British? And are not the people of Great Britain and India and Ceylon one, under one
Sovereign?”73
In another photographically illustrated article, “The Lipton Business Methods” (1904),
continuity between colony and metropole is established by repeating scenes of the factory
interior. The story, published in a U.S. business periodical, The Business Man’s Magazine and
The Book-Keeper,74 explains that Lipton’s guarantees quality product via control of all stages of
manufacture—a method honed with other commodities prior to Thomas Lipton’s purchase of tea
plantations in Sri Lanka in the 1890s.75 In addition to photographs taken on Lipton-owned tea
plantations in Sri Lanka (where Lipton entertained lavishly), the article features images of other
Lipton-owned sites in England. Those of the Sri Lankan factory floor display both its machinery
and management (Figure 3.39). The caption adjoining a photograph of the Dambatenne Tea
72
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Factory notes “improved machinery,”76 while the image itself shows a row of machines and belts
of line shafts cutting diagonal across the scene. Workers operating the powerful contraptions are
shown squatting at the base of the roller machines, while, toward the center of the frame, a
manager rests on a tea crate, distinguishable from the others by his pith helmet and light-colored
jacket. British oversight is more overtly referenced in the photograph below, accompanied by a
caption that reads: “Tea sifting on an extensive scale in the Dambatenne and Laymastotte
factories in Ceylon, by native labor of both sexes, under native overseers, with white
superintendents.”77 In the picture, large machines fill the background and rows of laborers are
shown hand-sifting the tea leaves. In the middle, men wearing a different style of clothing stand
directly behind the workers, supervising their labor.78
Subsequent illustrations in “The Lipton Business Methods” show English tea tasters, tea
packers, and tin printers at work in factories situated in England. These scenes are markedly
different from the pictures composed in Sri Lanka as they show only white employees (Figure
3.40). Unifying all of the pictures, however, is the industrial backdrop of the factory and the
overarching control of the Lipton brand. The layout of factory scenes transgresses geographical
borders. No matter the location, a factory backdrop unites Lipton’s brand and asserts the
Britishness of a foreign product and collapses the distance between Sri Lanka and England.
Edith Browne’s Peeps at Industries: Tea (1912) was part of Browne’s popular “Peeps at
Industries Series,” which includes books on rubber and sugar, and saw numerous editions.79
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Browne opened consumers’ eyes to the origins of their quotidian staples, and her book on tea
manufacture, like contemporaneous ads and essays, stressed British improvements upon
traditional production, especially through the introduction of machinery. The book begins with a
friendly suggestion that the reader envision a “chat over a cup of tea” between author and
reader.80 In a sequencing that recalls that of An Indian Tea Garden, Browne writes, “…I am
looking to awaken in you a keen desire to see with your own eyes the surroundings amidst which
the tea-bush lives, the treatment by which it is reared, the mode of life of the people who tend it,
and the series of transformation scenes whereby a little green leaf is made ready for the teapot by
being shriveled into a form with which you are all familiar.”81 As she explains that process,
Browne provides photographs made in and outside the British Empire; in addition to India and
Sri Lanka, Taiwan, China, and are Java pictured. British plantations are the most prominent, and
the cover of Browne’s book features the woman plucker photographed by Bourne & Shepherd
(Figure 3.41). Most of the images within the book itself are full-page illustrations with brief
captions and photographer credits. Several document British mechanization of the process in its
colonies to draw a contrast between “modern” modes and the traditional practices that continued
outside Empire (Figure 3.42). Photographs are sequenced so that British machinery is
highlighted immediately following depictions of manufacture beyond British colonies (Figure
3.43).
Although Browne concedes, “To China belongs the honor of teaching the world to drink
tea…” she credits British entrepreneurship with “the rapid rise” of the beverage. 82 “In the midnineteenth century, she writes, its import “began to increase by leaps and bounds, and the price
century. The first publication of Browne’s book is 1912, and another edition was published in
1930.
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to fall, as a result of the British Empire entering into competition with China in the matter of teagrowing.”83 It is precisely the mechanization of tea which allowed British production to “leap
and bound” into a surplus. Her celebration of British dominance is supported by the numerous
illustrations of factories, many of which are photographs made by Bourne & Shepherd but
credited to the Indian Tea Association (Figure 3.43).84
Commercial photographs, printed in illustrated publications such as Browne’s, helped to
establish India and Sri Lanka as industrial sites—spaces where economic interest and intertwined
with nationalistic pride—and laid stress upon the transformative power of Empire. “What a very
different land is Assam as we find it today,” Browne writes, “thanks largely to the tea-bush, and,
of course, to the tea-planters, to the inventors of tea-making machinery, and, in a word, to all the
pioneer forces of the British-grown tea industry.”85 British industrial initiative is credited for
turning “Assam the jungle-land into Assam the first British tea-land.”86

Impact of British Machines on the Visual Culture of Tea
The rhetoric of purity led to transformations in tea manufacture beyond the British Empire;
at the turn of the twentieth century, claims of the benefits of modernization impacted a broader,
imperial visual culture of tea. Market pressures led to changes in traditional methods of teamaking, and in Peeps at Industries: Tea Browne asserts that China had been surpassed in the
83
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market by Britain. She portrays their manufacturing process as undesirably “old-fashioned”
pointing to China’s dearth of “extensive plantations, owned by companies, and worked by a
manager-representative who controls a large army of labourers.”87 In her text, machines are
described as conducive to cleanliness, while Chinese workers are described as “treading [tea
leaves] with bare feet,” inviting “impurities,” “stray drops of perspiration,” and “germs” to enter
their product.88 She lauds the efforts of “an enlightened minority” in China to induce the teafarmers to renounce traditional methods of cultivation and manufacture, and adopt the new
methods which were practiced by their rivals,89 and commends Japanese tea producers for
already making this switch. “Commercial instinct and intercourse with the world have taught the
Japanese to keep well abreast of the times in the tea industry,” Browne writes. “They use modern
machinery in the preparation of the bulk of the teas for foreign markets.”90 However,
publications on tea production in Japanese-controlled areas reveal caution towards the move to
machine-made tea.
Several illustrations of Japanese manufacture included in Browne’s Tea had previously
appeared in Formosa Oolong Tea (1904), which was published during the period of Japanese
control of Taiwan. Its anonymous authors note that “the teas in Formosa have long been prepared
by hand labor,” and that “the machinery used in Ceylon, India, Java and other places in the
manufacture of black tea, could not be adopted in the preparation of Oolong.”91 Nonetheless,
with demand rising, “it was deemed advisable to introduce machinery . . . [and] in autumn of
1902 a government factory was created in An-pei-ching, the center of the tea districts, partly as a
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model, partly as an experiment, and partly for demonstration.”92 They hail the factory not only as
cost-cutting and efficiency-enhancing, but also as a means of ensuring “cleanliness, and express
the hope that machines can be developed for Oolong production and “become general in the
course of a few years.”93 The book’s numerous illustrations are selectively colored with green
tints that highlight the tea leaves in the compositions (Figure 3.45) and add impact to landscape
views (Figure 3.46). In a photograph of the withering process in Formosa (also used in Browne’s
Tea) (Figure 3.47), the photo’s colorization highlights the freshness of the unprocessed leaves.
The leaves drying in baskets on shelves, and in the hands of laborers at the center of the frame,
draw a direct connection with the vibrant colors found in the tea fields. The stress on machinery,
constant through the pictures in Browne’s publication, is absent in Formosa Oolong Tea, where
instead the green hue works to highlight the natural landscape, and perhaps make up for the fact
that there are not yet machines in wide use.
As the British introduced tea-growing to India and Sri Lanka, the Dutch took tea
production to Indonesia. In the 1820s, Dutch tea taster J.I.L.L. Jacobson imported tea bushes
from Japan and China. Although his efforts were unsuccessful, the industry was revived in the
1870s, when tea seeds from Assam were imported to Java from British India. Within a few years,
planters there not only were importing seeds from British-controlled Assam, but also
implementing manufacturing methods based on a British model.94 The trajectory of the industry
in Java is infused with anti-Chinese sentiment familiar to British advertising: the initial attempts
to grow an industry from Chinese plants failed, and it took British innovation, in the form of
Assamese seeds and modern machines, to help Java become the fourth largest producer of tea.95
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A photographically illustrated report on British-grown tea was published in Batavia (the
Dutch-controlled colonial Jakarta) the same year as Browne’s Peeps at Industries: Tea. Written
by Dr. Charles Bernard, Verslag over een reis naar Ceylon en Britisch-Indië ter bestudeering
van de theecultuur (“Report on a Trip to Ceylon and British India for the Study of Tea Culture”)
(1912) was designed to introduce growers in Java to British methods that could benefit them. It
is heavily illustrated with photographs, mostly by Bourne & Shepherd, though the firm is not
credited. Many of the same photographs appear in An Indian Tea Garden, and Browne’s Peeps,
but here, rather than presenting a romanticizing image of tea-growing, the images are deployed
pragmatically. For example, pictures of walkways across the tea fields are used to explain the
physical layout of the plantation, a factor rarely highlighted in publications for a general reading
audience (Figure 3.48). The captions in the Dutch publication also offer much more information
about the locations, distinguishing between Assam- and Darjeeling-based sites.
Dutch-controlled tea production strengthened through the early twentieth century, thanks
to tea seeds from India. Accordingly, the assortment of illustrations in the illustrated book De
Theecultuur (1916) mimics closely the distribution of photographs found in earlier British
publications. The scenes show lush fields in Indonesia filled with tea and captioned explicitly
“from Assam” (Figure 3.49), and depict factory buildings situated within a verdant landscape
(Figure 3.50). The first several pages of De Theecultuur are advertisements, including Dutchlanguage promotions for English tea machinery.96 The main text includes wide shots of factory
interiors (Figure 3.51), as well as close-ups of machines (Figure 3.52). There are also many
representations of machinery from British manufacturers imbedded in the pages of text, which
convey the varieties of dryers and sorters available (Figure 3.53).
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Unlike the report Verslag over een reis, illustrated with Bourne & Shepherd’s images, De
Theecultuur uses photographs by Dutch photographers, not all of whom are credited. Some of its
illustrations were made by botanist C. P. Cohen Stuart, who published studies on the types and
origins of the plant. Other images are attributed to “Bosscha,” possibly the tea planter Karel
Albert Rudolf Bosscha, who managed the Malabar Estate on Java. Ultimately, the
interconnection between the British and Dutch tea industries is constructed through the transfer
of agrarian technology but is also traced through the permeation of visual strategies for picturing
a modernized tea industry.
A consideration of photography is critical to unveiling the significance of machinery for
the British tea trade. The types of scenes recorded in the photographic imagery demonstrate a
continuation of “industrial tourism,” a genre established earlier in the nineteenth-century and
continued in photographically illustrated publications on tea such as Cave’s Golden Tips and
Browne’s Peeps at Industries: Tea. The album An Indian Tea Garden is a key source for
establishing the set of images available regarding tea manufacture, allowing for the identification
of the firms’ work in a multitude of other printed publications.
Further, photographs of tea production in printed materials published around the turn of
the twentieth century emphasized the transformative potential of machinery. Modern factories,
along with new technology developed by British inventors, were presented as forces that could
not only bring out the economic potential of far-flung colonies, but also act as safeguards for
British consumers in their quest for daily consumption of safe, clean, unadulterated, “pure” tea.
Importantly, these photographs repeatedly portray India and Sri Lanka as industrialized
sites, even as other pictures cast them as picturesque tropical locales in which lush landscapes
naturalized plantation scenes. Machinery and factories further nationalized the tropical tea
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plant—previously dominated by Chinese manufacture—making it a modern British product. The
concept of purity, critical to British tea propaganda, is inextricably intertwined with the
mechanization of production in the late nineteenth century. In the next chapter, I explore how the
drastic alteration of the landscape parallels the major transformations in the methods of tea
production.
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CHAPTER FOUR
At Home in the Garden: The British Domestication of Tea

A white man stands confidently on the steps leading up to the verandah of his house in the
center of “A Tea Planters Bungalow” (Figure 4.1). Facing the camera, he wears a wide brimmed
hat, white suit, and dark boots. In his right hand he holds a riding crop that points towards
another figure sitting under the thatched awning; this seated man is relaxing, leaning forward
with a hat casually resting in his hands. On the lawn, horses and four neatly dressed South Asian
servants are positioned ceremoniously in two groups on either side of the bungalow, flanking the
central figures. The young grooms stand alert; they are carefully posed with their backs rigid and
arms straight at their sides. The single-story dwelling that forms the backdrop, if designated a
“bungalow,” is more ostentatious than the traditionally humble, thatched-roofed structure that
term brings to mind. A new version of the planters’ lifestyle emerges in this picture. The planter
himself is no longer a pioneer who courageously “tames” the dangerous jungle, transforming
supposed wasteland into productive agricultural tracts, but instead a member of the landed
gentry, benefiting from the exploits of imperial progress and putting his elite colonial existence
on display.1
In this chapter I examine images of planters and their life-styles as I chronicle the
transformation of the South Asian frontier into a “refined” British landscape. I argue that the
transformative “domestication” of tea occurred not only around English tea tables but also
through the imaginative geography of the Empire. As Piya Chatterjee observes, tea—once an
exotic commodity made alluring by its foreignness—gradually morphed into a “quintessentially
1
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‘English’” staple that was “the penultimate icon of civilization itself.”2 Depictions of the tea
plant, dramatic alterations to the landscape, and the planters’ lifestyles, played a role in
“civilizing” not only the once-foreign commodity but also the South Asian landscape. According
to James Ryan, photographs of cultivated lands and European-style homes in South Asia
“collapsed and confused the spaces of home with those of afar,” rendering distant locations
“domesticated and reconstructed in an image of home.”3 Like Ryan, I consider how images of
tea were tied to ideas of “Britishness” and national character to support a new narrative of British
discovery, dominance, and identity.
In the first section I examine the popularity of still life photographs of the tea plant,
building on the work of literary historian Julie Fromer, who describes tea as an icon of British
identity.4 It seems to me possible to draw political meaning from a recurring still life photograph
that isolates the tea plant as a botanical specimen and announces its transformation from Chinese
to British species. My discussion links these images to an ongoing debate about the origin of the
plant, as many nineteenth-century authors argued that the “discovery” of an indigenous species
of tea in Assam rendered Britain the true and rightful origin of the drink.
The study of botany fueled colonial expansion, and photographs present evidence of this
dynamics. In particular, The Abbotsford Album (ca. 1875), a set of twenty images produced by
W.L.H. Skeen & Company for the planter A.W. Ferguson in Sri Lanka, shows dramatic
alterations to the landscape at the beginning of the growth of the tea industry, alterations that are
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in connection with scientific developments in “New Botany”5 and the Royal Botanic Gardens in
India and Sri Lanka.
This chapter also argues that photographs of planters were fundamental to their selffashioning as bastions of Englishness. The album Tea Garden Photographs (ca. 1910) and the
illustrated publication Twentieth Century Impressions of Ceylon (1907) support David Arnold’s
description of colonialism as “a cultural process” that is constructed, imagined, and energized
through “signs, metaphors and narratives”6—in this case, planters’ well-ordered estates, elegant
bungalows, and introduction of and membership in elite sporting clubs.
Tea consumption runs through multiple binaries in Victorian culture: labor/leisure,
necessity/luxury, England/Orient, home/empire.7 Recent scholarship on tea recounts its
simultaneous connection to the far reaches of the British Empire and the cozy English home,
while maintaining these as distinct registers of cultural experience. My study muddles these
binaries and reveals the complexity of tea plant’s, landscape’s, and planter’s identity, as
recounted through photographs.

Botanical Still Lives and the Origins of the Tea Plant
The first edition of Edith Browne’s 1912 book Peeps at Industries: Tea opens with a
striking full-page photograph of a tea plant, arranged against a neutral-colored backdrop (Figure
4.2). The picture is filled with texture: delicate white flowers are shown in full bloom, their soft
5
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petals and many protruding stamens contrasting the hard, round cases of the seed-pods, while the
veins of the leaves—spread across the entire composition—are accentuated by their glossy,
reflective surfaces. Captioned “Tea-Plant: Showing flowers and seed-pods,” the image is one of
several pictures produced by the Colombo-based firm W.L.H. Skeen & Company.8 In the pages
just beyond this frontispiece, Browne considers the history and origin of tea, explaining that the
plant belongs to the Camellia genus, a flowering species from eastern and southern Asia. She
also engages with ongoing debate about tea’s origin, asserting that India, thus Britain, was the
birthplace of the species when she writes, “Thea assamica is now generally considered by
botanists to be the parent stock of all cultivated varieties of the tea-plant.”9 Browne elaborates
that India, unlike China, can “back her case” as the true home of the tea plant “with a very sound
and appealing argument of the ‘seeing is believing’ character.”10 With these words, Browne not
only defends the subcontinent as the true source for the drink but also privileges the visual. The
proliferation of still life photographs made in the last decades of the nineteenth century and early
twentieth century, according to Browne’s logic, furnish evidence, since “seeing is believing.”
Photographs of the tea plant also were imbued with patriotism, and a sense of ownership,
that dated to 1823, when Robert Bruce reported wild tracts of tea plants growing in Assam.11 It
was this “discovery” that strengthened British resolve to move forward with tea production in the
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region; a decade later, Lord Bentinck’s Tea Committee12 declared tea “indigenous to upper
Assam,” and called this finding “by far the most important and valuable that has ever been made
on matters connected with the agricultural or commercial resources of this Empire.”13 The first
shipment of Assam tea was auctioned in London in 1839, as reports of the autochthonous tea
plant sparked debate, especially in tea histories—a growing genre that promoted the industry for
a general audience.14
Still life photographs of tea plants are found in a wide range of sources. Commonly
collected in tourist albums, alongside other images of tea cultivation or exotic produce, they also
illustrated books on the tea trade and handbooks for international exhibitions. The leaves and
flowers of the plant were also used as decorative motifs, wrapped around chapter titles and
headings. These images hover between the artistic still life and the botanical specimen; both
modes that impose Western aesthetics on a tropical species.
The Skeen photograph of tea leaves participates in a tradition of still life photographs of
agricultural commodities made in British Ceylon. In addition to tea, coffee (previously the cash
crop of the island), cinchona, and cocoa were popular motifs. The careful arrangement of these
photographs presumably made them more appealing to tourists, who purchased them for
souvenir albums where they might by juxtaposed with images of other photographs tropical fruit
and flora—such as pineapple, jackfruit, and coconuts. Charles T. Scowen made several
photographs in this vein; his Breadfruit features artful arrangement and framing, and expert
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printing (Figure 4.3).15 An image of coffee—likely taken by Scowen —shows berries carefully
positioned on the central vertical axis, with clusters of small pale flowers on either side, and
branches that are fanned out evenly (Figure 4.4). Likewise, Bourne & Shepherd’s “The Tea
Flower” seems the product of intentionally artistic arrangement: the flowering branches are
positioned in a circle, and the bare sections of the twigs are lined up along the bottom of the
composition (Figure 4.5).
The number of still lifes created during the period signals a renewed interest in the genre
as a means for celebrating imperial commodities.16 The W.L.H. Skeen & Company tea plant
study recalls Roger Fenton’s slightly earlier compositions. These much-celebrated pictures have
been linked to a revival of the genre in British painting, a resurgence that was bolstered thanks to
new economic opportunities afforded by the growing middle class following the industrial
revolution.17 According to art historian Pam Roberts, Fenton’s photographs of “exotic products
of the British Empire, both edible and decorative,” reflected “the interests and material resources
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of the wealthy Victorian middle classes.”18 A pineapple appears in several of Fenton’s
arrangements at a time when imported tropical produce was becoming a more common sight in
England (Figure 4.7).19 A few years later, on the occasion of the 1886 Colonial and Indian
Exhibition, botanic garden curators sent produce to the exhibition, helping to further publicize
the bounty of exotic fruit supplied by Britain’s colonies.20 The sustained popularity of this
subject matter, and the commodification of these tropical products, extends into the collection of
still life images created in India and Sri Lanka.
Despite the initial critical praise, however, Fenton’s still lifes were a financial failure, and
few of the prints survive today.21 An article on Fenton, published in 1863 in Stereoscopic
Magazine (a publication in which his photographic still lifes had been lauded only a couple of
years earlier), decreed, “It has long been deemed hopeless to be able to apply [photography] to
the purpose of botanical illustration,” and added “It is not likely that any further use will be made
photography for the delineation of such subjects.”22 However, British photographers did in fact
continue to make still life photographs. The great quantity of images of tropical products that
were produced and collected in albums and printed in illustrated media attest to the sustained and
increased popularity of representing (often, literally) the fruits of the Empire. Furthermore, an
overlap between artistic still life and botanical specimen—suggested in the Stereoscopic
Magazine article—endured as well. While Fenton’s creative still lifes did not obtain much
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commercial success, the tea photographs by Skeen and others reached a whole other audience,
one interested in tourism and commerce.
Within photographic series documenting tea manufacture, still lifes draw readers’ focus to
the details of the plant, before returning to the larger story of its cultivation and processing. In An
Indian Tea Garden, photographs of the plant are interspersed with scenes of tea harvest in the
first half of the album; following an image showing multiple bushes being pruned, the
photograph titled “An Indigenous Tea Bush” focuses on a single plant, growing in Indian soil
and subtropical sunlight (Figure 4.8). A print on the next page depicts only portions of that
singular shrub; now dissected and arranged, they are labeled “Shoots of Tea Bush Showing
System of Plucking” (Figure 4.9).23 The plant’s dark, glossy leaves lay flat against a white
backdrop. A large stem is positioned in the center, flanked by two smaller pieces representing
“two leaves and a bud”—the section of the bush that is plucked for processing. The next
illustration is the artistically arranged “The Tea Flower” (Figure 4.5), and a subsequent print
shows a group of tea pluckers at work, completing a narrative sequence of cultivation and
harvest.
Compositions like “Shoots of Tea Bush Showing System of Plucking” imitate the visual
language of an herbarium specimen that typically presents a labeled cutting of a plant, in the
manner of Camellia sinensis, a tea specimen presented by W. Hancock to the Royal Botanic
Garden at Kew in 1877 (Figure 4.10). In the herbarium specimen, the actual cuttings from a tea
plant are carefully arranged and affixed to a sheet of paper, positioned so that both front and back
of the leaves are visible, along with flowers.24 Rather than serving as a general reference for the
species, “Shoots of Tea Bush Showing System of Plucking” details the methods of British
23
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production. Through its many still lifes, An Indian Garden includes all the standard components
of herbarium specimens, but persistently emphasizes the plant’s transformation into a
commodity. For instance, in “Tea Seed Ripe for Gathering” a number of hanging pods are
clustered in small groups across the picture plane (Figure 4.11), with both sides of the leaf
represented, as was common in botanical illustrations and in the herbarium collection at Kew.
Significantly, the photograph emphasizes the authenticity of Indian tea by focusing on seeds
while simultaneously referencing the act of harvest via the title.
In the history of British photography, the most famous botanical studies are Anna Atkins’
cyanotypes. Her photograms of algae and ferns are unified by their consistent deep Prussian blue
hue, lyrical arrangements, and handwritten titles. The captions, unlike those of the tea still life
photographs, feature the scientific names (genus and species) of the flora represented. The
captions of the tea photographs hew to a commercial rather than scientific narrative (consistent
with their presentation in publications devoted to the tea industry), but nonetheless mimic
botanical illustrations in their arrangement.
Studies of Aktins’ cyanotypes connect discussions of botany, art, and Britain’s imperial
project more broadly. Catherine de Zegher describes the practice of systematically collecting and
classifying new territory in Asia, Africa, Australia and the Americas as moments “of intensive
territorialization,”25 and imperial Britain is indeed present across Atkins’ series like Cyanotypes
of British and Foreign Ferns and Cyanotypes of British and Foreign Flowering Plants and
Ferns, two gift albums made in the 1850s. Carol Armstrong writes that “one hears echoes of the
nationalist-cum-imperialist aspects of scientific collection and classification in all of Atkins’
album titles, but especially in the titles of the last two gift albums, with their emphasis upon
25
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‘British and Foreign’ specimens.”26 Colonial agriculture was a subject Atkins knew well; in 1825
she had married John Pelly Atkins, a railway promoter and owner of coffee estates in Jamaica,27
and several of Atkins’ fern specimens came from her husband’s Jamaican plantation (Figure
4.12).28 Within her series of ferns are many specimens from other British Crown colonies,
including Ceylon (Figure 4.13). These are those she designates “British” in her album’s title; the
“Foreign” are species collected outside the Empire (not merely beyond the British Isles), such as
a specimen of Polypodium crenatum acquired from Norway. Whether they were from faraway
tropical colonies or gathered close to Atkins’ home, the ferns were captured uniformly: carefully
spread across a paper coated with photosensitive chemicals, labeled, and placed in the sun to
develop a lasting impression. Her albums bring together botanical specimens usually separated
by oceans and thousands of miles, uniting a diverse range of “British” flora just as the Empire
bound together a diverse range of “British” subjects.
Bruce’s 1823 announcement of an indigenous tea species in India inspired book-length tea
histories that constituted what Julie E. Fromer calls “a slightly peculiar genre that blur[red] the
boundaries between fiction and nonfiction, advertisement and travelogue, personal account and
scientific treatise.”29 One early example is G.G. Sigmond’s Tea: Its Effects, Medicinal and
Moral (1839), wherein the author celebrates British ingenuity in securing a source of the drink
for the British population:
At the present moment every circumstance which relates to the tea-plant carries
with it a deeper interest. A discovery has been made of no less importance than
that the hand of Nature has planted the shrub within the bounds of the wide
26
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dominion of Great Britain: a discovery which must materially influence the
destinies of nations; it must change the employment of a cast number of
individuals; it just diverts the tide of commerce, and awakens to agricultural
industry the formant enemies of a mighty country, whose wellbeing must be the
great aim of paternal government.30
Writing in the 1830s, prior to the establishment of plantations in India, Sigmond grandly
speculates on what the future holds, as he assures reader that Assam tea is “the genuine produce
of the real tea-plant.”31
Suggestions of national pride also abound in Samuel Baildon’s The Tea Industry in India:
A Review of Finance and Labour, and a Guide for Capitalists and Assistants (1882). Like
Sigmond, Baildon insists that India should be regarded as the origin-place of tea. He cited
ancient legends to back his claim, such as the story of Dharma, an Indian Buddhist prince, who
travelled through China for several years, abstaining from sleep until he grew so tired that he
could no longer keep his eyes open and fell into a deep slumber. Upon waking, he was so
infuriated with himself that he tore off his eyelids and threw them upon the ground. Soon after,
on the very spot where he discarded his eyelids, Dharma found a tea shrub growing, and then
discovered that consuming its leaves helped him to stay awake.32 According to Baildon’s
interpretation, tea, like Dharma, is Indian, but, by happenstance, took root in China, where, under
the effects of a different climate, it became “stunted, changed, coarse, in every way
degenerated.”33 Drawing on Darwinian theories and the debates about degeneration and
devolution that were popular at the time,34 Baildon argues that India was not only the originplace of tea, but also home to a superior version. He writes that if “India can be proved—as I
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hope I have proved it—to be the home of the tea-plant, Indian planters will have a strong basepoint on which to reasonably establish their assertion as to the superiority of their produce,”35
which will “thrive by comparison” to the Chinese offshoot.36
The wide circulation of W.L.H. Skeen & Company’s and Bourne & Shepherd’s still life
images—collected by government officials, purchased by tourists, and found across photomechanically illustrated publications—attests to the rise of the thriving industry foreseen by
Sigmond and Baildon, and the photographs might be seen as visual affirmations of their text’s
arguments. The reflected and fostered growing interest in imperial tea as India—once dependent
upon smuggled seedlings—now had its own plant. “An Indigenous Tea Bush” and “Tea Seed
Ripe for Gathering” not only celebrate the discovery of tea in Assam, but also the productiveness
of those plants under British control.
A central strategy of tea histories was to reposition tea in the public mind from a foreign to
a British commodity. As Former observes, “Remarkably, tea mutates, in this analogy, from an
Indian native to a European, suggesting that tea is a British citizen—part of an ‘Indian family,’
which necessarily belongs to the British Empire.”37 She also points out that Twining’s English
Breakfast Tea, made from a blend of Ceylon and Indian leaves, is described as producing a fullbodied, “typically English” brew. “The irony of labeling teas from the Asian subcontinent as
‘typically English,’” she writes, “reveals how deeply definitions of English national identity and
English consumer practices have become intertwined.”38 Her analysis demonstrates how tea
functioned symbolically within the conceptual parameters of “Britishness.”
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Ian Baucom has also interrogated the scope of “Britishness,” noting that the connection
between metropole and colony was not merely symbolic but a legal concept. “English” generally
means “of England,” while the term “British” is multivalent and can reference Great Britain, or
the United Kingdom, or the Commonwealth and former Empire. Baucom tracks a history of
Britishness determined by ius soli, or the right of the soil, that endured to the 1980s, when
Margaret Thatcher’s British Nationality Act “divorced England from its ‘overseas’ history” by
discarding centuries of legal precedent that recognized territorial principle as the determinant of
British Identity.39 However, despite the tradition of identity based on place rather than blood,
Baucom explains that “Englishness has been understood as something that must ward off an
imperial invasion since at least the end of the sixteenth century.”40 At the same time, he also
brings to light a history of English identity that is understood as quintessentially hybrid,
referencing Daniel Defoe’s “The True-Born Englishman” (1700), a poem that openly mocks the
notion of the nation’s racial purity by referring to the English (descendants of Romans, AngloSaxons, and Normans) as a “mongrel half-bred race.”41 Baucom argues that the relationship
between Englishness and Britishness is one of dual contradictions, in which the English
continually avow and disavow, claim and disclaim, their British identity. His analysis
complicates Fromer’s discussion of the boundaries between Englishness and Britishness, which
is shaped not only by consumer practices but also by policy, and through both fronts, is
something that is constantly in flux. The ambiguous boundaries of Englishness and Britishness
extend to the hybrid identity of colonists and planters, and allude to the difficulty of determining
the “purity” of many factors surrounding the tea trade—including the very history of the species.
39
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The hybridity inherent to the term “British” is also in play in the history of the tea plant.
Between 1848 and 1851, botanist Robert Fortune was sent to China by the East India Company
to procure tea seeds and learn Chinese methods of tea manufacture;42 17,000 seedlings and seeds
from China were transported from Shanghai to the Calcutta botanic garden for distribution, and
within ten years, British-run gardens were established across northeast India.43 On these
plantations, the Chinese plants began to cross-pollinate with the indigenous Assam, and the new
variant known colloquially as “the Assam hybrid” was born. Despite propagandistic slander that
cast Chinese tea as inferior, the Chinese-Indian plant was planted throughout India and Sri
Lanka.44 It was eventually advertised as not only “far superior to the [Chinese] variety,”45 but
also a cut above the indigenous Assamese plant.46 Browne, for example, informs her readers:
“Remember, when you see tea growing in Ceylon, that it is not a native of this country. You will,
I am sure, be particularly interested to find what a good ‘settler’ it can be when the soil and
climate of a foreign land are such as its nature demands, and it is given careful attention.”47 The
tea seeds were not the only imports, or settlers; legions of planters also made homes in the
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agricultural districts of India and Sri Lanka, embarking on a transformation of the landscape that
was captured in photographs and aided by a network of Royal Botanic Gardens.

Transformed Landscapes and the Impact of Botanic Gardens
In 1848, the same year as Fortune’s departure for China in search of tea, Karl Marx wrote
his Discourse on Free Trade, in which he sought to raise awareness of the artificial dimension of
agricultural production. “You may think” he wrote, “that the production of coffee and sugar is
the natural destiny of the West Indies. Two centuries earlier, nature, which is unaware of
commerce, had placed neither coffee trees nor sugar cane there.”48 As Marx wrote these words,
tea plantations were being built, and planters were working to ensure the success of the hybrid
Chinese-Assamese tea plants. The twenty albumen prints in the folio-size Abbotsford Album
document the physical transformation of the Central Province of Sri Lanka through clearing and
regeneration.49 The album is in the collection of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, which—
along with its detailed notations of rainfall, elevation, and temperature—suggests that it was
intended for a scientific audience rather than the general public.50 Although a few of its images
have been reproduced in recent scholarship, the album—which documents the Abbotsford estate,
owned by A.M. Ferguson of Colombo—is not mentioned in histories of photography in Sri
48
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Lanka.51 Ferguson, a power in the local economy, ran The Ceylon Observer and published travel
texts devoted to the island.52 The term “planter” may refer to the estate owner, the general
manager, or a subordinate to the manager who was charged with oversight or engineering.53
Ferguson may well be the planter who appears in several of the Abbotsford images.
The album opens with a photograph of “The Summit of Adam’s Peak” (Figure 4.15),
adjoined by a caption that extols the beauty of the grassy glades that surround the distant
mountains. Rather than a verdant clearing, the majority of the image is given over to a
remarkably sparse landscape filled by a newly planted cinchona grove situated alongside coffee
and tea plants. The peaks of the mountain in the background of the photograph, while praised in
the caption, are engulfed in haze and barely registered on the light-sensitive paper. Another print
in the series, “Looking From Above the Bungalow,” includes the same exaggerated atmospheric
effect (Figure 4.16). Here, the picture’s caption explains that the opacity of the atmosphere is due
to the recent burning of a forest at the base of the mountain. Made in 1875, a year earlier than
“The Summit of Adam’s Peak,” it shows an even more dramatically barren landscape, one
devoid of tropical flora and fauna. In the foreground, a planter stands witness to and an agent of
change, surveying the expanse of recently felled trees that streak the rolling mountainside
denuded of tropical foliage. A subsequent photograph, “Tea, Coffee, and Cinchona Nurseries,”
shows the early planting of crops (Figure 4.17), as well as an undulating matrix of timber that
51
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has been added to the bare hillsides seen in the previous images—a testament to dynamic and
continual evolution.
The transformation of the landscape evident in the Abbotsford pictures was dependent upon
research undertaken at the nearby Peradeniya Botanic Garden. Londa L. Schiebinger terms such
gardens “the laboratories of colonial botany,” whose global network served the needs and
interests of Empire.54 In the eighteenth-century, Britain had only four public botanic gardens
throughout her domain, but that number had risen to 22 by the time Queen Victoria ascended the
throne, and it quadrupled by the end of her reign.55 Sir Joseph Banks, garden advisor to George
III and unofficial Director of the Royal Botanic Garden at Kew from 1793, was influential in
shifting Kew’s focus towards science. Banks supported Britain’s imperialist ventures and
considered the colonies in commercial terms. He envisioned botanic gardens as sites to
encourage and support plantation agriculture.56
As early as 1788, Banks described India’s potential as an agricultural powerhouse that
Britain could tap:
[India]...blessed with advantages of soil, climate and population so eminently
above its mother country [Britain], seems by nature intended for the purpose of
supplying her with all raw materials and it must be allowed that a colony yielding
that kind of tribute, binds itself to the mother country by the strongest and most
indissoluble of human ties, that of common interest and mutual advantage.57
Donal McCracken, an environmental historian, notes that Banks also “inculcated in the British a
sense of botanical nationalism” that only grew stronger after the 1840s.58 Following Banks’s
lead, Joseph Dalton Hooker, Kew Director from 1865-1875, transformed that garden into an
54
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international center, connecting research and resources among Britain’s far-flung colonies.59
Without botanists and institutional support from the botanical gardens in India and Sri Lanka, tea
could not have been transferred successfully across national and continental boundaries, from
China to India, and then from India to Ceylon.
In 1875, William Thiselton-Dyer, star in the field of “New Botany,” assumed the role of
assistant director of Kew. New Botany went beyond collection and classification to study plant
physiology, including pathology, genetics, and breeding. As the Empire almost concurrently
turned its sights on developing colonial plantations and the cultivation of tea, Thiselton-Dyer was
well-placed; New Botany made Kew newly able in the 1870s to affect the imperial economy.60
In 1885, Thiselton-Dyer was promoted to director of Kew. Under his leadership, botanists were
eager to be posted on the imperial periphery, as their research required direct access to the plants
they were studying. Calcutta, Ootacamund, and Saharanpur in India, along with the Peradeniya
Botanic Garden in Sri Lanka, were the four gardens of Britain’s South Asian colonies that
garnered international renown by the end of the 1870s.61 In particular, Peradeniya stood out as a
noted center for scientific research aiding tropical cultivation,62 second only to the celebrated
Dutch botanic garden at Buitenzorg (now Bogor) on Java.63
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The effects of the transition to “New Botany” were especially felt at Peradeniya.64 After
the devastation of the coffee blight, planters in Sri Lanka turned to scientists at the botanic
garden to help find a solution and, at their suggestion, imported tea and cinchona. Botanists
urged planters to establish nurseries and, despite the lure of monoculture, to diversify their crops
so as to prevent another disaster.65 Planters’ response is reflected in The Abbotsford Album,
where photographs show that coffee, tea, and cinchona are interplanted in the same field.
After Thiselton-Dyer made Daniel Morris as assistant director of Peradeniya in the late
1870s, Morris made swift progress on his study of coffee-leaf disease and was able to introduce a
disease-resident variety of the plant within a year of his arrival. Thrilled planters remarked on the
advantages of New Botany, and the local Chamber of Commerce demanded the appointment of a
permanent mycologist.66 However, once tea had successfully replaced coffee, many planters felt
the botanists had served their purpose and were no longer essential to agrarian success in the
colony.67 For their part, scientific researchers often relied on planters to gather data. The
Abbotsford Album, with its recordings of elevation, temperature, and rainfall, may be one
manifestation of this cooperative relationship.
Before the new plants could thrive, thousands of acres of indigenous jungle needed to be
cleared. The dense native forests of Sri Lanka, described as ancient and primordial, are pictured
in “The Waterfall (‘Cora Linn.’)” (Figure 4.18). Vegetation fills the entire print, with branches of
trees extending beyond its edges. A path visible in the lower left corner of the print leads
64
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diagonally towards the center of the composition, while the titular waterfall runs across the right
side. The water cascading down the mountainside guides the viewer’s eye to the center of the
picture, where three men are framed between the dark branches of a tree. Positioned halfway
through the album, the scene contrasts the stark expanses of cleared hillsides presented earlier in
the album and allow the viewer to imagine the density of trees and greenery that had originally
flourished in those spaces. The caption notes that the “primeval forest” captured in this
“romantic scene” was left intact because of its proximity to the beautiful waterfall. The
photograph depicting this untouched locale is an outlier within an album that otherwise
documents the transformative repurposing of the Central Province.
British planters saw themselves on an exalted mission to turn untapped riches to profit, and
characterized change as progress. In his Topography of Assam (1831), John MacCosh reported,
This beautiful tract of country, though thinly populated by straggling hordes of
barbarians, and allowed to lie profitless in impenetrable jungle, enjoys all the
qualities requisite for rendering it one of the finest in the world. Its climate is cold,
healthy, and congenial to European constitutions; its numerous crystal streams
abound in gold dust, and masses of the solid metal; its mountains are pregnant with
precious stones and silver; its atmosphere is perfumed with tea growing wild and
luxuriantly; and its soil is so well adapted to all kinds of agricultural purposes, that
it might be converted into one continued garden of silk, and cotton, and coffee, and
sugar, and tea, over an extent of many hundred miles.68
Several decades later, Alexander MacGowan’s Tea Planting in the Outer Himalayah (1861) took
up a different region of northern India, but characterized it similarly. He went on to suggest that
tea cultivation in Darjeeling was ordained by God when he described the region as “chosen by
the sovran [sic] Planter when He framed all things to Man’s delightful use.”69 Twenty years later,
Arthur Reade’s Tea and Tea Drinking (1884) recounted steady progress in turning the land to
Empire’s use: “Day by day more of the primeval forest goes down before the axe of the
68
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pioneer.”70 Reade predicted that within a quarter-century “the teas of our Indian empire will
become the most valuable of its products.”71
One of the earliest photographs of a tea planter is Samuel Bourne’s Darjeeling,
Picturesque Bridge over the Rungoo below Ging (ca. 1869), which was selected as the “best
single photograph in the room” by the Bengal Photographic Society (Figure 4.19). The image’s
wooden bridge holds two men, one of whom Bourne identified as tea planter. The presence of
Europeans—and the photographer who captures them—creates the impression that Darjeeling
has been taken in hand. As Gary Sampson writes, “An otherwise alien environment has been
tamed, so to speak, by Bourne’s vision of the world within the viewing field of the camera, and
especially so with the addition of ‘the planter and his friend’ on the bridge.”72 Themes of
“taming” and “improvement” dominated British understandings and descriptions of the colonial
landscape.73 According to David Arnold, “Nature was an element conspicuously if not always
consciously invoked in its various manifestations, especially as landscape, in attempts to
legitimize colonial rule and to establish through nature a corresponding authority over human
subjects.”74
The Abbotsford Album photographs give visual form to the “mastery,” “domestication,”
and “civilizing” that contemporaneous texts describe. In “Looking Up the River to the Bridge,”
the relationship between man and nature takes on a formal energy (Figure 4.20). Pulsing through
the center of the picture, the flowing river is blurred by the duration of the exposure and rushes
past shorelines covered by hewn trees. The deforestation on either side of the bank, together with
70
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the bridge crossing the water in the background, serve as reminders of man-made attempts to
control the environment. Further, through the sequencing of the album’s twenty images, a
narrative of steady progress emerges: nurseries give way to crops, plants grow taller, and
buildings are constructed. The final photograph, “The School House,” not only bespeaks
Britain’s takeover of the landscape, but also the project of indoctrination that will transform its
inhabitants as children living on the estate are cultivated alongside its soil (Figure 4.21).75 In
addition to plantation laborers, managers, and supervisors, “The School House” includes a figure
that rarely appears in tea garden photographs: a well-dressed European woman, who might be
said to embody the ultimate transformation (and domestication) of the space.76
The Royal Botanic Gardens in India and Sri Lanka, while thriving centers of scientific
research, were most frequently presented in commercial photographs as beautiful enclaves suited
to tourism. Photographs of the Peradeniya Gardens are frequently included tourist albums
documenting trips to Sri Lanka, where they were often placed alongside still life photographs of
tea plants.77 People visited botanic gardens for a variety of reasons; some were enthusiasts of
plants, some were entrepreneurs with commercial motives, and others were simply seeking
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comfort and a cooler temperature provided by the gardens situated in higher altitudes.78 This
sense of escape to a peaceful and ordered environment is communicated by Bourne &
Shepherd’s Botanical Gardens Calcutta (Figure 4.22), in which a central pool of water offers
reflections of the palm trees, creating an atmosphere of relaxation and contemplation; other
popular gardens in Indian hill stations even had adjacent sanatoria and hotels.79 While no
laboratory or herbarium is included in these images, popular pictures do contain evidence of the
foreign plants that had successfully been transported to British soil (or moved from colony to
colony), such as Skeen’s Entrance, Peradeniya Gardens, which shows a promenade of rubber
trees, a species indigenous to Southeast Asia (Figure 4.23). The photographs in The Abbotsford
Album, while not depicting the botanic gardens themselves, offer evidence of the exchanges
between scientists and planters that had enormous ramifications on the colonial landscape.
In both Sri Lanka and India the dynamic between science and agriculture fluctuated, and
attempts to instigate scientific initiatives were often not sustained for more than a few years at a
time.80 For instance, in 1891 the Agri-Horticultural Society of India and the Indian Tea
Association formed a joint committee to explore the chemical bases of quality of tea production.
M. Kelway Bamber, the committee’s chemist,81 went on to publish Chemistry and Agriculture of
Tea (1893), an in-depth study of soils and manures for tea manufacture. In its preface, Bamber
expressed “sincere thanks to the planters of all districts for their kinds during my visits to their
gardens, and to those who undertook manurial experiments at my suggestion,” and mentioned by
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name those planters who allowed him to set up a laboratory in one of their buildings.82 In 1911,
The Indian Tea Association established the Tocklai Experimental Station near Jorhat in Assam.
Unlike the scenes of leisure captured in photographs of botanic gardens by commercial
photographers aiming to appeal to the tourist market, images made at Tocklai show laboratories
(Figure 4.24). Around the same time, in 1913, the Botanic Garden at Peradeniya in Sri Lanka
began publishing of its own bulletin, illustrated with photographs documenting experiments at
such as the uses of explosives to prepare soil (Figure 4.25). However, under new management,
Peradeniya soon ceased botanic research and lost its status as the greatest colonial Botanic
Garden.83
In the wake of the dramatic physical changes documented in The Abbotsford Album, the
resultant tracts and the environment they occupied were scrutinized, studied, measured, and
evaluated by teams of scientists and economists,84 whose findings were commonly included in
publications on tea. The information about climate and elevation featured in The Abbotsford
Album is a small indication of the analyses undertaken by New Botanists,85 whose data even
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made its way into publications for general audiences.86 Their statistics proclaimed the tea
industry’s rapid growth of the tea industry. In Lipton’s promotion pamphlet, All About Tea
(1903), the author writes that 1,000,000 acres of land in India and Ceylon—an area described as
large as four English counties combined—are “planted with nothing but Tea-shrubs” that
produce 340,000,000 pounds yearly.87 Often, the pounds consumed per annum was also cited, to
stress the popularity and profitability of a product that millions of Britons were in the habit of
drinking daily.88
The “primordial” jungles of the highlands of Sri Lanka, once home to a diversity of
grasslands, forests, and tropical animals,89 were decimated by the industry and native flora
replaced by a mix of imported trees and plants received from botanic gardens all around the
world and dispensed by Peradeniya to local planters.90 The end result was a new, uniquely
British landscape. The resulting mix of plant life—tea from China via Calcutta, Baltic trees, and
cinchona from the Andes—finds parallels in the range of cultures and identities to be found of
colonial plantations. Two images that appear toward the end of the Abbotsford Album portray the
manager’s bungalow. In the first, photographed in March 1874, the bungalow is perched on a hill
whose flank is covered by felled trees (Figure 4.26). Its caption notes that the photograph was
taken only nineteen months after coffee had been planted, and the shrubbery around the house
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seems a recent addition that has yet to grow in. A second photograph of the same location, made
in November 1875, documents their rapid growth (Figure 4.27); in less than two years’ time, the
bungalow has become ensconced in foliage, some of it imported, according to the caption, from
as far away as Australia. Servants stand near the house, while their European masters—including
one well-dressed woman—pose further down the hill. The bungalow, its plantings, and its
inhabitants have, in a short space of time, settled into the landscape.

Tea Planters and Hybrid National Identity
In the album Tea Garden Photographs and the illustrated book Twentieth Century
Impressions of Ceylon, the planters’ take-over of once-foreign lands is established by pictures of
their properties and colonial lifestyles. Images of cozy bungalows and croquet pitches document
planters’ new status; no longer pioneers in the wild, they have created what Thomas Metcalf
terms “islands of Englishness”91 where they style themselves elite, and by way of their customs,
clothing and pursuit of croquet and tennis (which Balcom terms England’s “authentic and auratic
spaces”) make their colonial home away from home passably British.92
Tea Garden Photographs, an album in the collection of the Indian Tea Association (now at
the British Library), contains a multitude of images that document not only the daily lives of tea
planters but also their self-presentation and constructed identities.93 These images, compiled by
anonymous members of the Indian Tea Association, reflect the narrative that organization
worked to promote. The suite of photographs devoted to the Amo plantation, located in present-
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day Bangladesh, shows labor, exploitation, domestication and imperial leisure (Figure 4.28).94
The pictures at the top of the page show work in the tea fields. “The Garden Belle” portrays a
now-familiar type—the attractive young female harvester—and is paired with “Bringing in Tea,”
a photograph in which a line of women toting huge baskets proceed in an orderly fashion down a
dirt path connecting field and factory. Further down the page is the photograph of a typical
bungalow, and two planters devoted to leopard hunting—a sport at once exotic and
quintessentially English. Displayed kills are assertions of the sorts of daring, prowess and
mastery that took Britons to South Asia and made them successful there.95 A final image on the
page, “Attending Hospital,” shows a crowd of plantation workers (children and adults) awaiting
the medical treatment. The six photographs, taken together, assert British control: business runs
smoothly, the comforts of home have been established afar, and foreign “threats” (in the form of
wild animals and disease) are managed with aplomb.
Another page of Tea Garden Photographs holds four photographs of the Meenglas
plantation in West Bengal (Figure 4.29). Three of them are dedicated to production. An outdoor
shot shows men bringing in tea leaves, and two interior views depict the packing room and a
storehouse filled with the finished product: towering stacks of boxes labeled with the plantation
name and grade of tea (pekoe). A fourth photograph of Meenglas presents four men lounging on
a verandah, their state of relaxation evident in their casual postures, the pipes and drink they
hold, and the fact that two are barefoot. They seem to have taken a break in their conversation to
pose for the camera, but the pictured dog (a breed of terrier) was not so patient and its image
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somewhat blurred. One cannot easily determine the scale of the bungalow from the photograph,
but the numerous wicker chairs hint at the frequent use of the space for socializing.
A pair of photographs made on the Nagaisuree tea estate, also in West Bengal, pair its two main
buildings: the residence and the factory. The compositions are similar—each showing a hilltop
structure fronted by greenery, but while the foreground of the factory picture brims with
vegetation—tea plants in profuse leaf—the photograph of the “Manager’s Bungalow” features an
expanse of close-clipped lawn where a small dog—likely a shih tzu—stands alert (Figure 4.30).
Lapdogs, historically raised by the ruling classes of ancient China to live in palaces (rather than
hunt game), carried associations of the East and connoted a pampered lifestyle. This one stands
only a few feet from a croquet wicket that tells us the photo’s grassy foreground shows part of a
larger croquet lawn. Unlike Henry William Cave’s Golden Tips photograph of a colonial croquet
ground (see Figure 2.1), which situates it in a rugged, mountainous landscape, this image stresses
colonial India’s domestication—via lawn, lapdog, and elegant dwelling. In the background two
figures (probably the manager and an Indian servant) stand before the bungalow, a multi-story
structure that dwarfs them.
Piya Chatterjee observes that the planter becomes “a larger-than-life myth,” 96 and indeed
the mythology of the planter haunts much of the writing on the history of tea in the twentieth
century. The planter as genteel employer, or as courageous frontiersmen sacrificing domestic
comforts of life at home, is commonly repeated in accounts of the industry despite recent
scholarship that has uncovered the abhorrent labor conditions on tea estates—and the fact that
these realities were not only widespread but also featured in reports to which the tea associations
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and government turned a blind eye.97 The typical narrative recounting the experience of planters
is one of nostalgia and great personal sacrifice.98 This is most noticeable in the writing of
twentieth-century planter John Weatherstone,99 who describes the earliest tea planters as
“intrepid men” who endured “spartan conditions”100 to pursue their ambitions. In the early days
of the industry, planters were generally members of the working class, and not necessarily welleducated. Securing work in the colonies was seen as a means for both monetary gain and social
advancement.101 Weatherstone includes verses from popular songs about planters:
I looked up and saw an advert for tea,
And I said to myself ‘that’s the job just for me’,
Kaisa Hai, Kaisa Hai, Kaisa Hai,
There’s no blooming future for him, you or I.
I packed up my bags and to London did go,
The directors they quizzed me as to what I did know,
I said I knew nothing, they said that’s just grand,
There are plenty like you in that far distant land.102
Tea estate managers did not necessarily have any experience as gardeners or botanists; many
probably ended up in India after stints as sailors, and some may have been ships’ engineers who
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turned their skills to factory machinery once resettled in South Asia. But, as another of
Weatherstone’s cited poems suggest, some of them, having found little success at home, saw
work “out East” as their last hope and migration to a distant colony as an opportunity for
reinvention:
I’ve failed for the navy and army,
the church and the law, you see
The only profession left me…
My last hope… an assistant in tea…
But I’m sure I’ll love tennis and polo and golf
I can work hard and play hard and drink hard.
And this, it appears, or at least, so one hears,
Is what’s wanted. It sounds just like jam
So I’ll pack up my box and make tracks for the docks
And that heavenly place called Assam.103
Once the initial foundations of the industry were laid—the jungles cleared and the
business underway—planters fashioned themselves as genteel lords of the colonial manor,
enjoying status unavailable to them in the motherland. As Chatterjee observes, this “colonial
selfhood” was “refashioned again and again within the iconic encirclement of the bungalow’s
garden” and “the rounds of polo at the club....”104 Participation in such pursuits testified, she
writes, to “civilized superiority.”105 The juxtaposition of (native) work and (imperial) repose,
found throughout Tea Garden Photographs, reflects the disparity between planters’ prospects for
elevation and the plight of the men and women plucking tea leaves and operating machinery.
The celebration of planters’ domestic comfort and English-style pastimes in Tea Garden
Photographs contrasts with the actualities some early planters encountered. A prime account of
the latter was George Barker’s memoir, A Tea Planter’s Life in Assam (1884), which includes
descriptions of Calcutta, the trials of travel from there to Assam, and detailed accounts of the
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planter’s challenges, from the perspective of one who had endured them. Barker, who had lived
and worked in Assam prior to the 1880s, writes of the “great curse” of its climate: unbearable
heat that provokes “insatiable thirst” and occasioned “a strained, unnatural kind of existence” in
those unaccustomed to it.106 He recounts endless toil—“from the first of January to the thirtyfirst of December”—that left no time for leisure, and describes planters’ housing as squalid.107
Pointedly undermining the notion that India was a land of endless opportunity, Barker informs
the reader of a system of management that favored corporate entities over individual planters:
boards in London controlled investments, agency houses in Calcutta received tea and
coordinated auction sales, and plantation managers operated only “on the outer edge of this
triangle, in considerable isolation from centers of Calcutta business.”108 He cautions anyone
considering relocation to South Asia to “exhaust all his available interests to obtain something to
do at home, even though it be but a poorly paid office; then, if everything fail, as a very last
resource, leave England.”109 In conclusion, Barker urges readers in England to reach out to any
“poor exile” they might know in India: “I ask all those who have friends in the East to write
much and write oft. An Englishman who has not moved out of his own country, with all its
advantages of a penny post, does not know what the weekly mail means to the poor exile, ten
thousand miles away from home. How eagerly the letters are opened and the news devoured!”110
The refined planter’s life suggested by photographs of tea estates is also at odds with the
reported lifestyle of planters in the British West Indies, which was satirized in prints made by
Abraham James, a British officer stationed in Jamaica in the first decade of the nineteenth
century. James painted creole culture as decadent and lascivious, and several of his images show
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white people challenged by blazing Caribbean heat assuming indecorous postures that “allow the
tropical breeze to cool their nether regions as they rest with their legs thrown up on tables or
against the walls of a saloon”111 (Figure 4.31). Tropical disease provoked fear in Englishmen
abroad, and James’s The Torrid Zone, Or, Blessings of Jamaica shows yellow fever creeping up
on Europeans made languorous by death-dealing heat. In an essay on James’s Jamaican prints,
Roger Buckley notes that Jamaican society was often likened to primitive societies, since it was
understood to be “too much the product of the whims of a climate.”112 Many believed such
extremes made tropical regions unsuitable for civilized culture.
That notion was countermanded by Joseph Kidd’s more refined take on Caribbean
colonials in his Illustrations of Jamaica (1840) (see Figure 2.32), which we seen by some as an
antidote to negative portrayals in the vein of James’s caricatures. A writer for the Jamaica
Dispatch asserted, however, that “Kidd’s delightful scenes could not fail to dispel the island’s
reputation as a white man’s grave, to overcome the marked repugnance of would-be British
emigrants to brave its climate.”113
Photographs of South Asian tea planters, on the other hand, were more in line with Johan
Zoffany’s elegant group portrait of the Auriol and Dashwood families, in which merchants are
attired in fine clothing and attended by Indian staff (Figure 4.32). The colonists behave with
polished decorum and enact their imperial Englishness by taking tea from a silver service and
porcelain cups. Similar self-fashioning in an outdoor colonial setting is seen in Frederick
Fiebig’s Establishment of a Coffee Planter (Figure 4.33), one of the first photographs made of a
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planter in Sri Lanka (and one of the earliest photographs produced on the island).114 Here, the
coffee planter and his wife sit next to their own outdoor tea table (though they are probably
drinking coffee), where cup and saucer rest next to a silver pot. The planter, reading a paper in
his tall top hat, and his wife, who wears a voluminous dress tinted in pink, are surrounded by a
cast of South Asian men and women. The photograph, though more haphazardly arranged than
Zoffany’s artful depiction, conveys a similar message: that one can lead a relatively European
lifestyle in tropical climes.
While the dangers of the tropics are highlighted in some photographs to convey the
challenges faced by pioneer planters (see Figure 4.28), such threats are simultaneously nullified
through descriptions of the temperate conditions in the planting districts. Ootacamund, a teagrowing region in Southern India in the Nilgiri Mountains, was compared by some British
visitors to English and Scottish landscapes. A garden planted there in the 1820s was said to yield
apples, peaches, strawberries, and a range of European vegetables,115 and decades later
Ootacamund put poet Robert Bulwer-Lyton—first Earl of Lytton and a Viceroy of India from
1876 to1880—in mind of “Hertfordshire lanes, Devonshire downs, Westmorland lakes, Scotch
trout streams.”116 Bourne’s numerous photographs of the region affirmed this comparison; his
The Botanical Gardens, a peep from Lambsknowe shows the Ootacamund valley glimpsed
through trees (Figure 4.34).
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The climate of Sri Lanka’s upper highlands was compared to Scotland’s—and gave rise to
hopes that “old and familiar” crops could be transplanted with success.117 Nuwara Eliya, a
popular retreat in the Central Province, was proclaimed a “New Scotland” (and is today referred
to as “Little England” in travel brochures). The caption of a print showing cottages in Nuwara
Eliya, published in A.M. Ferguson’s Souvenirs of Ceylon (1869), draws readers’ attention to the
“semi-European characteristics” of the “health-restoring mountain plain” visible behind the
cottages,118 and Ferguson’s own Abbotsford estate was named after the home of the Scottish
novelist and poet Sir Walter Scott. Like Ferguson, many British colonists in South Asia gave
their bungalows names that held “pleasant remembrances of the old country.”119 These ranged
from Apple Cottage to Grasmere Lodge, Holly Bank, Sunnybank, and Tudor Hall. Bungalows
were surrounded with English-style gardens,120 often planted with the sorts of flowers common
back home: campanulas, carnations, convolvuli, fuchsias, pansies, primulas, roses, salvias, sweet
peas, and wall flowers.121 Their insistence that the climate resembled that of England or Scotland
was not only a response to anxieties about the possible effects of living in an unaccustomed
environment, but also meant to create a reassuringly familiar world in which customs and taste
were not sacrificed.122 As Angela McCarthy, a historian of the Scottish diaspora and author of
the biography of James Taylor (the so-called father of the tea industry in Sri Lanka), observes,
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“Indeed, wherever Scots went it seems that mountains ‘conjured up Scotland’ to them.”123
Perhaps encouraged by the notions of the “semi-European characteristics” of the Central
Province, Taylor asked his father to send plants from home—including pansies, marigolds,
hollyhocks, and daisies—which he believed would flourish, but grew with mixed success.124
While initial accounts of the tea planters’ bungalows described the structures as “lightly
constructed” and “put together as quickly and inexpensively as possible” (and even as an
“unsurpassed marvel of ugliness”),125 those early dwelling soon gave way to more solid and
luxurious ones.126 The pride colonists took in these more comfortable bungalows is evident in the
Tea Garden Photographs album, as well as in planters’ written accounts.127 In his historical
study of the bungalow as an architectural type, Anthony King reflects on the symbolic power of
this dwelling to provide colonists in British India with “a visible assurance of their own cultural
dignity.”128 William Glover adds that the colonial bungalow was a “setting for a type of
domesticity that was meant to help reflect and instill the values and dispositions that separated
rulers from their subjects.”129 Along with displays of leisure and sport, colonists’ impressive
homes distinguished them from locals, and asserted not just difference but superiority.
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The most ostentatious display of photographs of planters’ bungalows is found in Arnold
Wright’s Twentieth Century Impressions of Ceylon (1907), an enormous publication with almost
nine hundred pages of heavily illustrated text. The book is made even more impressive through
the addition of gilt edges and the golden flourishes that decorate the opening pages. After essays
on the history of the island and profiles of the major industries, Wright provides profiles of
notable residents—many of them plantation owners—illustrated with photographic collages. The
entry on Solomon Peter Soysa, for example, includes a page with formal portraits of Soysa and
his family and images of their bungalow, tea fields and factory (Figure 4.35). A delicate design
of white flowers runs between them. Although the illustrations in Impressions are photomechanically printed, the layouts recall those of Victorian albums. The corners of the pictures
overlap with one another and are positioned at slight angles, and decorative motifs fill negative
space. Along with floral designs of the sort seen on the Soysa page, there are several that
reference the tropics, with parrots, monkeys and ferns arrayed behind the photographs.130
Several of the men Wright included in Impressions are of mixed race, Soysa included.
Their profiles and selected photographs, however, are in consistent with those of European
planters, like G. W. White of Nuwara Eliya (Figure 4.36). White’s page, like Soysa’s, includes a
formal portrait and an image of his home, as well as one of his factory and estate—all set against
a floral design.
As in planters’ own photography albums, representations of the workforce are an important
component of Wright’s book. The picture of Soysa’s bungalow, for instance, overlaps with an
image of laborers in the tea field, and the photograph of his factory shows a number of workers
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posed before it. Although the page devoted to the Gikiyanakande Estate includes a bungalow, it
does not picture the owner, Lord Elphinstone, but is instead focused upon production: fields,
factory and those who work them (Figure 4.37).
By contrast, the page devoted to H. J. Perera Samarasekera celebrates European
accomplishment and the owner’s leisured life-style (Figure 4.38). Here, as in many of the pages
in Impressions, the planter is styled as distinctly elite. While there are suggestions of planters’
high status in Tea Garden Photographs (through images of lapdogs, croquet fields, and
increasingly ornate bungalows) the men pictured in Impressions do not wear pith helmets, but
instead black coats and ties, and the book makes numerous allusions to tennis matches, club
membership and philanthropy. Its biographical profiles mention education (often in England or
Scotland) and distinguished family connections. Notably, such assertions of status attach to both
British colonists and prominent locals.131
The celebration of planters’ transfer from the treacherous jungles of Assam to the parlor
rooms of social clubs finds parallels in imperial promotional materials touting settlement
colonies such as Canada and Australia.132 In addition to conveying the success of the Empire,
accounts of prosperous adventurers were meant to encourage emigration to the region; scenes of
agricultural and industrial development in once-wild reaches suggested opportunities to prosper
afar.133 In Impressions, the photographs of lavish bungalows represent the wealth and power
afforded by imperial commerce to men of daring. Barriers of class (and even race) that were
insurmountable in more traditional societies carried less weight in foreign lands.
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King’s study of the South Asian bungalow not only identifies it as an icon of authority in
plantation culture, but also describes its early-twentieth-century adoption by Indians intent on
“Westernization” and assimilation.134 Though it shifted hands, the bungalow remained an
indicator of status, as did many signifiers of “Englishness” throughout the Empire.135 In her
study of identity construction among a mixed-raced Jamaican middle class, Belinda Edmondson
notes that “the idea that one could out-English the English must have had its own attractions.”136
Drawing on Homi Bhabha’s theory on the dual nature of colonial mimicry, Edmondson wonders,
“What if these heightened display of Victoriana became not merely negations of power but also
assertions of cultural power on the part of brown Jamaicans as the era progressed?”137 The
bungalow was part of a larger constellation of signs that, once co-opted by locals, could be used
throughout Empire to “out-English” the British.
Conversely, Indian words and ideas were increasingly familiar to an educated British
public (as nineteenth-century novels are sprinkled with words like cashmere and purda),138 and
the bungalow itself migrated across the Empire and eventually to England, in the form of
purpose-built holiday homes.139 Robert Young describes a similar back and forth:
So the English performed a counterpoint to their own economic system of global
circulation: whereas commodities and raw materials, such as cotton, flowed into London
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from all over the world, to be then re-exported back to their countries of origin as
manufactured goods, so raw English people from abroad came to London for finishing
before they returned to their point of origin as more wholly English, while the overcivilized city dwellers of England flowed abroad to take up the life of yeoman farmers in
the great open spaces of the colonies, and so restored themselves, and their country, to a
rude health by attaching themselves to the soil of foreign fields.140
Young argues that in the late nineteenth century “the British became a global people” as British
capital, trade, and “accompanying personnel” spanned the globe. Or as Marx and Engels put it,
in 1848, the British bourgeoisie “nestle everywhere, settle everywhere, establish connections
everywhere.”141
The photographs explored in this section convey how ideas of origin, control, economic
prosperity, and ultimately, colonial authority, converge in the presentation of the industry.
Chinese tea, the South Asian jungle, and the colonial settler were each refashioned through a
process of domestication. Camellia sinensis was reimagined as having its genesis in British
India, and thanks to British botanists, the species—returned to its “rightful home”—thrived in
acreage recently cleared of indigenous forests and repurposed for a host of transplants. The
transformation of the landscape was mirrored by the planter’s own remaking—from rugged
pioneer to elite imperial citizen. Photography played a major role in this self-fashioning, in
illustrated books, commissioned photograph albums, and society portraits that convey the sense
of imperial unity fostered by Britain’s tea trade.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Tea on Display: Commodities and the Phantasmagoria of Empire
World exhibitions are places of pilgrimage to the commodity fetish.1
Isn’t the world’s fair, according to the organizers and exhibition planners, aiming precisely at
the opposite: defetishising the exotic by a transparent revelation of the production processes as
imperial capitalism exposes its accomplishments?2

Attracting the eyes of visitors with woodwork painted in vibrant yellow—the “sacred
colour of Buddhism”3—the Ceylon Tea House at the 1886 Colonial and Indian Exhibition was
positioned along the western end of the North Court, between the displays of an Indian Palace
and Old London.4 Its “strictly Sinhalese” character was created not just by that striking hue, but
by the servers—Sinhalese men wearing white jackets and with their long hair tied in low buns—
and the decor of the adjoining Ceylon Court, where reproductions of mythological animals from
monuments of the “ruined cities” of Ceylon were presented alongside the facsimile of a stone
gateway from an ancient royal residence and intricate timber architecture. An ornamental frieze
was adorned with a band of leaves and blossoms of the tea plant—a plant brought to the island
by the British only a few decades earlier. Below, lotuses (a sacred flower of Buddhism) were
incorporated along the dado above the floorboards. Framed paintings installed the four side bays
showed Colombo from its harbor, a factory and bungalow on a tea estate, tea leaves being
1
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weighed following harvest, and another bungalow, this one adjacent to waterfall rather than a
factory. A fifth painting, positioned on the end wall, depicted a Tamil girl picking tea. As the
pavilion handbook explains, all these subjects were “faithfully enlarged” from photographs.5
This chapter chronicles tea’s presentation as a full-fledged imperial commodity at
international exhibitions from 1851 to 1904, and examines the role photography played in the
increasingly elaborate marketing of the beverage. I begin with the Great Exhibition held in
London in 1851, the first presentation of the new British-grown product on the international
stage, move on to the “triumphalist” celebration of self-sufficient imperial trade at Britain’s 1886
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, and then discuss efforts to expand the market for British tea
abroad in France and the United States, ending with the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition
held in St. Louis, the largest world’s fair ever held.6
Foods and beverages played a significant part in the visitors’ experiences of these
exhibitions, as “colonies were not just shown and displayed; they were also felt, touched, sensed,
desired, consumed and tasted.”7 Tea, though a familiar product hailed as Britain’s “national
beverage,” was nonetheless cast as exotic by its presentation against the backdrop of Asian
architecture and foreign waiters. A multisensory experience was created by the floral scent and
mellow flavor of the beverage; heat radiating from the cup and wet drops splashing upon the
saucer; the nearby clink of chinaware, and voices of the South Asian servers. Photographs of tea
5
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plantations, highlighting the tropical setting, were also transportative. The exhibitions’ tea houses
offered tired visitors, exhausted by the visual stimulations of strolling past endless exhibition
booths, an oasis in which to sit, relax, and enjoy a drink at once foreign and familiar.8
The obfuscation of a product’s origins is a common feature in the presentation of a
commodity in a capitalist market, in which goods are objectified and left to speak for
themselves.9 However, tea’s colonial origins were highlighted at exhibitions (as in advertising),
creating a tension between the emphatically modern methods introduced by the British and the
exotic cachet of Asian lands many Europeans viewed as timeless. Exhibition planners, working
in conjunction with tea planters’ associations, showcased modern methods of tea production as a
means of celebrating the achievements of imperial capitalism. An overlooked but persistent facet
of tea exhibits was their celebration of industrialization in South Asia.10 Whereas Saloni Mathur
writes that “timeless traditional” India was set against the “wild, mad whirl” of industrial
modernity in Europe,11 I show that in exhibition spaces devoted to India and Ceylon machinery
and factory interiors were showcased alongside intricate hand-made crafts, ethnographic
displays, and reconstructions of ancient architecture. At international expositions, tea
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photographs of the sort I have discussed throughout this dissertation not only served to promote
the commodity, but also to make the processes of its production known to a popular audience.

Tea at the Crystal Palace
The Great Exhibition opened in Hyde Park, London, on the first of May 1851, ushering in
what The Illustrated London News declared an “age of exhibitions;” British and colonial
organizers held one major show nearly every year thereafter until the outbreak of the First World
War.12 “On both a high and popular level,” writes historian Paul Greenhalgh, international
exhibitions “ranked amongst the most important events held in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries; they remain unsurpassed in their scale, opulence and confidence.”13 In seeking to
impart the wonder of the experience, Greenhalgh asks the reader to
Imagine an area the size of a small city centre, bristling with dozens of vast
buildings set in beautiful gardens; fill the buildings with every conceivable type of
commodity and activity known, in the largest possible quantities; surround them
with miraculous pieces of engineering technology, with tribes of primitive
peoples, reconstructions of ancient and exotic streets, restaurants, theatres, sports
stadiums and band-stands. Spare no expense. Invite all nations on earth to take
part by sending objects for display and by erecting buildings of their own. After
six months, raze this city to the ground and leave nothing behind, save one or two
permanent landmarks.14
Recent histories of exhibitions question their supposed ephemerality by drawing attention to the
plethora of printed material that outlasted their temporary duration, as well as their longer-lived
social impacts.
The presentation of tea at the Great Exhibition was minimal and not recorded by artists.
The Assam Company, formed in February 1839, and the chief producer of tea in India at the
12
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time, had a booth in Indian section of the Crystal Palace. Visitors crowded around the
Company’s display, which was awarded a bronze medal for their assorted teas that were
represented by twenty small boxes of tea packages. According to the Official Catalog of and
Popular Guide to the Great Exhibition (1851), these samples were “entirely manufactured by
natives of India.”15 This array from Assam was part of a larger presentation of commodities from
India available for British consumption and trade. Frequently praised for its educational value,16
this tea display was also proof of superior British enterprise and skill, which, J.M.Scott argued,
“could achieve as much in about fifteen years as the Chinese in fifteen centuries.”17 Such
nationalistic and anti-Chinese sentiment would persist up until the end of the century, reflecting
the long-lasting importance of exhibitions as emblems of the industrial “progress” of the nation.
A tea plant was also on view in the Great Exhibition’s Chinese section—part of a display that
provided information on cultivation, the manufacturing process, and the history of tea
consumption in Europe.18
The Ceylon exhibit, on the other hand, included neither coffee nor tea, perhaps because,
as the authors of the Dickinson's Comprehensive Pictures of the Great Exhibition of 1851
explain, the colony was given only six months’ notice of the event and was not fairly
represented. Although coffee was Ceylon’s main plantation industry at the time, the country’s
agricultural production was represented by a single bottle of arrack, a spirit made from the sap of
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the coconut flower, that had come from the cellar of the last Dutch Governor on the island,
which had since come under British rule.19
At the Great Exhibition, the samples of Indian tea were exhibited alongside other raw
materials from the region. These included various woods, flax, and an assortment of cotton
garments, some of which were embroidered in gold. As Tim Barringer observes, at the Great
exhibition the Empire was “commodified and reduced to the sum of its material productions.”20
Along the same lines, Timothy Mitchell writes that the whole world was invited to “see a
fantastic yet systematic profusion of material goods, all the new necessities and desires that
modern capitalism could order up and display.”21 Mitchell theorizes a separation, or dislocation,
between the exhibition visitor and “the things themselves” on exhibit, as well as between the
exhibited items and the external reality that they represented.22 In part, he attributes this
distancing to the profusion of illustrated guides and media that circulated alongside the displays,
shaping an “objective” sightseer eager to browse all the items on view enclosed in glass cases
and read the relevant statistics printed in the corresponding handbooks. The divide Mitchell
describes is bridged, however, when the thing is not just observed but experienced, as through
actual, on-site consumption of tea at subsequent exhibitions.

The Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1886
The Colonial and Indian Exhibition in South Kensington opened with a lavish ceremony in
May of 1886, during which the national anthem was sung in Sanskrit. Poet laureate Alfred
19
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Tennyson recited an ode to solidarity: “Into one imperial whole / One with Britain, heart and
soul! / One life, one flag, one fleet, one Throne!”23 In keeping with Tennyson’s theme of unity,
differences in time and space were collapsed at the exhibition;24 installations featuring Asianstyle architecture—gateways, temples, tea houses—drew on many geographic regions and
periods of history, combining them in a seamless construct.25
The exhibits devoted to the tea industries of India and Ceylon far surpassed the small
Assam Company display from 1851.26 The British tea trade had grown significantly in the
intervening years, and the Colonial and India exhibition was mounted around the same time that
imperial colonies surpassed China as the main provider tea to Britain. Ceylon, which had
exported just over four million pounds of tea in 1885, sent ten million pounds to Britain in 1886,
and the projected estimate for the early 1890s was forty million pounds per annum.27
At the 1886 exhibition, well over a thousand samples of tea, representing hundreds of
growers across the British Empire’s tea-producing regions, were on display in glass vessels. The
product was not only displayed, but also offered for consumption in tea rooms manned by
“native attendants,” who served it in cups that has been specially designed for the event.28 Indian
tea was offered in the North Court, in a large tea house in the Lower Gardens, and in three
pavilions in the Upper Gardens. Ceylon tea was offered in all these venues, as well as in the
23
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Ceylon Tea House with which this chapter opened. Over the course of the six-month-long
exhibition, more than 55,000 pounds of tea were infused and sold. In addition to the paintings in
the Ceylon Tea House, photographs on display next to samples of tea, and prints that illustrated
the pavilion’s handbook worked in conjunction with displayed machinery in order to promote the
Indian and Ceylon tea manufacture. Exhibits dedicated to Britain’s tea growing regions were
largely funded by planters, and, as Anandi Ramamurthy points out, “The image that was
constructed was therefore in tune with what the planters wanted to see—a place of rich natural
resources, but to a degree wild and therefore productively tamed through European
intervention.”29
No photographs survive documenting the exhibits of tea at the Indian and Colonial
Exhibition, but a sense of them may be gleaned from publications and souvenirs printed in
association with the event. The first edition of the Illustrated Handbook and Catalogue for
Ceylon contains two full-page lithographs in addition to a diagram of the Ceylon Court and Tea
House. Its frontispiece is a monochromatic print of the city center of Kandy, located in the
Central Province (Figure 5.1), where tropical flora appears boundless as large fronds and palm
trees frame Kandy Lake and the Buddhist temple dedicated to the Sacred Relic of the Tooth,
which are centered beneath distant mountains. A lone female figure carrying an umbrella strolls
through the foreground. The lithograph within the text, “Ceylon Tea,” is printed in color and
positioned opposite the opening page of the section on that industry (Figure 5.2). It shows a
young woman dressed in a gold-trimmed white sari skillfully picking tea leaves before a
background of cottony clouds. This could be the very same image that was featured, on a much
larger scale, on the wall of the Ceylon Tea House.
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In a later edition of the handbook, three additional colored lithographs were added. Their
subject matter points to the tea industry’s centrality to the colony’s presentation at the fair. The
first image, “Ceylon Tea House,” replaced “Kandy” as the handbook’s frontispiece (Figure 5.3).
Rather than being a straightforward illustration of the tea house at the exhibition, this one
transports European tea-drinkers to Sri Lanka, where figures, on a porch bordered by carvings in
the style of those surrounding the Temple of the Tooth, consume their tea in a leafy landscape.
As at the exhibition’s tea house, however, the columns are painted yellow and the tea is served
by Sinhalese waiters wearing low buns. The handbook’s second edition includes the same tea
plucker seen in the first, here followed by a picture of laborers lining up after a day’s work for
“Weighing-in Green Tea leaf” (Figure 5.4). A final image, “View of Ceylon Tea Estate and
Factory,” shows a large factory building positioned before the peaks of distant mountains (Figure
5.5). Two smokestacks emerge from its roof, echoing the verticals of towering tree trunks on
either side, and firmly root industry in the verdant landscape of Sri Lanka. The handbook prints
match the descriptions of the scenes (all based on photographs) decorating the Ceylon Tea
House. Together, they indicate that Ceylonese tea reaches the consumer direct from its beautiful,
exotic-but-now-British source.
The 1886 exhibition was possibly not the first time when South Asian men were brought to
Europe to work in tea rooms. Historian Peter Hoffenberg suggests that the success of “costumed
waiters” at the International Health Exhibition two years earlier, also held at South Kensington,
inspired their inclusion at the more ambitious tea courts of the India and Colonial Exhibition.30
An image of “The Cingalese Tea-house,” at the earlier fair, published in The Graphic in June
1884, depicts, however, a space that is only marginally “Asian,” and women in Western garb
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serving the tea (Figure 5.6). Visual materials generated in connection with the 1886 exhibition
indicate much more emphatic exoticism.
John Dinsdale’s Sketches at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition offers a glimpse into the
popularity of the “natives” on view there. Within its pages, Dinsdale pairs a picture of the Indian
Palace’s entrance with a diverse group of “Model Natives” (Figures 5.7-5.8). The palace image
shows a woman and child gazing up at the intricate decorations of the facsimile of the Gwalior
Gate as two turbaned men converse in its shadows. The second image also presents a “West
Meets East” situation as living Europeans walk past a display of foreign men and women made
of clay or plaster of Paris. The darkest of the models represent Andaman islanders—judged at the
time to be “most primitive”31 and of “the most degraded and barbarous races in existence.”32
The Andamanese are scantily dressed; the female figure is bare-breasted, with her genitals barely
concealed. A male figure, also nearly nude, holds a bow and arrow and wears a skull at his
waist.33 Next to this line-up, positioned almost as if the fourth in the row, a European visitor
stands fully clothed and wearing a bowler hat. He has his hands in his pockets and his head tilted
to the side. His nonchalance and full-dress contrast with the nakedness (and primordial violence)
suggested in Dinsdale’s rendering of the male Andaman model.
A few pages later, Dinsdale follows his presentation of the Andamaese cast figures with
“Real Natives” (Figure 5.9). Comprising separate views of twelve different men, the page shows
them as both disembodied busts and as active figures seen in full length. The composition
resembles that of a scrapbook page, in which multiple drawings have been assembled; Dinsdale
31
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even creates the illusion of some sketches’ curling corners. These “real” natives, as opposed to
the Andamanese models, are shown out of context, their ethnicities unspecified. Two appear to
be Sinhalese and match descriptions of the men working in the Ceylon Tea House, who wore
Western-style white jackets but exotic hairstyles that consisted of a bun near the nape of the neck
and a comb worn at the crown of the head. Their anonymity in Dinsdale’s collage stands in
contrast to Frank Cundall’s naming of the men in his Reminiscences of the Colonial and Indian
Exhibition (1886). Cundall’s “Attendants at the Ceylon Tea House” identifies them as H. Don
Deonis, C. Don Williams, Allix Alexander, Martin Perera, and Paul Perera, and notes that all
five were educated men who spoke English and could read and write Sinhalese.34 Cundall also
lists the men who worked in the India Section as “Bombay Servants” (also described as
“butlers”)—Van John Pillay, Maktan Ditha, A. von Fernandez, D. N. Fernandez, Joseph
Napoleon Pereira, and Ganu Bullah—who ranged in age from 21 and 38. Though Cundall does
not record the ages of the Sinhalese who served at the Ceylon Tea House, Dinsdale’s rendering
indicates that they, too, varied in age (Figure 5.9).
The South Asian men who worked at the India and Colonial Exhibition were part of a
large contingent who travelled to London for the exhibition and included artisans of various
sorts, such as potters, weavers, and coppersmiths. According to the Report of the Royal
Commission (1887), in recruiting tea servers “no expense was spared to secure the best men,
whose conduct could be relied upon. These men discharged their duties in the most exemplary
manner, and were general favorites with the visitors, who appeared greatly to appreciate the
method of service.”35 A reporter for the London Times was of the opinion that “weary afternoon
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visitors and dangling couples enjoy their tea all the more because it is served to them by whiterobed Sinhalese with their jet black heads coroneted with a cross-comb.”36
“Refreshing Recollections,” included in the second installment of Dinsdale’s Sketches at
the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, shows the fair’s multiple pleasures: a woman admires
orangutans from Borneo, a conductor leads the royal marine band, and well-heeled exhibitiongoers take 4 o’clock tea (Figure 5.10). A stall with a sign for “Indian Tea” is decorated in South
Asian style and offers “Coffee and Biscuits” as well. English patrons, mainly women, are seated
around a table, while a South Asian man proffers a tray of refreshments. The caption, reading “4
o’clock,” references an increasingly popular ritual (that was promoted, in part by the women-led
temperance movement).37 On the right side of page one “welcome waiter” is singled out and
shown close-up; he wears a kurta and turban and holds a tray.
The annual report of the Planters’ Association of Ceylon noted that W.L.H. Skeen &
Company had prepared photographs of the tea industry for the 1886 exhibition, at the request of
A.M. Ferguson—the publisher of The Times of Ceylon and the planter who commissioned The
Abbotsford Album. Displays highlighted factory interiors and industrial manufacture,
foregrounding the mechanization of agro-industry in South Asia. This was also the case at the
1884 Health Exhibition, where photographs accompanied samples of tea and tea-processing
machines, including a full-size Sirocco Tea Drying Machine and a model of a Jackson’s Tea
Roller (both lent by the manufactures, Davidson & Company and Marshall, Sons & Company).38
The tea association’s report issued in 1885 reported that the photographs shown at the Health
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Exhibition depicted both “Industrial and Picturesque Assam.”39 It seems likely that the same (or
similar) photographs were on view in 1886, and that some of the same machinery was shown as
well, since planters’ association reports note the reuse of successful displays.40
According to Hoffenberg, the presentation of raw materials in exhibition courts adjacent to
the machines that processed them reminded visitors “of the ways the Raj’s goods were
transformed daily” into consumer products popular in England.41 Further, during the course of
the exhibitions, lectures were delivered in the Conference Room on the subjects of both Indian
and Ceylon teas, and most certainly emphasized British mechanization of their production.
Clearly, the modernization of Britain’s tea industry was showcased as a point of pride, even if
other aspects of change went unremarked. In discussing the India and Colonial Exhibit, design
historian D. J. Huppatz discusses the uneven process of modernization in India, noting that
British technology was installed only for the benefit of British economic interests and that
railways, telegraph poles, canals, and iron bridges served not only military and economic ends
but were also seen as irrefutable proof of British material superiority: “from a British
perspective, colonization was bringing modernity to India, and these were visible symbols of a
benevolent Empire.”42 By 1886, Bombay had electricity, trams, trains, and also large cotton mills
powered by steam engines that had been in operation for decades.43 While few of these modern
elements were on display within the exhibition grounds, they were significant components in tea
displays.
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There is a bifurcation between the rhetoric employed in discussion of British colonies that
pits the so-called “progress” of settler colonies, such as Australia, against the “timelessness” of
agricultural economies like India. Hoffenberg writes, “Whereas Australia was recognized at the
exhibitions for its ‘progress’ under the direction of white settlers, India was celebrated at the
same shows because of its restored past.”44 He contrasts photographs (a modern technology) of
emerging cities in Australia with displays in which artisan wove tapestries in the Indian
section.45 The handmade crafts on view in the Indian courts have been emphasized in discussions
of design reform in Britain, beginning with the analysis of the impact of artisan handwork in
1851,46 and continuing in scholarship on later exhibitions. For instance, Tim Barringer’s
discussion of what he calls “colonial Gothic” links the medieval stonemason and the Indian
craftsman—both celebrated in a period marked by anxieties over rapid industrialization.47 Such
discussions tend to minimize the fact that artisan labor was displayed in conjunction with fullscale machines and models thereof, as well as photographs that documented the ways in which
mechanization was transforming tea production in India and Sri Lanka.
The 1880s, a period of rapid growth of the tea industry, marks a turning point in exhibition
history. At this time, territorial competition was growing between England, France, and
Germany, and as a result, exhibitions concentrated on displaying these nations’ industrial,
technological, and cultural achievements.48 The 1886 exhibition bolstered British notions of a
bustling, prosperous, “self-contained imperial network of goods,”49 as—in Hoffenberg’s
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assessment—exhibits shifted in emphasis according to Joseph Chamberlain’s vision of a
“forward” imperial economic order in which every product needed in any region of the Empire
could be produced by some other part. This idea was promoted by an enormous world map at the
exhibition’s entrance highlighting the British Empire’s colonial possession and noting area,
population, and trade details for each. Above the map, four clocks displayed the current times in
Calcutta, Ottawa, Sydney, and Cape Town. A statue of Britannia, the female personification of
Britain, sat atop the entire display. Although the idea of a self-contained Empire was at odds with
the realities of British trade—which was invested in the United States, Latin America and
Imperial Russia50—there was no suggestion of international “free trade” at South Kensington in
1886.51
The elaborate presentation of tea at the Colonial ad Indian exhibit influenced subsequent
events. For instance, during the 1888 International Exhibition in Glasgow, Ceylon planters
organized their own tea house (which the Indian tea promoters failed to do), where Queen
Victoria was persuaded to publicly accept a cup of Ceylon Tea. In the wake of that success, a
contract with the Lyon’s catering company named Ceylon the sole tea supplier to the new
Imperial Institute—an educational and cultural organization in London promoting Empire.52
Thus, exhibition displays, far from being totally ephemeral ventures, had material consequences.

Brewing New Markets: Displays in the United States and France
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Following the Colonial and Indian Exhibition of 1886, tea displays continued to be
mounted around the world. Three of the most significant events, for which tea planters’
associations had active roles, include the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago (1893), the
Exposition Universelle in Paris (1900), and the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis
(1904). For the planters, the cumulative success of tea sales at these events demonstrated the vast
potential for direct trade without the intervention of English middlemen.53 Further, during this
period, a joint effort was established between the Indian Tea and Ceylon Planters’ Associations
to improve the image of their products and exploit new markets. Excitement over the US market,
which appeared “limitless,” was particularly strong.54 Historians have noted that around the turn
of the century a consumerist shift took place at international events; the focus turned to the
possibilities offered by the goods on display as opposed to the celebration of imperial unity
exemplified in the 1886 event.55 The sharp increase in the number of catering venues at
exhibitions has been used as evidence of this consumerist turn.
The cover of Harper’s Weekly published on Saturday, July 8th, 1893, and depicting the
bustling interior of the India Building at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago is captioned:
“Natives serving tea without charge to all comers” (Figure 5.11). Printed a decade after “The
Cingalese Tea House,” the image shows a remarkably different kind of space; its elaborate décor
includes carved archways, Oriental rugs, and billowing fabric partitions. It is staffed by Indian
men whose energetic movement contrasts the stiff postures of the waitresses in the earlier scene.
Rather than the physical separation between Indian court and Indian tea room found in other
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exhibitions, here, the displays appear bound together—tea is not only served by foreign waiters,
but it can also be enjoyed in environs that evoke a faraway place. Like many of the Dinsdale
sketches commemorating the 1886 exhibit in London, a juxtaposition of East and West is at the
center of the Harper’s Weekly illustration. A well-dressed pair of customers, flanked by turbaned
waiters, sit in the foreground a deep space packed with consumers. The dynamism of the
Harper’s cover forcefully conveys the excitement surrounding the drink and its exotic
associations.
At the fairs, imaginative immersion in the colonies was encouraged. For example, in the
Egyptian section at the Paris Exposition Universelle of 1889 sweets and lemonade were for sale
along the Rue de Caire, where costumed Egyptians bellowed out to passersby to entice them to
purchase their merchandise. One commentator noted, “If [the sellers] spice it up with some
heartfelt malabagabalabalababaloued, their nougat becomes much better, because it has more
local color.”56 The appeal of “native” merchants even led to a rapid emergence of “fake
Orientals” who capitalized on the increasing public demand for otherness,57 and European
enactments of foreignness eventually extended beyond the fairs.58
The World’s Columbian Exposition was held in Chicago from May to October 1893.
Multiple British colonies were represented in pavilions situated on the shore of the Lake
Michigan along the northern border of the fairgrounds. Tea was served in Ceylonese, Japanese,
and Chinese tea houses as well as the East India Building, which visitors entered via a towering
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scalloped gateway topped with four minarets. The Dream City (1893-1894), a photographically
illustrated souvenir book issued in seventeen parts, shows a crowd of visitors gathered on that
building’s front steps (Figure 5.12). Its caption explains that the Taj Mahal in Agra served as
inspiration for the design, and its paragraph-long description concludes with a mention of tea:
“The building was redolent with sandalwood, and the natives who served tea and waited on
customers were handsome and polite.”59 The Calcutta Special Committee, which helped organize
the display, had sent a “staff of Indian servants,” who donned red and gold uniforms, to sell and
serve.60 A Darjeeling blend called the Light of Asia was sold at five cents a cup,61 and in tins that
had been designed by students at the Calcutta School of Art.62 Displays included art sent by the
Indian government to, in Hoffenberg’s words, “provide a total ‘Orientalist,’ or seemingly
authentic, context for the observation, purchase, and consumption of the teas.”63 At the time, this
was the largest organized tea marketing event to ever be taken on in the United States; over
31,000 pounds of tea were shipped to Chicago for display, consumption, and sales.
Tea in the Ceylon Building was likewise “poured in the midst of displays of art, jewels,
and spices,” as Michael D'Antonio, a biographer of Thomas Lipton, has written in his account of
the event.64 According to D’Antonio, the Ceylon Court was a favorite of fairgoers—an assertion
supported by the inclusion of an interior view in The Dream City. Whereas most of the images in
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that book show pavilion facades, Ceylon is not only represented by a view of its pavilion’s exotic
exterior (Figure 5.13), but also by a photograph documenting the sumptuous interior of one’s of
the Fair’s tea rooms (Figure 5.14). Intricately carved wooden furniture, ornate upholstery,
Oriental carpets, and ornamental wall hangings create a riot of patterns in a space designed to
establish a strong connection between producing culture and commodity. The unnamed author of
The Dream City remarks of organizers’ hopes that the exhibitions tea salons would turn profits,
and notes,
There is little doubt that this hope was realized. The scene before us represents the
most elegant of these places of refreshment. It was built at the southern end of the
main floor of the Woman's Building, and at the foreground, inside the ropes, excels
in the display of luxurious and beautiful furnishings…The hangings of the entire
room, the parlor, the scent of sandal-wood, the carved ceilings, well-lit with
electricity, and above all the gentle demeanor of the Singhalese, endeared the
resort to tea-lovers, and probably won many of them over to the use of the new
brand.65
This narrative caption commemorates both the success of the tea promotion and the popularity of
the Sinhalese staff, who are described as subservient and docile. A similar sentiment is recorded
in the caption for “The Ceylon Building,” which reads: “Of all the Oriental races, the Singhalese
made the most agreeable impressions on Americans.”66 The text continues by describing how the
public followed closely the efforts of the 53 Sinhalese men since they arrived in February, to
erect the pagoda-style Ceylon Court. As recounted in The Dream City, “None of the Singhalese
had ever before been outside of the tropics, and scarcely knew there was a world of ice, snow
and storm, until their ill-clothed forms felt the piercing blasts of Lake Michigan.”67
The Dream City also contains a photograph titled “Singhalese Woman,” showing one of
the female attendants at the Woman’s Building’s tea room (Figure 5.15). The young woman,
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who goes unnamed, is “richly dressed” in a floral-patterned sari and gold jewelry. According to
the caption, American women who visited the Fair routinely expressed astonishment at this
Sinhalese woman’s ear and nose jewelry. The author notes visitors’ surprised reactions when,
after “supposing she could not understand what they were saying,” the Sinhalese woman “would
very politely ask them, in perfect English, if they would like a cup of tea.”68 The caption
concludes by noting the Sinhalese woman’s somber facial expression, which is attributed to her
religion that “teaches self-abnegation.” This insistence on ingrained subservience echoes
descriptions of other Sinhalese at the fair—and fails to draw any connection between the callous
behavior of the fairgoers and the lived experience of foreign workers in on the fairgrounds.69
Whereas scholars of photography’s history and world’s fairs have focused mainly on foreign
men and women who were part of anthropological displays, 70 images of tea houses show their
contribution to its economic success.71
Although The Hand Book & Catalogue to the Ceylon Courts at the World’s Columbian
Exposition (1893) bears great resemblance to the pamphlet produced for the India and Colonial
Exhibition of 1886, the Chicago publication moves beyond the scope of the colonial tea industry
to describe Sinhalese architecture and decor. Its cover features a picture of a structure based on
68
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the Ceylon Building at the fair (Figure 5.17), but relocated to an imagined Sri Lanka, where palm
trees dot the shoreline of the Indian Ocean and mountains rise in the distance. By situating the
Ceylon Building in native surrounding, the artist attempts to negate its artificiality—an
artificiality that was a cohesive factor of the Chicago fair all together, and the exhibition genre
more generally.72 Within the guidebook, full-page lithographs vary in theme and include
ethnographic depictions of “Tamils” and “Sinhalese,” along with extensive information about the
architectural design and decoration of the Ceylon Court. There are plans and diagrams of the
various displays, as well as detailed drawings of its carved panels.
Later handbooks from Paris and St. Louis show a departure from the color lithography
found in the London and Chicago publications. From 1900 on, there is an embrace of the halftone printing (in both full-page pictures and interspersed between the text) through which the
number of photographic illustrations dramatically increases.
In Paris, the colonial section of the 1900 Exposition Universelle was located on the
Trocadero mound, just across the Seine from the Eiffel Tower. The displays covered almost
34,000 square meters. The British possessions of India, Ceylon, Canada, and Western Australia
were represented in adjacent buildings, positioned between sections dedicated to Algeria, Egypt,
and Japan. Samples of tea were on view in the commercial exhibitions and for sale in multiple
pavilions. According to a report on the Indian section, earlier expos, such as Chicago in 1893,
had “proved” that this presence of tea houses “resulted in an increased demand for Indian tea.”73
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Accordingly, the Indian and Ceylon Committee allotted over 2,000 square feet to their respective
tea rooms.74
The Indian Tea Courts, located at the center of the commercial exhibitions of the British
Indian Section, could be accessed by walking straight into the building from the main entrance
on the Quai Debilly. The tea rooms had Punjabi-style carved columns and screens made of teak,
sissoo, and deodar woods. Large chestnut and elm trees, which the French Executive board
would not allow to be removed, grew in the center of the space. Those trees, initially seen as a
hindrance, came to be considered a “novel and attractive addition to the Courts.”75 Their sunlit
branches can be seen in a photograph of “Indian Tea Courts,” from the richly illustrated Report
on the Indian Section of the Paris Exhibition 1900 (Figure 5.18). Taken when the room was
empty of visitors, the picture shows natural light filtering through the leaves of the elm and
chestnut trees in the central courtyard, while tables covered with Indian fabrics fill the
foreground. An elaborately carved screen, waist height, separates the court into two sections in
the middle of the picture. The commercial display of tea was on view in the room adjacent to the
tea court.
In a photograph titled “Private Exhibitors Court—Tea and Coffee Exhibits,” also included
in the Paris Report, two lavish glass vitrines hold samples of tea leaves in small, round vessels
(Figure 5.19). The cases have carved wooden bases and are topped with ornate domes that echo
the design of the minarets constructed above the entrance to the building. Just a few feet away
from this ostentatious display, a framed photograph of tea pluckers hangs on a pillar (visible on
the right). According to circulars for the Indian Tea Association, that organization had a hand in
every detail of the exhibition and made every effort “to attract the attention of visitors to Indian
74
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Tea and to encourage them to use it.”76 Within the confines of the India building, visitors could
see photographs documenting tea manufacture; view samples of dried leaves; and, only steps
away, taste the infused final product.
Although twelve French-speaking South Asian servers worked at the Paris exhibition of
1889, in 1900, “native servants” were replaced by French waitresses. They were dressed in silk
costumes “of an Oriental character,”77 supplied by London’s Liberty & Co., a well-known
purveyor of exotica. One of them can be seen in the Report on the Indian Section’s “View of
One Bay of the Indian Tea Court” (Figure 5.20), which shows a group of patrons and employees.
The women behind the counter wear simple black and white uniforms, but the server at far right
wears a headdress and patterned costume.
The Ceylon tea room at the 1900 Exposition Universelle, which had “native” staff rather
than costumed locals, was more successful than the Indian Tea Court—perhaps in part because
of its wait staff, but also because of its more prominent location. The detached two-story
structure, positioned in the thoroughfare between pavilions, featured both indoor and outdoor
seating. A photograph depicts men and women gathered around its entrance, as well as a line of
Sinhalese servers dressed in white outfits with dark cummerbunds (Figure 5.21). Over the course
of its six months in business, the Ceylonese tea room sold 134,257 pots of tea.78 The Report on
the Indian Section, in acknowledging the greater success of the Ceylon Tea House, attributes the
disparity to the quality of the product offered as well as to “the Sinhalese boys, with their rapid
and civil waiting.”79 The committee dedicated to expanding the market for Ceylon tea, known as
The Thirty Committee, considered the Parisian fair “a splendid opportunity” for “making Ceylon
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Tea known to all the nations of the world who will, as a matter of course...visit Paris.”80 In
addition to recognizing the importance of hiring “native servers” for drumming up excitement
from visitors, the committee actively sought photographs to aid in their presentation of the tea
industry.
Individual prints, as well as a special illustrated edition of the Times of Ceylon, were on
view at the Paris expo of 1900. Prior its opening, the Ceylon Planters’ Association commissioned
an “Arts Supplement” to the Times of Ceylon that featured a series of photographs depicting the
tea industry. Its range of subjects, recorded in The Thirty Committee’s correspondence, included
many familiar motifs and scenes: a still life of the tea plant, tea plucking, a factory,
transportation of packed tea crates via the railway, and harbor views. This supplement was
brought to Paris, where several copies were kept on rollers in the Ceylon Tea House. A large
wooden display case built of satinwood, previously used at the India and Colonial Exhibition
(and since then on view at the Imperial Institute in London), was sent to Paris in 1900. Fifteen
feet long and divided into five three-foot sections, it held samples of tea and framed photographs
documenting its production in Ceylon.81 Like the photographs in the “Arts Supplement,” those in
the case traced the production of tea from the tea fields into the factory, and its shipment by rail
to the harbor. In total, a series of 26 images was commissioned from several makers, including
the firms W.L.H. Skeen & Company, Colombo Apothecaries, A.W. Plâté & Company, and
photographer Henry William Cave. Works by the same photographers adorned the pages of the
Paris Ceylon handbook.
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A decorative, leather-bound presentation copy of The Official Handbook & Catalogue of
the Ceylon Court (1900) provides information on the history of the island, its inhabitants and its
major sources of revenue.82 Its front cover features two colored vignettes of tropical landscapes,
and scenes of tea harvest and village life appear on the back (Figures 5.22-5.23). Between the
colorful lithographs, a range of photomechanical techniques illustrates the main text; this was
possibly the first time that photographic images were used to illustrate an exhibition handbook.
The frontispiece, “The Afterglow/Crépuscule,” by Henry William Cave, is similar in color and
composition to his “The Orient Sea” from Picturesque Ceylon (1894), and is likely a
photogravure (Figure 5.24). The rest of the pictures are monochromatic halftone prints. Fronting
the section dedicated to the tea industry is a full-page photograph by A.W.A. Plâté & Company,
“View of a Tea Estate/Plantation de Thé,” which depicts organized rows of tea bushes and a
factory building situated in hill country, with mountains beyond (Figure 5.25). On the following
page, just above the title of the chapter, a small image shows the view of Adam’s Peak from the
Maskeliya Estate (Figure 5.26), establishing the natural wonder of the region in which tea
flourished. Similar scenes were likely included in the supplement to the Times of Ceylon and
framed in the wooden display case—bringing a sense of the real geography of the island to the
pavilion. A few pages into the handbook’s section on tea, a drawn diagram of the tea leaf,
showing the portion selected during harvest, faces a full-page illustration of plucking (Figure
5.27), and pairing that touches on both the science and beauty of tea’s cultivation. In A. W.
Andrée’s “A Tea Field,” planters are shown in the field amid workers collecting leaves (Figure
5.28). The men—both British and South Asian—stare into the camera, their keen gazes
suggestive of the oversight that ensures quality. The efficiency of the industry is emphasized in a
82
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small photograph of a factory included on the facing page, positioned between blocks of text
(Figure 5.29). This section of the handbook concludes with a series of small photographs
documenting moments of manufacture and machine production. Finally, the last, “Cart
Transport,” is a full-page image showing bullock carts being filled with boxes carried from the
nearby factory doors (Figure 5.30).
In Paris, alongside the success of the tea house, photographs in various printed formats
offered visitors visual aids. Following that event, the medium saw increased usage at fairs,
beginning with the Louisiana Purchase Exhibition held in St. Louis in 1904. The success of tea
marketing at the Chicago exhibition the decade before had encouraged planters’ efforts in the
U.S. market, where consumers had tended to favor green teas from East Asia. In the interval
between the Chicago and St. Louis fairs, the Ceylon Planters’ and Indian Tea Associations
formed a joint partnership to take on this new market, and their annual reports document the
enhanced role of photographic images in their project. A “Report for the Year 1896,” for
instance, notes that the American and Foreign Tea Committee had ordered a set of halftone prints
illustrating the cultivation and manufacture of tea; it included pictures of clearing a jungle, views
of pluckers, and scenes of manufacture within the factory.83 According to the report, tea sellers
used those photographs to illustrate pamphlets, and placed framed prints in storefront windows.
The Louisiana Purchase Exposition opened in St. Louis, Missouri on April 30, 1904. In
terms of acreage, it was the largest world's fair ever held.84 As at previous fairs, there were tea
rooms in both the Indian and Ceylon buildings. Moreover, the Ceylon Planters’ Association
purchased hundreds of copies of Cave’s photographically illustrated travel book Golden Tips: A
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Description of Ceylon and Its Great Tea Industry (discussed in Chapter Two) to give away at the
exhibition.
Photographically illustrated guides led viewers through the fair and helped them recall it
for years thereafter. Louisiana World’s Fairs Official Views (1904), a souvenir publication,
features pictures of the facades of both the Indian and Ceylon buildings. The former was adorned
with minarets and scalloped arches (Figure 5.31), based, according to the book of views, on the
Mughal tomb of Etmad-Dowlah in Agra. Its air of authenticity was further enhanced by foreign
waiters: “The movements of a score of natives serving the teas of India in the building and
grounds complete a reproduction of Indian life as well as of architecture and landscape.” The
design of the Ceylon building also referenced a specific monument, in this case in Kandy’s
Temple of the Tooth85 (Figure 5.32). A caption in Louisiana World’s Fairs Official Views
describes its tea garden, “where solemn-faced Singalese [sic] men in skirts, with long hair curled
at the back of the head and held in place by large tortoise shell combs, move among the tables,
making the surroundings as typical as the building.” Painted yellow and white, the Ceylon
Building had lamps shaped like lotus flowers and murals depicting the lives of the Buddha. The
author of Official Views observes that “reminders that Ceylon is at the World’s Fair to impress
the quality of her teas” abounded, and though the building was a favorite at all hours, “in the late
afternoon it is especially a center of interest to ladies who flock there for the cup that cheers. The
four o’clock at the ‘Temple of the Tooth’ is one of the fashions of the World’s Fair.” 86 The
emphasis on women patrons recalls Dinsdale’s Sketches and the tea room included within the
Woman’s Building in Chicago.
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site and tourist destination in Kandy. The same temple was featured in earlier exhibition
handbook illustrations.
86
Louisiana Purchase Exhibition, Louisiana World’s Fairs Official Views (St. Louis: N.D.
Thompson, 1904), “Temple of the Tooth.”
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Ceylon’s tea was served in commemorative cups expressly designed for the fair. A colorful
vignette surrounded by text “Ceylon Court St. Louis 1904” featured palm trees, an elephant and
a stupa. The famed (and much-photographed) Adam’s Peak rises in the distance, tying the exotic
scene to the “real” geography of Sri Lanka, but most patrons probably took the blue-tinged peak
for a generic mountain (Figure 5.40).
In the St. Louis World’s Fair Ceylon Hand Book (1904), pictures of tea manufacture are
not relegated to the chapter on the industry.87 “Tea Plucker (Tamil Girl)” appears on one of the
guide’s first pages (Figure 5.33) and the image of a tea factory illustrates a portion of the book
that is dedicated to trade with the United States (Figure 5.34). The subject matter and layout of
the tea section are similar to those of the Paris guide, but here the visuals are more pervasive. A
W.L.H. Skeen & Company photograph of a tea estate with Adam’s Peak in the distance (Figure
5.35) and a version the same firm’s “Tea Leaf Flower and Seed” (Figure 5.36) are followed by a
sequence of photographs showing the interior of the factory (Figure 5.37). In keeping with by
now well-developed conventions, the process of tea manufacture is documented from beginning
to end, as photographs highlight both the beauty of the landscape and its mastery by the British
to productive ends.
The St. Louis World’s Fair Ceylon Hand Book also documents other Ceylon industries,
including the pearl fishery, rubber tapping, and plumbago mines, via photographs and
commentary. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, an art historian who had trained as a geologist, wrote
the guide’s chapter on mineral resources, which opens opposite a dramatic photograph of
workers descending a steep quarry (Figure 5.38). As in the tea section, images of these industries
87

Even the ads at the back of the book are illustrated by photographs, including one for
Cornfield, Lampard & Co, which includes two photographs of tea factories, both called “Victoria
Mills,” that produce green and black tea, respectively. See: St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904. Official
Handbook of the Ceylon Court (Colombo: G.J.A. Skeen, 1904).
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are balanced by landscape views such as W.L.H. Skeen & Company’s photograph of “Adam’s
Peak from Maskeliya,” in which a river winding through the foreground, bounded on either side
by foliage, leads the eye to the summit—a reminder of the natural beauty and spirituality of the
island (Figure 5.39). Only a few lithographs showing tea manufacture illustrated the 1886
handbook; by 1904, photomechanical illustrations dominated the guidebook, offering a complete
overview of the thriving economic opportunity on the island.
The world’s fairs were not only important because they introduced new customer’s to tea,88
its exotic origins, and pleasurable consumption, but also because their awards system allowed
companies to acquire kudos that could be used in subsequent advertising. For instance, following
Lipton’s success at the Chicago World’s Fair in 1893, where the firm was awarded three medals,
the company ran ads that trumpeted those “highest honors” (Figure 5.41). A drawing shows a
parade of turbaned men—some astride elephants and horses—bringing crates of Lipton’s tea in
the viewer’s direction. Behind them, one sees Lipton’s South Asian plantation and factory, hence
the image gives visual form to the company’s slogan, written below: “From the tea gardens to
the tea pot.” A photograph in the Unilever archive, likely made only a few years later,
demonstrates an attempt to recreate the ad’s jubilant scene using the camera (Figure 5.42), but
the result lacks the richness and vibrancy of the draftsman’s envisioning. The photograph shows
a lone elephant rider in the center bearing a single box stamped “LIPTON.” The man and large
animal are not part of a joyful pageant, but proceed along the narrow path between sloping
sections of a tea field jammed with countless tea pluckers. Two women, in the bottom right-hand
88

Hopes of expanding sales by introducing new consumers made world’s fairs attractive venues
for tea promotion, and reports from planning commissions and planters’ associations note the
number of pounds of tea sold and cups imbibed with great relish. However, in some cases, tea
growers’ hopes sustaining new markets through extravagant exhibition spectacles may have been
overblown. Records of the Planters’ Association of Ceylon show that French sales plummeted
just two years after the 1900 Exposition Universelle. See: Proceedings of the Planters’
Association of Ceylon (Kandy: The Association, 1902), 50.
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corner, look at the camera, their direct gazes calling attention to the photographer, emphasizing
the artificial nature of the scene, and drawing even more attention to the impossibility of the
triumphal parade in the earlier advertisement.
At international exhibitions tea was served as part of an elaborate, exoticizing,
extravaganza. Displays of the product in the sections dedicated to both Ceylon and India made
the processes of manufacture visible through several means: the display of machinery and
product, the resultant beverage’s presentation by South Asian servers in evocative surroundings,
and photographs of tea-growing regions managed by the British. The locus of cultivation was
marked as tropical and foreign by the architecture of exhibition buildings, as well as photographs
of plantations and their surroundings, but was simultaneously shown to be modernized and
surveilled by Europeans dedicated to efficiency, quality, and purity.
With the onset of the First World War, in 1914, tea planters’ associations shifted their
focus from gaining new markets to supplying British troops.89 In the 1920s, British tea
production spread from South Asian to African colonies, and thereafter, following the dissolution
of the British Empire, tea manufacture continued bringing this historical narrative to a present
that is beyond the scope of this project.90 The photographs discussed in this dissertation indicate
the importance placed upon the transmission of knowledge of means of production to consumers.
The pictures emphasize the “native” workforce, the picturesque setting, British technological
innovation, supervision, and the radical transformation of the indigenous landscape.
Photography, with its implications of an indexical “truth” and its capacities for rapid
reproduction and wide dissemination, was the ideal medium to spread awareness of this new
89

The wartime was profitable for tea growers in India and Sri Lanka, as noted in the
Introduction.
90
Romita Ray’s forthcoming publication on the visual culture of tea in India will undoubtedly
prove a valuable addition to this history.
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commodity at the turn of the twentieth century, documenting burgeoning industry in a faraway
place and bringing it close to home.
Whereas print ads and photographic series of the sort I’ve discussed worked to collapse the
distance between production and consumption in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, in the
1920s this distance was conflated in a new manner, as Lipton ads skipped over the stages of
processing and shipping to connect British consumers directly to tea fields. In one example, a
Tamil woman stands in a tea field and reaches through an illusionary picture frame in order to
interact directly with a British consumer (Figure 5.43). The tea plucker extends her basket, filled
not with fresh leaves but with dried tea ready for brewing, from which the white woman scoops a
teaspoon and places it into her teapot. The distance between these women is broken down further
in an advertisement from the same period (Figure 5.44). Here, a white woman dons a sari and
bangles and is shown, smiling radiantly, plucking her own tea leaves—offering a new
immediacy to the Lipton catch phrase, “direct from the tea garden to the tea pot.”
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CONCLUSION
I have explored the origins, production, and marketing of British-grown tea through a
range of photographs that represent the larger history of this imperial commodity. My research
revealed the breadth of depositories—from scientific centers to archives of commercial
concerns—in which photographs of great beauty and documentary value can be found, and
opened new avenues of investigation to photo historians. For instance, The Abbotsford Album,
from the library of the Royal Botanic Garden, Kew, contains stunning images of the
transformation of Sri Lanka’s Central Province (see Figure 4.17), while Tea Garden
Photographs, held in the collection of the India Office at the British Library, offers insights into
the ways that planters lives in India were staged and recorded (see Figure 4.29). The archive at
Unilever, a transnational consumer goods corporation that owns Lipton tea, holds many original
prints that document the tenor of advertising campaigns (see Figures 1.13, 3.23, 5.42). Bringing
this diverse group of images into conversation with one another exposed a commonality of visual
themes (the body, the landscape, the factory, the botanical still life, and the planters’ life-styles)
and continuity within imperial imagery that spans the geographical and chronological boundaries
of the British Empire.
The title of this dissertation, “Labor and the Picturesque,” names two components,
seemingly in opposition, which are fundamental to the reading of tea photographs. Consider the
image of the youthful tea plucker whose likeness opens my first chapter and carries through to
my last. She appears with regularity throughout the illustrated materials I explored, classified as
a novel ethnographic type in photographs by W.L.H. Skeen & Company (see Figure 1.23) and
positioned before towering mountains in Henry Cave’s Picturesque Ceylon (see Figure 2.5). At
international exhibitions, she was omnipresent, lending charm to the Ceylon Tea House at
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London’s Colonial and Indian Exhibition of 1886, seen next to tea displays in the economic hall
of the 1900 Exposition Universelle in Paris, and featured in the opening pages of the Ceylon
pavilion handbook for the 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair (see Figures 5.2, 5.19, 5.33). The tea
plucker quickly evolved into an iconic figure, used to beautify and elevate tea production in the
minds of British and international audiences. Even today, scenes of tea harvest are used by
corporations to suggest fair trade and just labor practices,1 and they remain a common motif in
tourism promotions, most particularly for Sri Lanka, in which travelers to tea fields mimic the
plucking motions first recorded in and disseminated by nineteenth-century photographs and tea
advertisements.2
For a period of nearly forty years, the exotic, tropical locations and the modern
mechanisms of manufacture were celebrated concurrently. Symbolically, photographs facilitated
a conflation of “other” and “home” that was in keeping with the broader promotion of a unified
Empire.3 The prominence of machinery in Bourne & Shepherd’s photographs, found in an album
for Lyons Tea and illustrating the pages of popular books such as Browne’s Peeps at Industries:
Tea (see Figures 3.10, 3.43), indicates their importance as documents of industrial achievement.
1

The tea plucker remains a vital symbol that continues to evoke ideas that were first codified in
the nineteenth-century. This includes the Unilever home page, where a tea plucker is part of a
design displaying the slogan “brands with purpose;” clicking on the image leads to text outlining
the company’s commitment to sustainable growth (see: www.Unilever.com).
2
Pictures resembling Bourne & Shepherd’s “A Woman Plucking,” now in color, adorn posters
greeting travelers arriving at the Bandaranaike International Airport outside Colombo. And
recalling the late Lipton advertisement, social media feeds contain countless photographs of
tourists standing in a field of bright green bushes. Sometimes alone, and often with rolling
mountains extending into the distance, their hands graze the tops of tea leaves as they look
towards the camera, imitating the pose of the tea plucker that was popularized in nineteenthcentury photographs.
3
For instance, tea plantation photographs are featured among the hundreds of pictures that
illustrate the book The Queen, Her Empire and the English-Speaking World (1897). Organized
thematically, the images convey British subjects, colonial government, military might, and
industrial progress. Enormous geographical and cultural distances are collapsed in the
publication as the Empire is neatly recorded in halftone print. See: Ryan, Picturing Empire, 183.
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Further, marketing campaigns boldly emphasized colonial India and Ceylon as the sites of this
production, as in Lipton photographs and photo-postcards (see Figures 1.3, 3.39). Such
commercial photographs operated within a multipronged nationalistic campaign designed to
change the taste buds of British consumers. It worked: tea’s visual history shows its
transformation from an exotic Chinese “other” to a staple of the breakfast table at home in the
UK.
This dissertation not only contributes to a history of commercial photography, but also to
transregional studies of representations of labor. The parallels between my own study and recent
scholarship on the history of photography in Jamaica are particularly notable, and this scope can
be extended further. During the course of my research I uncovered a wealth of photographically
illustrated sources on British colonial industries beyond tea: pictures of towering machinery for
processing jute in India and the mechanization of rum production in Jamaica similarly champion
British “innovation” and “progress.” Photographers working concurrently across the globe—
from the American West to the far reaches of the British Empire—made remarkably similar
catalogs of images documenting a range of emerging industries,4 but despite their ubiquity in
visual culture at the turn of the twentieth century, industrial photographs are rarely discussed as
operating within their own rich historical context; when mentioned at all, they are cast as
harbingers of a modernist tradition yet to come.5 My project is a corrective that places late4

The catalogues of Bourne & Shepherd and W.L.H. Skeen reveal remarkable overlaps with
images found in the catalog of Carleton Watkins, who was working during the same period in
California. Watkins’ photographs likewise feature scenes of agricultural production and factory
labor. In addition to large-scale prints included in art museum collections today, his images were
also used to illustrate a range of promotional material advertising economic prospects for the San
Francisco area. A similar comparison can be made with Marc Ferrez’s photographs of the coffee
industry in Brazil.
5
For instance, Carleton Watkins’ mining photographs have been described as visual antecedents
to twentieth century pictures by Charles Sheeler, Edward Weston, and Albert Renger-Patzsch.
See: Christine Hult-Lewis, “Mining Pictures,” in Carleton Watkins: The Complete Mammoth
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nineteenth-century photographs of tea production within a broader linage of industrial imagery
during the long nineteenth century. Trans-regional comparison of previously unconnected bodies
of work shows a broad trend in which dynamic portrayals of physical labor and machinery
(predominately photographs) were used to entice migration into new territories, to advertise
newfound economic potential, and ultimately to demonstrate nationalist achievements. “Labor
and the Picturesque” explores how, at the turn of the twentieth century, photographs devoted to
the tea industry celebrated colonial triumphs in tropical locales that had been modernized and
made productive deployed a visual aesthetic that merged commercial and imperial ambitions.

Photographs, ed. Weston Naef and Christine Hult-Lewis (Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum,
2011), 453.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 0.1 Samuel Bourne, Plantation of the Terai Tea Association,
Darjeeling, ca. 1860.
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Figure 1.1 Bourne & Shepherd, “A Woman Plucking,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.

Figure 1.2 Bourne & Shepherd, “Plucking Tea,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.
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Figure 1.3 Artist unknown, Plucking Tea, Dambatenne Estate,
Ceylon, ca. 1910.

Figure 1.4 Artist unknown, Brooke Bond Choicest Blend packaging,
ca. 1994.
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Figure 1.5 Artist unknown, Brooke Bond PG Tips packaging, ca. 1999.

Figure 1.6 Henry W. Cave, “Plucking Tea on Kintyre Estate,”
Picturesque Ceylon Vol. III, 1895.
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Figure 1.7 Artist unknown, East Indian Girls Preparing Rice, Jamaica, ca. 1900.
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Figure 1.8 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, Plucking Tea Ceylon,
Weighing Tea Ceylon, ca. 1890.

Figure 1.9 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, Tea Plucking.
Weighing Green Leaf Tea, ca. 1910.
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Figure 1.10 Artist unknown, “Scenes on an Assam Tea Plantation,” The Graphic,
April 23, 1910.
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Figure 1.11 Artist unknown, “The Ceylon Tea Industry—Tamul Girl Plucking a
Tea Bush,” The Graphic, June 19, 1886.

Figure 1.12 Artist unknown, Untitled (Lipton Advertising), ca. 1900.
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Figure 1.13 Artist unknown, Untitled (Lipton Advertising), ca. 1900.

Figure 1.14 Artist unknown, Lipton’s Teas, ca. 1892.
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Figure 1.15 Julia Margaret Cameron, Untitled (Woman, Ceylon) or Woman
Tea Plantation Worker, ca. 1875.

Figure 1.16 Julia Margaret Cameron, Untitled (Woman, Ceylon), ca. 1875.
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Figure 1.17 Julia Margaret Cameron, Untitled (Mary Hillier), 1874.

Figure 1.18 Julia Margaret Cameron, Untitled (Two
Women, Ceylon) or Tamil Cooly Women, ca. 1875.
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Figure 1.19 Julia Margaret Cameron, Untitled (Young Woman, Ceylon) or Ceylonese
Woman Plantation Worker, ca. 1875.

Figure 1.20 Julia Margaret Cameron, St. Agnes, 1864.
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Figure 1.21 Artist unknown, “Tamil Coolies,”
India v. 1, ca. 1900.

Figure 1.22 Artist unknown, “Tamil Tea Pickers,”
China Ceylon January 1894, 1894.
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Figure 1.23 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “Types of Native Races met with in Ceylon,”
The Royal Visit to Ceylon, April 1901, 1901.
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Figure 1.24 Artist unknown, Untitled, Report upon the Present
Condition and Future of Tea Cultivation in the North-West
Provinces and in the Punjab, 1860.

Figure 1.25 Artist unknown, Picking Tea Leaves, ca. 1800.
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Figure 1.26 William Daniell, A View in China: Cultivating the Tea
Plant, ca. 1810.

Figure 1.27 William Alexander, Picking Leaves, 1767-1816.
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Figure 1.28 John Thomson, “Plate XXVI,” detail, Illustrations of
China and Its People, Vol. II, 1873.

Figure 1.29 Artist unknown, “Gathering the Spring Crop,”
Tea: Its History and Mystery, 1878.
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Figure 1.30 Artist unknown, “Weighing," Tea: Its History and
Mystery, 1878.

Figure 1.31 John Thomson, “Plate XXI,”
Illustrations of China and Its People, Vol. 1, 1874.
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Figure 1.32 Artist unknown, Tinman, ca. 1826.

Figure 1.33 Artist unknown, Snake Charmer, ca. 1860.
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Figure 1.34 Print after William Henry Pyne,
“Gardeners,” Microcosm, 1808.

Figure 1.35 Artist unknown, Devil Dancers and Snake
Charmers, ca. 1900.
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Figure 1.36 Artist unknown, “Tamil Cooley,” “Cinghalese,” “Chinese Cooley,”
“Entrance to Gardens,” and “John Chinaman," India v. 1, ca. 1900.
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Figure 2.1 Henry W. Cave, “Croquet Amongst the Tea,”
Golden Tips: A Description of Ceylon and Its Great Tea Industry, 1900.
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Figure 2.2 Henry W. Cave, “Jungle in Nuwara Eliya,”
Picturesque Ceylon Vol. III, 1895.
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Figure 2.3 Henry W. Cave, “The Great Western, Dimbula” and
“Logie Estate, Lindula,” Golden Tips: A Description of Ceylon and
Its Great Tea Industry, 1900.
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Figure 2.4 Henry W. Cave, “Nuwara Eliya. Road to Nanu Oya,”
Picturesque Ceylon Vol. III, 1895.

Figure 2.5 Henry W. Cave, “A Gang of Pluckers,”
Picturesque Ceylon Vol. III, 1895.
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Figure 2.6 Henry W. Cave, “Entrance to Nuwara Eliya from the Rambodda Pass,”
Picturesque Ceylon Vol. III, 1895.

Figure 2.7 Henry W. Cave, “Above the Clounds. Before Sunrise,”
Picturesque Ceylon Vol. III, 1895.
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Figure 2.8 Henry W. Cave, “Nuwara Eliya,”
Picturesque Ceylon Vol. III, 1895.

Figure 2.9 Henry W. Cave, “Adam’s Peak from Pidurutallagalla,”
Picturesque Ceylon Vol. III, 1895.
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Figure 2.10 Henry W. Cave, “Between Forest and Fern,”
Picturesque Ceylon Vol. III, 1895.

Figure 2.11 Henry W. Cave, “Adam’s Peak from Oosamalle,”
Picturesque Ceylon Vol. III, 1895.
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Figure 2.12 Henry W. Cave, “The Shadow of Adam’s Peak,”
Picturesque Ceylon Vol. III, 1895.

Figure 2.13 Samuel Bourne, The Manirung Pass, 1866.
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Figure 2.14 Thomas and William Daniell, Rope Bridge across the
Alaknada River at Srinagar (Garhwal), 1805.

Figure 2.15 C. O’Brien, “Adam’s Peak, from the Ambogamma Road at Pusbage,”
A Series of Fifteen Views in Ceylon, 1864.
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Figure 2.16 Henry W. Cave, “Saint Clair Falls, Dimbula,”
Golden Tips: A Description of Ceylon and Its Great Tea Industry, 1900.
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Figure 2.17 Henry W. Cave, “Palms Amongst the Tea,”
Golden Tips: A Description of Ceylon and Its Great Tea Industry, 1900.
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Figure 2.18 Henry W. Cave, “Delmar, Udapussellawa,”
Golden Tips: A Description of Ceylon and Its Great Tea Industry, 1900.

Figure 2.19 Henry W. Cave, “Sorting the Leaf at Dewy Eve,”
Golden Tips: A Description of Ceylon and Its Great Tea Industry, 1900.
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Figure 2.20 Henry W. Cave, “Roller and Roll-Breaker,”
Golden Tips: A Description of Ceylon and Its Great Tea Industry, 1900.

Figure 2.21 Henry W. Cave, “A Circle of Singhalese Girls Filling the Lead,”
Golden Tips: A Description of Ceylon and Its Great Tea Industry, 1900.
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Figure 2.22 Johnston & Hoffmann, “Sowing Tea Seeds in Bed,”
The Tea Industry, Illustrated, ca. 1900.

Figure 2.23 Johnston & Hoffmann, “The Nursery,”
The Tea Industry, Illustrated, ca. 1900.
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Figure 2.24 Johnston & Hoffmann, “The Nursery. Young Extension,”
The Tea Industry, Illustrated, ca. 1900.

Figure 2.25 Johnston & Hoffmann, “Staking,”
The Tea Industry, Illustrated, ca. 1900.
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Figure 2.26 Artist unknown, Tea Garden & Planters Bungalow, ca. 1875.

Figure 2.27 Anthony Walker and R. Wilkinson, Prior Park, The Seat of Ralph
Allen Esq., and the Wagon-Way near Bath, 1750.
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Figure 2.28 Henry W. Cave, “Sutton Estate in the Agra Patnas,”
Golden Tips: A Description of Ceylon and Its Great Tea Industry, 1900.

Figure 2.29 George Cooke after Edward Blore, Sheffield from the
Attercliffe Road, 1819.
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Figure 2.30 Artist unknown, Cyclops Works, ca. 1845-1850.

Figure 2.31 Pawson and Brailsford, Sheffield, Arial View of the
Cyclops Works, 1862.
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Figure 2.32 James Hakewill, “Williamsfield Estate, St. Thomas’ in
the Vale,” A Picturesque Tour of the Island of Jamaica, from
Drawings Made in the Years 1820 and 1821, 1825.
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Figure 2.33 Joseph Bartholomew Kidd, “Belle Vue Residence near Kingston,” Illustrations
of Jamaica in a Series of Views Comprising the Principal Towns, Public Buildings, Estates,
and Most Picturesque Scenery of the Island, 1838-1840.

Figure 2.34 Joseph Bartholomew Kidd, “Favel Estate, Trelawny,” Illustrations of Jamaica in a
Series of Views Comprising the Principal Towns, Public Buildings, Estates, and Most Picturesque
Scenery of the Island, 1838-1840.
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Figure 2.35 A. Duperly and Sons , “Banana Women,”
Stark’s Jamaica Guide (Illustrated), 1898.

Figure 2.36 William Clark, “Planting the Cane,”
Ten Views in the Island of Antigua, 1823.
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Figure 2.37 William Clark, “Exterior of Curing House and Stills,”
Ten Views in the Island of Antigua, 1823.

Figure 2.38 William Clark, “Boiling House,”
Ten Views in the Island of Antigua, 1823.
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Figure 2.39 J. S. Thompson and J. Tomford, Hordley Estate, 1865.

Figure 2.40 After photograph by J. S. Thompson and J. Tomford, “The Hordley Estate,
Morant Bay, Jamaica,” The Illustrated London News, November 25, 1865.
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Figure 3.1 Bourne & Shepherd, “View of the Garden,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.

Figure 3.2 Bourne & Shepherd, “Jacksons Patent Tea Roller,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.
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Figure 3.3 Bourne & Shepherd, Untitled, An Indian Tea
Garden, ca. 1906.

Figure 3.4 Artist unknown, Lipton’s Tea Advertisement,
The Illustrated London News, April 11, 1896.
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Figure 3.5 Artist unknown, Lipton’s Tea Advertisement, The
Illustrated London News, June 26, 1897.

Figure 3.6 Bourne & Shepherd, Front Cover,
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.
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Figure 3.7 Bourne & Shepherd, “View of Garden & Factory,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.

Figure 3.8 Bourne & Shepherd, “Weighing Green Leaf,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.
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Figure 3.9 Bourne & Shepherd, “Leaf Spread to Wither,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.

Figure 3.10 Bourne & Shepherd, “Leaf Rolling Room,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.
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Figure 3.11 Bourne & Shepherd, “Davidsons Patent Down Draft Sirocco Tea
Dryer,” An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.

Figure 3.12 Bourne & Shepherd, “Sorting and Sifting Machinery,” An
Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.
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Figure 3.13 Bourne & Shepherd, Untitled,
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.

Figure 3.14 Bourne & Shepherd, “Making Tea Boxes,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.
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Figure 3.15 Bourne & Shepherd, Untitled,
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.

Figure 3.16 Bourne & Shepherd, “Despatching Tea from Factory to Calcutta,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.
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Figure 3.17 Artist unknown, “Lipton’s Tea Factory, Laymastotte Estate,”
Views of Lipton’s Ceylon Tea Estates, ca. 1912.

Figure 3.18 Artist unknown, “Lipton’s Tea Factory, Bunyan
Estate,” Views of Lipton’s Ceylon Tea Estates, ca. 1912.
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Figure 3.19 Artist unknown, “Lipton’s Tea Factory, Eadella Estate,”
Views of Lipton’s Ceylon Tea Estates, ca. 1912.

Figure 3.20 Artist unknown, “Mustering of Natives at Dambatenne
Estate,” Views of Lipton’s Ceylon Tea Estates, ca. 1912.
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Figure 3.21 Artist unknown, “Tea Arriving at Foot of Aerial Ropeway,
Ceylon,” Views of Lipton’s Ceylon Tea Estates, ca. 1912.
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Figure 3.22 Artist unknown, “Tea Arriving at Foot of Aerial Ropeway,
Ceylon,” ca. 1910.
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Figure 3.23 Artist unknown, Aerial Ropeway (Lipton Advertising),
ca. 1908.
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Figure 3.24 Robert Seymour, Locomotion: Walking by Steam,
Riding by Steam, Flying by Steam, ca. 1830.
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Figure 3.25 Philippe Galle after Jan van der Straet,
“Saccharum,” Nova Reperta, ca. 1590.

Figure 3.26 William Clark, “Carting and Putting Sugar-Hogsheads on
Board,” Ten Views in the Island of Antigua, 1823.
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Figure 3.27 Artist unknown, “Interior of a Sugar Factory,”
Stark’s Jamaica Guide (Illustrated), 1898.

Figure 3.28 Shiva Lal, Untitled, One of nineteen drawings
illustrating processes in the manufacture of opium at the Opium
Factory at Gulzarbagh, Patna, in Bihar, ca. 1857.
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Figure 3.29 Shiva Lal, Untitled, One of nineteen drawings
illustrating processes in the manufacture of opium at the Opium
Factory at Gulzarbagh, Patna, in Bihar, ca. 1857.

Figure 3.30 Shiva Lal, Untitled, One of nineteen drawings illustrating
processes in the manufacture of opium at the Opium Factory at
Gulzarbagh, Patna, in Bihar, ca. 1857.
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Figure 3.31 Shiva Lal, Untitled, One of nineteen drawings
illustrating processes in the manufacture of opium at the Opium
Factory at Gulzarbagh, Patna, in Bihar, ca. 1857.

Figure 3.32 Shiva Lal, Untitled, One of nineteen drawings
illustrating processes in the manufacture of opium at the Opium
Factory at Gulzarbagh, Patna, in Bihar, ca. 1857.
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Figure 3.33 Walter S. Sherwill, Drying Room,
Opium Factory at Patna, India, ca. 1850.

Figure. 3.34 Artist unknown, Horniman’s Tea Advertisement,
Ragged School Union Magazine 15, no. 169, January 1863.
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Figure 3.35 Bourne & Shepherd, “The Home of Four O’Clock
Tea,” The Harmsworth Monthly Pictorial, Page 605, 1898.
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Figure 3.36 Bourne & Shepherd, “The Home of Four O’Clock Tea,”
The Harmsworth Monthly Pictorial, Page 606, 1898.
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Figure 3.37 Bourne & Shepherd, “The Home of Four O’Clock Tea,” The
Harmsworth Monthly Pictorial, Page 607, 1898.
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Figure 3.38 Bourne & Shepherd, “The Home of Four O’Clock Tea,”
The Harmsworth Monthly Pictorial, Page 608, 1898.
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Figure 3.39 Artist unknown, “The Lipton Business Method,” The
Book Keeper and Business Man’s Magazine, Page 14, May 1904.
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Figure 3.40 Artist unknown, “The Lipton Business Method,” The Book
Keeper and Business Man’s Magazine, Page 20, May 1904.

Figure 3.41 Bourne & Shepherd, Front Cover,
Peeps at Industries: Tea, 1912.
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Figure 3.42 Unknown Artist and W.L.H. Skeen & Company,
“Withering the Fresh Leaves,” Peeps at Industries: Tea, 1912.
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Figure 3.43 Bourne & Shepherd, “Rolling the Leaves by
Machinery,” Peeps at Industries: Tea, 1912.

Figure 3.44 Artist unknown, “Tea Plantation at Otchunnatsun
(Tokanpo),” Formosa Oolong Tea, ca. 1910.
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Figure 3.45 Artist unknown, “Garden of Magni,”
Formosa Oolong Tea, ca. 1910.

Figure 3.46 Artist unknown, “Tea Plantation near Chopialliau
(Paichipo),” Formosa Oolong Tea, ca. 1910.
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Figure 3.47 Artist unknown, “Withering the green leaves,”
Formosa Oolong Tea, ca. 1910.

Figure 4.48 Artist unknown (possibly Bourne & Shepherd),
“Afgespoelde helling in Darjeeling [Cleared Slope in Darjeeling],”
Verslag over een reis naar Ceylon en Britisch-Indië, 1912.
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Figure 3.49 Artist unknown, “Assam-Theetuin op Java [Assam
Tea Garden on Java],” De Theecultuur, 1916.
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Figure 3.50 Bosscaha, “Een der grooste theefabrieken op Java [One of
the biggest tea factories on Java],” De Theecultuur, 1916.

Figure 3.51 Artist unknown, “Gezicht in een van Java's Theefabrieken
[Floor in one of Java’s Tea Factories],” De Theecultuur, 1916.
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Figure 3.52 Bosscha, “Flenstrommel van Malabar [Fermenting/Tea
Blending Drum from Malabar],” De Theecultuur, 1916.

Figure 3.53 Pages 270-271, De Theecultuur, 1916.
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Figure 4.1 Bourne & Shepherd, “A Tea Planters Bungalow,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.
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Figure 4.2 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “Tea-Plant Showing Flowers and
Seed Pods,” Peeps at Industries: Tea, 1912.
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Figure 4.3 Charles Scowen & Company, Breadfruit, ca. 1880.

Figure 4.4 Charles Scowen & Company, Coffee Plant, ca. 1880.
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Figure 4.5 Bourne & Shepherd, “The Tea Flower,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.
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Figure 4.6 W.L.H Skeen & Company, Tea Bushes, ca. 1880.
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Figure 4.7 Roger Fenton, Untitled (Still Life with Fruit), 1860.

Figure 4.8 Bourne & Shepherd, “An Indigenous Tea Bush,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.
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Figure 4.9 Bourne & Shepherd, “Shoots of Tea Bush Showing System of
Plucking,” An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.

Figure 4.10 Camellia sinensis, 1877.
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Figure 4.11 Bourne & Shepherd, “Tea Seed Ripe for Gathering,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.

Figure 4.12 Anna Atkins, Dichsonia arborescens, Jamaica, ca. 1850.
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Figure 4.13 Anna Atkins, Ceylon, 1853.

Figure 4.14 Bourne & Shepherd, “Seed Trees and Children Cleaning Seed,”
An Indian Tea Garden, ca. 1906.
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Figure 4.15 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “The Summit of Adam’s Peak,”
The Abbotsford Album, 1876.

Figure 4.16 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “Looking from above the Bungalow,”
The Abbotsford Album, 1876.
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Figure 4.17 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “The Summit of Adam’s Peak,”
The Abbotsford Album, 1876.
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Figure 4.18 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “The Waterfall (‘Cora Linn’),”
The Abbotsford Album, 1876.
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Figure 4.19 Samuel Bourne, Darjeeling, Picturesque Bridge over the
Rungoo below Ging, 1869.

Figure 4.20 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “Looking Up the River to the Bridge,”
The Abbotsford Album, 1876.
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Figure 4.21 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “The School House,”
The Abbotsford Album, 1876.

Figure 4.22 Bourne & Shepherd, Botanical Gardens, Calcutta, ca. 1900.
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Figure 4.23 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, Entrance, Peradeniya Gardens, 1886.

Figure 4.24 Artist unknown, “Chemical Laboratory, Tocklai Experimental
Station," Indian Tea Association Scientific Department Handbook, 1917.
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Figure 4.25 “The Use of Explosives in Agriculture,”
Department of Agriculture. Ceylon. Bulletin No. 8, 1913.

Figure 4.26 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “The Bungalow,”
The Abbotsford Album, 1876.
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Figure 4.27 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “The Bungalow,”
The Abbotsford Album, 1876.
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Figure 4.28 Artist unknown, “Amo,” Tea Garden Photographs, ca. 1910.
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Figure 4.29 Artist unknown, “Meenglas,”
Tea Garden Photographs, ca. 1910.
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Figure 4.30 Artist unknown, “Nagaisuree,” Tea Garden Photographs, ca. 1910.

Figure 4.31 Abraham James, The Torrid Zone, Or, Blessings of Jamaica, 1803.
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Figure 4.32 Johan Zoffany, The Auriol and Dashwood Families, ca. 1783-7.

Figure 4.33 Frederick Fiebig, Establishment of a Coffee Planter, ca. 1852.
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Figure 4.34 Samuel Bourne, The Botanical Gardens, a Peep from Lambsknowe, ca. 1862.
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Figure 4.35 Artist unknown, “S. Peter Soysa,”
Twentieth Century Impressions of Ceylon, 1907.
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Figure 4.36 Artist unknown, “G. W. Lindsay White,”
Twentieth Century Impressions of Ceylon, 1907.
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Figure 4.37 Artist unknown, “Gikiyanakande Estate,”
Twentieth Century Impressions of Ceylon, 1907.
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Figure 4.38 Artist unknown, “H. J. Perera Samarasekera,”
Twentieth Century Impressions of Ceylon, 1907.
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Figure 5.1 Artist unknown, “Kandy,” Official Handbook and Catalogue
of the Ceylon Court, 1886.
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Figure 5.2 Artist unknown, “Ceylon Tea,” Official Handbook and Catalogue of the
Ceylon Court, 1886.
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Figure 5.3 Artist unknown, “Ceylon Tea House,”
Illustrated Handbook & Catalogue for Ceylon, 1886.
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Figure 5.4 Artist unknown, “Weighing-In Green Tea-Leaf,”
Illustrated Handbook & Catalogue for Ceylon, 1886.

Figure 5.5 Artist unknown, “View of Ceylon Tea Estate and Factory,”
Illustrated Handbook & Catalogue for Ceylon, 1886.
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Figure 5.6 Artist unknown, “The Cingalese TeaHouse,” The Graphic, June 14, 1884.

Figure 5.7 John Dinsdale, “Entrance to the Indian Palace,”
Sketches at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1886.
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Figure 5.8 John Dinsdale, “Model Natives,”
Sketches at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1886.

Figure 5.9 John Dinsdale, “Real Natives,”
Sketches at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1886.
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Figure 5.10 John Dinsdale, “Refreshing Recollections,”
Sketches at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1886.
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Figure 5.11 T. Dart Walker, “Columbian Exposition-In the India Building,”
Harper’s Weekly, July 8, 1893.
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Figure 5.12 Government Photographer, “The East Indian Building,”
The Dream City: A Portfolio of Photographic Views of the World’s
Columbian Exposition, 1893-1894.

Figure 5.13 Government Photographer, “The Ceylon Building,”
The Dream City: A Portfolio of Photographic Views of the World’s
Columbian Exposition, 1893-1894.
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Figure 5.14 Government Photographer, “Ceylon Tea Room, Woman’s Building,” The Dream
City: A Portfolio of Photographic Views of the World’s Columbian Exposition, 1893-1894.

Figure 5.15 Government Photographer, “Singhalese Woman,” The Dream City: A
Portfolio of Photographic Views of the World’s Columbian Exposition, 1893-1894.
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Figure 5.16 Artist unknown, “Picking Tea,” World’s Columbian Exposition
Hand Book & Catalogue Ceylon Courts, 1893.
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Figure 5.17 Artist unknown, Front Cover, World’s Columbian Exposition
Hand Book & Catalogue Ceylon Courts, 1893.
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Figure 5.18 Artist unknown, “The Indian Tea Courts,” Report on the
Indian Section of the Paris Exhibition 1900, 1900.

Figure 5.19 Artist unknown, “Private Exhibitors Court-Tea and Coffee Exhibits,”
Report on the Indian Section of the Paris Exhibition 1900, 1900.
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Figure 5.20 Artist unknown, “View of One Bay of the Indian Tea Court,”
Report on the Indian Section of the Paris Exhibition 1900, 1900.

Figure 5.21 Artist unknown, “Ceylon Tea House,” Report on the Indian Section of
the Paris Exhibition 1900, 1900.
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Figure 5.22 Artist unknown, Front Cover, Official Handbook &
Catalogue of the Ceylon Court, 1900.

Figure 5.23 Artist unknown, Back Cover, Official Handbook &
Catalogue of the Ceylon Court, 1900.
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Figure 5.24 Henry W. Cave, “The Afterglow/Crépuscule,”
Official Handbook & Catalogue of the Ceylon Court, 1900.

Figure 5.25 A.W.A. Plâté & Company, “View of a Tea Estate/Plantation de Thé,”
Official Handbook & Catalogue of the Ceylon Court, 1900.
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Figure 5.26 Artist unknown, “Adam’s Peak from Maskeliya,”
Official Handbook & Catalogue of the Ceylon Court, 1900.

Figure 5.27 A.W.A. Plâté & Company, “Plucking Tea Leaf/Cueillette du Thé,”
Official Handbook & Catalogue of the Ceylon Court, 1900.
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Figure 5.28 A.W. Andrée, “A Tea Field/Champs de Thé,”
Official Handbook & Catalogue of the Ceylon Court, 1900.

Figure 5.29 Artist unknown, “A Tea Factory,”
Official Handbook & Catalogue of the Ceylon Court, 1900.
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Figure 5.30 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “Cart Transport/Charrettes À Boeufs,”
Official Handbook & Catalogue of the Ceylon Court, 1900.

Figure 5.31 Artist unknown, “India,” Louisiana World’s Fairs Official Views, 1904.
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Figure 5.32 Artist unknown, “The Temple of the Tooth,”
Louisiana World’s Fairs Official Views, 1904.

Figure 5.33 Artist unknown, “Tea Plucker (Tamil Girl),”
St. Louis World’s Fair Ceylon Hand Book, 1904.
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Figure 5.34 Artist unknown, “Tea Factory: Coolies Carrying Tea Chests,”
St. Louis World’s Fair Ceylon Hand Book, 1904.

Figure 5.35 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “Tea Estate with Adam’s Peak in the
Distance,” St. Louis World’s Fair Ceylon Hand Book, 1904.
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Figure 5.36 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “Tea Leaf, Flower and Seed” and
“Sorting Leaf in the Field,” St. Louis World’s Fair Ceylon Hand Book, 1904.

Figure 5.37 Artist unknown, “Withering Tea Leaf” and “Interior of Factory (Rolling
and Breaking),” St. Louis World’s Fair Ceylon Hand Book, 1904.
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Figure 5.38 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “Plumbago Mine,”
St. Louis World’s Fair Ceylon Hand Book, 1904.

Figure 5.39 W.L.H. Skeen & Company, “Adam’s Peak from Maskeliya,”
St. Louis World’s Fair Ceylon Hand Book, 1904.
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Figure 5.40 Artist unknown, Cup, Ceylon Court, 1904.

Figure 5.41 Artist unknown, Lipton’s Tea Advertisement, ca. 1893.
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Figure 5.42 Artist unknown, Untitled (Lipton Advertising), ca. 1910.
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Figure 5.43 Artist unknown, Lipton’s Tea Advertisement, ca. 1920.
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Figure 5.44 Artist unknown, Lipton’s Tea Advertisement, ca. 1920.
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